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Molecular Marker Applications to Plant Breeding
October 14 - November 1 1996
CIMMYT Headquarters, El Satan, Mexico
Saturday Oct. 12 Arrival of participants
Sunday Oct. 13
6:00-7:00 pm

Arrival of participants
Registration, Dormitories lounge

Week 1 (October 14 - 20)
Lectures In room B-116, practice In Wheat Pathology Training Lab
Monday Oct. 14
8:30

Welcome (30 min)

TGR/DH

9:00

lntrod'n to course and logistics (45 min) MK/GH

9:45

Genome, chromosomes and DNA (30 min)

MK

10:15 DNA digestions and electrophoresis (30 min) MK
10:45 Break
11 :00 LAB Start DNA extraction
12:30-1 :30 Lunch break
1:30-6:00 LAB DNA extractions, demonstrate tissue grinding
Break whenever possible

Tuesday Oct. 15
8:30

Introduction to the Applied Biotech Center at CIMMYT, ABC entrance (30 min)

DH

9:00-12:30 LAB DNA quality and digestions
10:30-11 :00 Break
12:30-1 :30 Lunch break
2:00

Southern transfer and hybridization (30 min) MK

2:30

Individual pictures in the photography area and break

3:30

Cloning and transformation, probe labeling (1hr) MK

4:30 LAB Practice double gel loading
Wednesday Oct. 16
NO lectures, only discussions when time permits
8:30 LAB Clone transformation
10:00 Break
10:30 LAB Probe preparation
11 :30 LAB Prepare gels for electrophoresis
1:00-2:00 Lunch break
2:00 LAB DNA electrophoresis (break whenever possible)
Thursday Oct.17
NO lectures, only discussions when time permits
8:30-1 :00 LAB Stain gel, Southern transfer, run probes on gel
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Break when possible
1:00-2:00 Lunch break
2:00

Trainees presentations (1 hr)**

3:30 LAB Blot probe gel
Free time
Friday Oct. 18
NO lectures, only discussions when time permits
8:30 LAB Fix DNA, prehybridize, detect probes blot
Free time
1:00-2:00 Lunch break
2:00

Trainees presentations (1 hr)**

3:30 LAB Hybridize, prepare washing and detection solutions

Saturday Oct. 18
9:30 on LAB Stringency washes and detection
Take tums for lunch break
4:30 LAB Expose blots to X-ray films

Sunday Oct. 20
9:30 LAB Group 1 develops X-ray films followed at 10:00 by group 2
10:30 LAB Start bacterial cultures
12:00 Departure to the pyramids of Teotihuacan (optional tour)
Week 2 (October 21 - 27)

Lectures in the Sasakawa and practice In the lab and room B-116 (computer work)
Monday Oct. 21
8:30-12:30 LAB Plasmid mini-preps, stripwash ~FLP blots
Break whenever possible
12:30-1 :30 Lunch break
1:30 RAPDs: reproducibility, scoring, equipt & consumables, costs (2hrs) GP, DNA enrichment for low
copy sequences MK
3:30-4:00 Break
4:00 LAB Rapid DNA extractions from leaf discs
5:00 Conversion of markers to allele specific amplicons, dot-blot hybridization detection (1 hr) GP

Tuesday Oct. 22
8:30 SSAs, AFLPs theory, reproducibility, modifications for large genomes, equipt & consumables, costs
(2hrs) GP
10:30 Break
11 :00-12:30 LAB Set up RAPDs, STSs and SSAs, minipreps results
12:30-1 :30 Lunch break
1:30 LAB AFLP restriction digests
2:30 Trainees presentations (1 hr)**
3:30 Break
4:00 Gene tagging: bulk segregant analysis (1.5 hr) GP
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Wednesday Oct. 23
NO lectures, only discussions when time permits
8:30-1 :30 LAB Run RAPDs, STSs and SSAs gels, AFLP ligations
Break whenever possible

1:00-2:00 Lunch break
2:00 Trainees presentations (1 hr)**
3:00-3:30 Break
3:30 LAB AFLP pre-amplifications
4:00 LAB Stain RAPDs, STSs and SSAs gels, interpretation of PCR results

Thursday Oct. 24
8:30 Use of AFLP analysis for recurrent parent selection. Data analysis and storage (1 hr) GP
9:30 Fingerprinting and applications (1 hr) GP
10:30 Break
11 :00 LAB AFLP selective amplifications
1:00-2:00 Lunch break
2:00 HyperMapdata (30-45 min) MK/DGL, followed by RFLP data entry and verification
Break whenever possible

Friday Oct. 25
8:30 LAB Run AFLP gel
Group picture in front of main bldg at 10 :30 am

in between setting the AFLP gel: HyperBlot demonstration (DGL)
2:00-3:00 Lunch break
3:00 Experimental designs for field experiments (2hrs) JC
5:00 LAB Stain AFLP gel
Saturday Oct. 26
Free time, could use to continue data entry and verification

Sunday Oct. 27
Free time/ Optional visit to Mexico City's historical downtown

Week 3 (October 28 - November 1)

Lectures in the Sasakawa and practice in room B-116
Monday Oct. 28
8:30 Genetic segregation, x2 tests, populations used in mapping CN
9:30 Creating maps: linkage groups, assigning link. gps to chromosomes CN
10:30 Break
11 :00 COMP. Map construction

1 :00-2:00 Lunch break
2:00 Trainees presentations (1 hr)**
3:30 COMP. Map construction
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Tuesday Oct. 29
8:30 QTL mapping: simple ANOVA, interval mapping, composite interval mapping (2 hrs) CJ/CN
10:30 Break
11 :00 COMP. ANOVA for QTL analysis
1:00-2:00 Lunch break
2:00 Trainees presentations (1 hr)**
3:00 COMP. QGene for QTL maps, CIM exercises

Wednesday Oct. 30
8:30 COMP. More QTL mapping
10:00 Break
10:30 Introduction to the DataBases (1.5 hrs) CN/DGL, followed by exercises on DB
1:00-2:00 Lunch break
2:00 Trainees presentations (1 hr)**
3:30 Introduction to IWIS (1 hr) PF, room B-22
4:30 COMP. More exercises on DB

Thursday Oct. 31
8:30 Marker-assisted selection: schemes and strategies (1 hr) CJ/CN
9:30 MAS projects: SWCB (MW), ASI (JMR), Triticeae (CN) (1.5hr)
11 :30 COMP. HyperSelect: graphical genotypes, do selections
1 :00-2:00 Lunch break
2:00 Use of biotech in wheat breeding (1hr) MvG
3:00 Application of molecular markers research to tropical maize breeding (1 hr) MW
4:00 Break
4:30 Progress on apomixis tagging and transfer (1hr) DG

Friday Nov.1
9:00 Course summary (1 hr)

MK

10:00 Questions/Answers session (1.5 hrs) All available staff
11 :30 Free time before and after lunch
1:00-2:00 Lunch break
2:00 Evaluation of the course (0.5-1 hr)
3:00 Graduation (1 hr)
4:00 Delivery of documents (passports, tickets etc...) EEL
6:30 Farewell dinner: Noche Mexicana, Rinc6n Mexicano

Saturday Nov. 2 and Sunday Nov. 3
Departures
**Trainees presentations: 2 per session starting the first Thursday aftemoon
TGR Tim Reeves, DH Dave Hoisington, MK Mireille Khairallah, GH Gilberto Hemandez, GP Greg Penner,
DGL Diego Gonzalez-de-Le6n, JC Jose Crossa, CN Clare Nelson, CJ Chianjian Jiang, PF Paul Fox, MW
Martha Willcox, JMR Jean Marcel Ribaut, MvG Maarten vanGinkel, DG Daniel Grimanelli, EEL Elsa
Espinosa L6pez
Assistants in the practice sessions: Eva Huerta and Susann~ Groh
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INTRODUCTION
OBJECTIVES OF THE COURSE

1. Introduce participants to theoretical aspects of DNA work.
2. Provide practical experience in aspects of DNA marker technology.
3. Discuss what it takes to establish a molecular marker laboratory.
3. Provide discussion periods on the applications of molecular marker technology to
plant breeding.
COURSE SUMMARY

The course will introduce participants to the basics of plant genome analysis and its
application to plant breeding problems in both wheat and maize through lectures
and hands-on exercises. Participants will learn the isolation, digestion,
electrophoresis and transfer of DNA to blots, the non-radioactive RFLP technology
now in use at CIMMYT, the generation of PCR-based markers and AFLPs, bacterial
transformation and plasmid preparation. Participants will also enter and verify
RFLP data into the computer, analyse data to produce genetic maps, and perform
QTL analyses with different st~tistical tools. In addition, there will be an
introduction to the public databases available for maize and the Triticeae and their
uses. Opportunities will be provided to discuss the application of molecular
markers to plant breeding, the interpretation of data from molecular analyses and
the research that each participant is involved in as it relates to the course.
MOLECULAR MARKERS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS TO PLANT BREEDING: INTRODUCTORY
COMMENTS

Classical plant breeding is based on selection of superior individuals among the
segregating progeny of sexual matings. Selection for plant improvement has largely
been carried out on the whole-plant or phenotype, which is the result of genotypic
and environmental effects. It is difficult to separate genetic and environmental
effects for many plant traits. Testing procedures may be difficult, tedious, or
expensive because of the nature of certain traits. Some traits, although conditioned
by one or two genes, may appear to be quantitatively expressed due to low
heritability. For many important plant traits conditioned by two or more genes it is
difficult or impractical to determine at the phenotypic level whether or not a specific
gene, or genes, is present in a plant or cultivar. The efficiency of selection based on
a phenotypic assay may be reduced by environmental effects on the measured traits
and by the complex inheritance of multigenic traits. However, many of the
complications of phenotype-based selection can be mitigated by direct selection for
genotype using DNA markers that cosegregate with the genes of interest.
Markers are "characters" whose inheritance pattern can be followed at the
morphological (e.g., flower color), biochemical (e.g., isozymes), or DNA levels
(molecular markers). These characters are called markers because we use them to
obtain, although indirectly, information about the genetics of other traits of interest
in the organism under study. Molecular markers can be expressed DNA regions
(genes) or DNA segments that have no known coding function.
iv
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Markers must be polymorphic to be useful in mapping; that is, alternative forms
must exist among individuals so that they are detectable among the progeny of a
cross. Polymorphisms are variations in DNA sequence that occur on average once
every 300 to 500 hp. Variations within exon (coding) sequences can lead to
observable changes, such as differences in seed color, plant height, and disease
susceptibility. Most variations occur within intrans (non-coding sequences) and have
little or no effect on an organism's appearance or function, yet they are detectable at
the DNA level and can be used as markers. Examples of these types of markers
include restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) and PCR-based
markers such as random amplified polymorphic DNAs (RAPDs), sequence tagged
sites (STSs), simple sequence repeats (SSRs) and amplified fragment length
polymorphisms (AFLPs). A genetic linkage map is constructed by observing how
frequently two markers are inherited together.
In a broad sense, such variations can be used for
(1) Determining the amount of genetic diversity at the DNA level
(2) Following the inheritance of traits of importance with the DNA markers.
The purpose of the estimation of genetic diversity would be to study:
- relatedness/ phylogenetic rela,tionships among populations and species
- level of purity, for varietal identification and/or protection by fingerprinting
- cytoplasmic diversity, by examining organelle genomes.
The applications of tagging single genes or mapping the quantitative trait loci
(QTL) that control a complex trait are to perform indirect selection for the trait(s) of
interest through marker-assisted selection (MAS) or marker-assisted backcrossing
(MAB). The idea is to increase the selection efficiency in the following cases:
- The trait of interest is controlled by a recessive allele
- Screening with markers can be done earlier (ex. seedling stage) than when the
trait is expressed in the mature stage
- The traits to select are either difficult, time-consuming or expensive to select for
- Pyramiding (simultaneous selection) several traits or several alleles of the same
trait
- Follow introgression in wide crosses (alien x cultivated crosses)
- Dissecting a quantitative trait into its QTL allow the breeder to deal with it in a
conventional Mendelian way.
The focus of this course will be on mapping and figure 1 includes an outline of a
mapping project.

v
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I.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
GENOME, CHROMOSOMES AND DNA

GENOME

The complete set of instructions for making an organism is called its genome. It
contains the master blueprint for all cellular structures and activities for the
lifetime of the cell or organism. Found in every nucleus of a plant's many billions of
cells, the plant genome consists of tightly coiled threads of deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) and associated protein molecules, organized into structures called
chromosomes (Fig. 2). Plant cells also contain DNA in their chloroplasts and
mitochondria. These genomes are much smaller and less complex. If unwound and
tied together, the strands of maize nuclear DNA would stretch to about 1.5 meters,
that of hexaploid wheat to 5 m (Table 1), but the DNA molecule would only be 125
trillionths of a centimeter wide. For each organism, the components of these slender
threads encode all the information necessary for building and maintaining life, from
simple bacteria to remarkably complex human beings. Understanding how DNA
performs this function requires some knowledge of its structure and organization.
THE DNA MOLECULE

In higher organisms, a DNA molecule consists of two strands that wrap around each
other to resemble a twisted ladder whose sides, made of sugar and phosphate
molecules, are connected by rungs of nitrogen- containing chemicals called bases.
Each strand is a linear arrangement of repeating similar units called nucleotides,
which are each composed of one sugar, one phosphate, and a nitrogenous base (Fig.
3). Four different bases are present in DNA: adenine (A), thymine (T), cytosine (C),
and guanine (G). The particular order of the bases arranged along the sugarphosphate backbone is called the DNA sequence; the sequence specifies the exact
genetic instructions required to create a particular organism with its own unique
traits. The biological or genetic information can be envisaged as sentences written
using the bases A,C,T and G (bonded to sugar and phosphate compounds=
nucleotides) as alphabets or building blocks in forming a large DNA molecule. The
composition of bases along one strand of the DNA chain is exactly complementary to
its partner strand, which in essence allows both strands to carry the same genetic
information.
The two DNA strands are held together by weak chemical bonds (hydrogen bonds)
between the bases on each strand, forming base pairs (bp). A always pairs with T
via two hydrogen bonds, while C and G are linked through three of these bonds.
Genome size is usually stated as the total number of base pairs (Table 1)

I-1
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Table 1. DNA content per genome (1 picogram = 1 pg= 0.965 x 109 bp = 29 cm)
Organism

Mega base pairs
106bp I 1C

picograms

E.coli

2n
(1)

0.0047

4.2

Chloroplast (maize)

(c)

Mitochondrion (maize)

(m)
10
24
42
14
20
46

0.0002
0.0007
0.15
0.45
16.95
5.96
2.6
3.2

0.160
0.570
150
430
16,000
5,700
2,500
3,900

Arabidopsis thaliana
Oryza sativa
Triticum aestivum
Triticum monococcum
Zea mays
Homo sapiens

length in cm
0.14
0.006
0.02
4.4
13.1
493
173
75
102

The 2.5 billion bp in the maize genome are organized into ten distinct, physically
separate microscopic units called chromosomes. All genes are arranged linearly
along the chromosomes. The nucleus of most plant cells contains twosets of
chromosomes, one set given by each parent. Chromosomes contain roughly equal
parts of protein and DNA; DNA molecules are among the largest molecules now
known.
Chromosomes can be seen under a light microscope and, when stained with certain
dyes, reveal a pattern of light and dark bands reflecting regional variations in the
amounts of A and T vs G and C. Differences in size and banding pattern allow the
different chromosomes to be distinguished from each other, an analysis called a
karyotype. A few types of major chromosomal abnormalities, including missing or
extra copies of a chromosome or gross br:eaks and rejoinings (translocations), can be
detected by microscopic examination; Most changes in DNA, however, are too subtle
to be detected by this technique and require molecular analysis.
DNA REPLICATION

The separation of the double strands of DNA and subsequent reproduction of
complementary strands is well orchestrated with other proteins to ensure accuracy
in DNA replication. This highly regulated system ensures specificity in the base
pairing, the formation of chemical bonds linking new nucleotides to the growing
strand and the elimination of incorrectly placed nucleotides. Each time a cell divides
into two daughter cells, its full genome is duplicated; for complex organisms, this
duplication occurs in the nucleus. During cell division, the DNA molecule unwinds
and the weak bonds between the base pairs break, allowing the strands to separate.
Each strand directs the synthesis of a complementary new strand, with free
nucleotides matching up with their complementary bases on each of the separated
strands. Strict base- pairing rules are adhered to: adenine will pair only with
thymine (an A- T pair) and cytosine with guanine (a C- G pair). Each daughter cell
receives one old and one new DNA strand (Fig. 2 ). The cells adherence to these
base- pairing rules ensures that the new strand is an exact copy of the old one.
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Fig. 2. A eukaryotic genome at four levels of detail.
Apart from reproductive cells (gametes) and some other differentiated cells, every cell
in a plant contains 2n pairs of chromosomes (with n=haploid number of
chromosomes), each a packet of compressed and entwined DNA (1, 2). Each strand of
DNA consists of repeating nucleotide units composed of a phosphate group, a sugar
(deoxyribose), and a base (guanine, cytosine, thymine, or adenine) (3). Ordina"rily,
DNA takes the form of a highly regular double- stranded helix, the strands of which
are linked by hydrogen bonds between guanine and cytosine and between thymine
and adenine. Each such linkage is a base pair (bp); see Table 1 for examples of
genome sizes. The specificity of these base- pair linkages underlies the mechanism of
DNA replication illustrated here. Each strand of the double helix serves as a template
for the synthesis of a new strand; the nucleotide sequence (i.e., linear order of bases)
of each strand is strictly determined. Each new double helix is a twin, an exact
replica, of its parent. (Figure and caption text provided by the LBL Human Genome
Center.)
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Deoxyribose
sugar molecule
Nitrogenous
/
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\

Weak H-bonds
between bases

Sugar-phosphate
backbone

Fig. 3. DNA Structure.
The four nitrogenous bases of DNA are arranged along the sugar- phosphate
backbone in a particular order (the DNA sequence), encoding all genetic instructions
for an organism. Adenine (A> pairs with thymine (T), while cytosine (CJ pairs with
guanine (G). The two DNA strands are held together by weak bonds between the
bases. A gene is a segment.of a DNA molecule (ranging from fewer than 1 thousand
bases to several million), located in a particular position on a specific chromosome,
and whose base sequence contains the information necessary for protein synthesis.
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This minimizes the incidence of errors (mutations) that may greatly affect the
resulting organism or its offspring. Occasionally, mistakes in replication do occur,
such as misplaced base pairing, the addition of more bases or gaps in the DNA
strand. These alterations in the DNA sequence or genetic mistakes are called
mutations. These changes can be passed on in subsequent cycles of DNA replication
and on to future generations. The magnitude of these changes in altering the
phenotype of an organism is influenced by the position of the mutation in the DNA
sequence. A single base change in an essential region can have a major effect,
whereas in a non-essential region (50-90% of the DNA in many organisms) the
mutation may remain unnoticed. The latter is not true in the case of RFLP and
other molecular marker mapping where changes in the DNA can be assayed
regardless of whether they are in a segment of the DNA coding for a visible
phenotype or in a DNA segment of no apparent function.
GENES

Each DNA molecule contains many genes, the basic physical and functional units of
heredity. A gene is a specific sequence of nucleotide bases, whose sequences carry
the information required for constructing proteins, which provide the structural
components of cells and tissues as well as enzymes for essential biochemical
reactions. The plant genome is estimated to comprise between 10,000 and 100,000
genes.
Genes vary widely in length, often extending over thousands of bases, but only about
10% of the genome is known to include the protein- coding sequences (exons) of
genes. Interspersed within many genes are intron sequences, which have no coding
function(s). The balance of the genome is thought to consist of other noncoding
regions (such as control sequences and intergenic regions), whose functions are still
obscure. DNA sequences may be present in any number, from one copy to millions
of copies per haploid genome. Such repeated sequences may be present in tandem
copies at one chromosomal locus or may be dispersed throughout the genome.
· Repeated sequences are often observed to be concentrated in centromeres,
telomeres, or other heterochromatic parts of the chromosomes.
All living organisms are composed largely of proteins. Proteins are large, complex
molecules made up of long chains of subunits called amino acids. Twenty different
kinds of amino acids are usually found in proteins. Within the gene, each specific
sequence of three DNA bases, is called a codon, and directs the cells proteinsynthesizing machinery to add specific amino acids. For example, the base sequence
ATG codes for the amino acid methionine. Since 3 bases code for 1 amino acid, the
protein coded by an average- sized gene (3000 bp) will contain 1000 amino acids. The
genetic code is thus a series of codons that specifY which qmino acids are required to
make up specific proteins.
The protein- coding instructions from genes are transmitted indirectly through
messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA), a transient intermediary molecule similar to a
single strand of DNA. For the information within a gene to be expressed, a
complementary RNA strand is produced (a process called transcription) from the
DNA template in the nucleus. This mRNA is moved from the nucleus to the cellular
cytoplasm, where it serves as the template for protein synthesis. The cells proteinsynthesizing machinery then translates the codons into a string of amino acids
called polypeptides that will constitute the protein molecule for which it codes. In
the laboratory, the mRNA molecule can be isolated and used as a template to
1-6
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synthesize a complementary DNA (cDNA) strand, which can then be used to locate
the corresponding genes on a chromosome map.

RESTRICTION FRAGMENT LENGTH
POLYMORPHISMS
RESTRICTION ENDONUCLEASES, DNA ELECTROPHORESIS AND SOUTHERN
BLOmNG

Properties of RFLPs
Codominant
Universal
Neutral
Abundant
... and more...
• Can construct high-density saturated maps
• Can assay the whole genome
• Environment and tissue-independent expression
• Show no interlocus interactions
• Mostly without phenotypic effects

RESTRICTION ENZYMES: MOLECULAR SCISSORS

· Restriction enzymes are a class of DNA endonucleases which occur in nature in
various microorganisms. They have evolved as a defense mechanism in bacteria to
degrade foreign DNA such as that introduced by a bacteriophage. Such exogenous
DNA is rapidly cleaved into smaller fragments by the restriction enzyme and the
bacterium is thus protected from viral infection. The bacterial DNA is protected
from cleavage by methylation of sequences that would otherwise be cut. Type II
restriction endonucleases are the type used most often in molecular biology. The
proteins bind specifically to double stranded DNA and then cleave it, and after this
has occurred, the enzyme dissociates from the DNA molecule. Some enzymes cleave
exactly at the axis of symmetry, generating fragments of DNA that carry blunt ends.
Other enzymes cleave each strand at similar locations, on opposite sides of the axis
of symmetry, creating fragments of DNA that carry protruding single-stranded
termini also refered to as "sticky ends" (see Fig. 4). The vast majority of type II
restriction endonucleases recognize specific sequences that are four, five, six or eight
nucleotides in length and display two fold symmetry :
EcoRI (from Escherichia coli ) cleaves GAATTC
PstI (from Providencia stuartii ) cleaves CTGCAG
TaqI (from Thermus aquaticus ) cleaves TCGA
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RESTRICT/ON ENDONUCLEASES
"Molecular scissors"
These enzymes:
• recognize a specific DNA sequence
called a "restriction site#
• then cleave the DNA at the
restriction site
Examples:
Name Isolated from

fcoRI

&::ht!ricNaroi

Restriction site

-GkTTC1 I I I I I
-CTTAAf-

C RE 1
~

RE 2

Hindlll HemqJU inlbnzae - ~tf<f 'Jj'Jj-TTCGAf-

Fig.4
Some restriction enzymes (rare- cutters) cut the DNA very infrequently, generating
a small number of very large fragments (several thousand to a million bp). Most
enzymes cut DNA more frequently, thus generating a large number of small
fragments (less than a hundred to more than a thousand bp).
On average, restriction enzymes with
4- base recognition sites will yield pieces 256 bases long,
6- base recognition sites will yield pieces 4000 bases long, and
8- base recognition sit~s will yield pieces 64,000 bases long.
Since hundreds of different restriction enzymes have been characterized and are
available commercially, DNA can be cut into many different small fragments .
ONA ELECTROPHORESIS AND SOUTHERN BLOTTING

Electrophoresis, through agarose or polyacrilamide gels, is the standard method to
separate, identify and purify DNA fragments. Although agarose gels have a lower
resolving power than polyacrilamide gels, they have a greater range of separation
and are much simpler and .easier to handle than the polyacrilamide ones, and have
been more widely used in DNA electrophoresis.
Agarose, a purified form of agar isolated from seaweed, is a linear polymer. Various
grades and forms of agarose are commercially available. Agarose gels are cast by
melting the agarose in the presence of the desired buffer until a clear, transparent
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solution is achieved. The melted solution is then poured into a mold and allowed to
harden. Upon hardening, the agarose forms a matrix, the density of which is
determined by the concentration of the agarose. The gel is then submerged in
"running buffer" and the DNA samples are loaded into wells that were cast into the
gel using a plastic comb at the time of preparation. An electrical field is then
applied across the length of the gel and the negatively charged DNA molecules
migrate toward the anode of the electrophoretic system. The rate at which linear
DNA molecules migrate within the gel depends on their length: larger molecules
migrate more slowly than smaller ones because it is more difficult for them to pass
through the agarose pores. Thus, the DNA molecules become separated according to
their size (Fig. 5). At high gel concentrations, the resolution of smaller fragments is
favored, while at low agarose concentrations, that of larger fragments is favored (see
Table 2). DNA is visualized by soaking the gel in a solution of ethidium bromide;
this fluorescent dye intercalates between the two strands of DNA and makes them
visible under ultraviolet light.

GEL ELECTROPHORESIS
Separation of digested DNA fragments in a gel

2. load DNA into wells
1. agarose gel
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Fig.5
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Table 2. Range of separation of DNA fragments in gels containing different
amounts of agarose (Sambrook et al. 1989)
Amount of agarose in gel Efficient range of separation
(%w/v)
of linear DNA fra21nents (kb)
0.3
5-60
0.6
1-20
0.7
0.8-10
0.9
0.5-7
1.2
0.4-6
1.5
0.2-3
2.0
0.1-2
When plant or animal DNA is digested with restriction endonucleases and the DNA
fragments are separated by gel electrophoresis, the result is a smear of millions of
bands (fig. 6). However, if, the vast array of fragments are transferred to
nitrocellulose or nylon membranes and assayed for specific sequences, a limited
number of size classes of fragments are visualized and these provide a glimpse into
DNA structure surrounding the sequence :which was used as a probe. Most
importantly from the point-of-view of using this technology for genetic mapping, it
has been shown empirically that individuals of a species are not identical with
respect to the distance (in bases of DNA) between restriction endonuclease cleavage
sites which encompass the specific sequence used in the assay. In this way,
fragments of different sizes are visualized by the same probe in individuals of a
species and when these individuals are crossed, they provide genetic markers in the
same way that isozymes provide them.

SOUTHERN BLOTTING

+ _ _ _ _...

GEL ELECTROPHORESIS
onto...,.,_
using heat Mtld/M
UV light

~
MEMBRANE FILTER

Fig. 6.
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Transferring single-stranded DNA and denatured double-stranded DNA from an
agarose gel onto a filter matrix made of nylon or nitrocellulose is achieved by
Southern blotting. The steps involved are:
preparation of the agarose gel for blotting,
blotting, and
fixation of the DNA to the filter membrane.
There are a number of ways to perform a Southern blot which include capillary
blotting, electrophoretic transfer (electroblotting), vacuum blotting and positive
pressure blotting. Capillary blotting is by far the most popular method for blotting
agarose gels and is illustrated in Fig.6. Three steps prior to blotting the gel are
essential for the further successful use of the resulting blot. These are depurination,
denaturation and neutralization of the DNA in the agarose gel.
In capillary blotting, DNA fragments are transferred out of the gel in a flow of liquid
drawn through the gel by simple capillary action. The larger the fragments that
leave the gel, the slower the rate at which they transfer. As blotting proceeds, the
gel becomes dehydrated and thus more concentrated, up to a point at which DNA
molecules will, for all practical purposes, not leave the gel any longer. At this point,
smaller fragments will have mostly transferred and therefore something may have
to be done to increase the efficiency of transfer of larger DNA molecules. This may
be done by partial depurination of the DNA in the gel, which involves the removal of
some of the purines from the electrophoresed DNA and ultimately its cleavage into
smaller fragments. The covalent bond that connects a purine base to a deoxyribose
unit in DNA is more sensitive to HCl than the bond that connects this sugar with a
pyrimidine base; thus, treatment of the gel with HCI will preferentially remove
purines from DNA. During the next step, that of denaturation of the DNA in the
gel, the phosphodiester bonds connecting the backbone of the DNA strand are·
cleaved at sites of depurination resulting in DNA fragmentation. The ·singlestranded DNA resulting from denaturation will transfer more efficiently than
·double-stranded DNA (this treatment alone may be sufficient for effective transfer
under certain conditions) and is of course essential for the subsequent hybridization
of this template to DNA probes. Finally, in order to avoid some of the hybridization
background problems that may arise after alkali treatment of the gel (and
ultimately the membrane filter), it is recommended that this is neutralized before
blotting. If you do perform an alkali blotting procedure, you will have to neutralize
the blot itself as nucleic acid hybrids are unstable at high pH.
After blotting it is essential to fix the DNA onto the membrane following the
instructions of the manufacturer. Fixing can be achieved by baking the membrane
at high temperatures (80-95°C) during 1-2 hours and/or by UV cross-linking of the
DNA to the filter matrix; the latter method is one major advantage of nylon
membranes over nitrocellulose ones. In this process, covalent bonds are formed
between the DNA and chemical groups on the surface of the membrane.

NUCLEIC ACID HYBRIDIZATION
Hybridization of two single stranded DNA molecules is the next step towards the
detection of RFLPs. The duplex state of DNA strands are held together by H-bonds
primarily through complementary base pairing, A to T and C to G. When the duplex
molecule is subjected to conditions such as high temperature or alkali treatment,
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denaturation of the double strands results in a partial or complete separation into
single stranded molecules. Under favorable conditions the reannealing of the single
strands into a duplex state can be attained. Renaturation of nucleic acids is not
limited to single strands of the same DNA molecule, but can occur between DNA
from different populations containing similar sequences. The formation of
DNA:RNA hybrids is also possible. The incorporation of radioisotopes such as 32p.
dCTP or a non-radioactive nucleotide such as digoxigenin-dUTP, into a purified
nucleic acid sequence to make "probes" (see the following two sections) allows the
detection of related nucleic acid sequences in similarly or distantly related
organisms. In filter hybridizations the denatured probe is usually in solution while
the other population of single stranded DNA molecules are immobilised on a solid
support such as nitrocellulose or nylon filters (see fig. 7)
To ensure maximum detection of nucleic acid hybrids it is essential to optimise the
factors affecting the reaction kinetics and maintenance of stable duplexes or
hybrids. A useful measure of the stability of DNA duplexes or DNA:RNA hybrids is
their melting temperature (Tm), the temperature at which 50% of the nucleic acids
remain dissociated or denatured. Hybridization in aqueous solutions is carried out
usually at temperatures of 65-68°C at which the stability of probe to nucleic acid
hybrids is maintained at about 20-25°C below its Tm. The addition of compounds
such as formamide decreases the Tm of nucleic acid hybrids. Hybridization
solutions containing 50%" formamide allow for a lower incubation temperature,
usually at 42°C which is less harsh on filters and the probes are relatively more
stable at lower temperatures. Hybridization of nucleic acids occurs slowly at low
ionic strengths, and by increasing the ionic concentration to about 1.5M Na+ the
reaction rate is enhanced. The stability of mismatched duplexes, for example in
cross hybridization of probes to different species is maintained at high salt
concentrations (e.g. 6X SSC).
The inclusion of inert polymers, such as polyethylene glycol or dextran sulphate,
leads to an increased rate of hybridization. About a tenfold increase in the reaction
rate is obtained in the presence of 10% dextran sulphate in the hybridization buffer.
This effect is thought to be associated with an increase in the effective concentration
of the probe solution due to its exclusion from the volume occupied by the polymer.
However, the inclusion of these inert polymers increases the viscosity of the
hybridization buffer( creates difficulties in handling) and can lead to high
backgrounds.
Regions of non-specific attachment of probes to the swface of filters do occur, and to
eliminate this effect blocking agents are included in the prehybridization and
hybridization steps. The most common blocking agent is Denhardt's reagent(which
contains BSA, PVP, Ficoll 400); non-fat dried milk also serves a similar purpose.
These agents are often used in combination with sheared or sonicated salmon sperm
or calf thymus DNA. When nylon filters are used in hybridization it is
recommended that blocking agents be omitted from the hybridization buffer since
high concentrations of protein hinder the annealing of the probe to its target. The
principles which apply to hybridizing labelled probes to DNA bound to membrane
filters also applies to in situ hybridization where the DNA is in cytological
preparations of chromosomes or nuclei.
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Fig.7
Hybridization techniques are essentially empirical determinations of the conditions
that best reproduce a set of specific hybridization events. The detailed recipes and
protocols involved are more an art than a science.
After filter hybridization, the unbound probe is washed off the filter with a series of
stringency washes and detection of the DNA:DNA hybrids is done by exposing the
filter directly to an X-ray film in the case of radioactively labeled probes. For nonradioactive methods, a series of detection steps are essential before exposing the
filter to the X-ray film.
CLONING DNA IN BACTERIAL PLASMIDS

Cloning involves the use of recombinant DNA technology to propagate DNA
fragments inside a foreign host (Fig. 8). The fragments are usually isolated from
chromosomes using restriction enzymes and then united with a carrier (a vector).
Following introduction into suitable host cells, the DNA fragments can then be
reproduced along with the host cell DNA. Vectors are DNA molecules originating
from viruses, bacteria, and yeast cells. They accommodate various sizes of foreign
DNA fragments ranging from 300 bp for bacterial vectors (plasmids and cosmids) to
1 Mb for yeast vectors (yeast artificial chromosomes). Bacteria are most often the
hosts for these inserts, but yeast and mammalian cells are also used.
Example: cloning in bacterial plasmids. Plasmids are naturally occurring, circular,
small DNA molecules originally recognized in bacteria because they often carry
genes for resistance to antibiotics or heavy metals. The plasmids found in E.coli
have been extensively "engineered" to produce cloning vehicles. The vectors
currently used most widely for sequencing are pUC118 and pUC119. The molecules
carry the gene conferring resistance to ampicillin, a short "polycloning site region" in
the gene for the beta-galactosidase enzyme, and the sequences required in cis for
the initiation and termination of bacteriophage M13 DNA synthesis and for
packaging into bacteriophage particles. When cells harboring these plasmids are
infected with a suitable filamentous bacteriophage, copies of one strand of the
plasmid DNA are synthesized and packaged into progeny bacteriophage particles.
Single strand DNA can then be isolated from the bacteriophage particles and used
as a template to determine the nucleotide sequence of the foreign DNA.
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To clone DNA segments into a plasmid vector such pUC19 the following steps are
carried out:
1. Digest DNA from plant or animal sample with (for example) the restriction
endonuclease Pstl. This enzyme is often used to recover clones from the less
repetitive component of the eukaryote DNA (in plants up to 90% of the DNA can be
in a class not coding directly for gene products). The tendency to exclude repetitive
sequences from cloning is an empirical observation and is believed to be due to
increased levels of DNA methylation observed in DNA which does not code for gene
products (eg. many repetitive DNA sequences). The net result is very useful because
the DNA segments which are cloned using Pstl are more likely to generate probes
for RFLP analysis. The digested DNA is fractionated on a glycerol gradient (1040%) to separate three broad size classes, 0 - 2 kb, 2 - 10 kb, and greater than lOkb
in size. The ends of all the molecule are the same:
5'
3

I

TGCAG •..•.........•.•.•••.•.•••... • .•• • •• C

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GACG'l''

3'
5

I

This results from the way Pstl creates breakages in the DNA at its specific
recognition site.
2. The plasmid vector is similarly digested with Pstl to produce a linear
molecule with ends which are identical to the digested plant DNA. Mixing the two
digested DNA samples in equal molar proportions then allows the ends t o be ligated
-together:
••• .•. CoH pT G

c

AG •...•••••••••••..•••..•••• CoH pT G

c

AG •••

. _ •... G A C G Tp oHC . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . • • • G A C G Tp oHC •••

The enzyme which is used to carry out the reaction of the OH group with the P ·
group to reform the phosphate-sugar backbone is bacteriophage T4 DNA ligase, in
the presence of Mg++ and ATP.
3. The ligation mixture is then used to transform bacteria to recover plasmids
carrying inserted DNA. Large amounts of the specific plant DNA sequence can then
be produced as the plasmid is replicated in a growing culture of bacteria.
Cloning procedures provide unlimited material for experimental study. A random
set of cloned DNA fragments is called a library. Genomic libraries are sets of
overlapping fragments encompassing an entire genome. This and some of the above
principles are summarized in fig. 8. Another common type of clone libraries used in
RFLP analyses are cDNA libraries. These are constructed from reverse-transcribed
mRNA isolated from an organism and therefore, the clones consist of coding .·
sequences. Chromosome- specific libraries, which consist of fragments derived from
source DNA enriched for a particular chromosome can also be constructed.
THE POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION

PCR can amplify a desired DNA sequence of any origin (virus, bacteria, plant, or
human) hundreds ofmilli()ns of times in a matter of hours, a task that would have
required several days with recombinant technology. The PCR reaction, only
described in 1985, is revolutionizing the way molecular biology is being carried out.
PCR is especially valuable because the reaction is highly specific, easily automated,
and capable of amplifying minute amounts of sample.
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PCR is an in vitro procedure for the enzymatic synthesis of DNA, using two
oligonucleotide primers that hybridize to opposite strands and flank the region of
interest in the target DNA. The procedure enables small amounts of specific DNA
fragments (which may be mixed with large amounts of contaminating DNA) to be
amplified between 106 and 1012 times (a million to a million million fold).
A repetitive series of cycles involving template denaturation, primer annealing, and
the extension of the annealed primers by DNA polymerase results· in the exponential
accumulation of a specific fragment whose termini are defined by the 5' ends of the
primers (Fig. 9). The mixture is heated to separate the strands of double- stranded
DNA containing the target sequence and then cooled to allow (1) the primers to find
and bind to their complementary sequences on the separated strands and (2) the
polymerase to extend the primers into new complementary strands. Repeated
heating and cooling cycles multiply the target DNA exponentially, since each new
double strand separates to become two templates for further synthesis. The
amplification is dramatic because the extension products of one cycle serve as
templates for the following reactions and thus, the number of target copies doubles
each cycle. For instance, after 20 cycles of PCR a 106-fold amplification (220) is
. achieved (Fig. 9).
The key factor in the widespread use of PCR was the introduction, in 1986, of the
thermostable DNA polymerase (Taq polymerase) from Therrnus aquaticus. The
commercial supply of the enzyme (Cetus) meant that the reaction components
(template, primers, Taq polymerase, nucleoside triphosphates and buffer) could be
simply mixed and subjected to temperature cycling.
PREPARATION OF PROBES FOR NUCLEIC ACID HYBRIDIZATIONS

In order to see where the cloned piece of DNA has hybridized during nucleic acid
hybridizations, it is necessary to label it in some way. The most common way to do
this has been to radioactively label the probe with 32p. Various other molecules
·have also been used in non-radioactive labeling of DNA fragments. Regardless of
which compound is used as the label, three methods are available when labeling
cloned DNA fragments:
1. Nick translation
2. Random oligonucleotide priming
3. Amplification and labeling by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
NICK TRANSLATION

The enzyme DNA polymerase I from E.coli adds nucleotide residues to the 3'hydroxyl terminus which is created when one strand of a double-stranded DNA
molecule is nicked. The nicking is achieved by including very small amounts of
DNAase I in the reaction. In addition, the DNA pol I, by virtue of its 5' to 3'
exonucleolytic activity, can remove nucleotides from the 5' side of the nick. The
simultaneous elimination of nucleotides from the 5' side and the addition of
nucleotides to the 3' side results in movement of the nick along the DNA. By
including all four nucleotides in the reaction where at least one is labeled, the newly
synthesized molecule will become labeled and ready for use in nucleic acid
hybridization.
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RANDOM OLIGONUCLEOTIDE PRIMING

This method is used to generate probes from denatured closed circular DNA or
denatured linear dsDNA. Oligonucleotides serve as primers for initiation of DNA
synthesis on such single stranded templates by the E. coli DNA polymerase I
Klenow fragment. This enzyme lacks the 5' to 3' exonucleolytic activity, so that the
labeled product is synthesized exclusively by primer extension rather than by nicktranslation and it is not degraded exonucleotically. Random, heterogeneous primers
(usually 6 bases long) are used to form hybrids at many positions along a given
sequence of DNA so that every nucleotide of the template gets copied at an equal
frequency into the labeled product. These primers are available commercially.
PCR LABELING

The use of primers on either side of the cloning site of the vector can be used to
produce large amounts of the probe for labeling by PCR. Inclusion of32p or
digoxigenin labeled nucleoside triphosphates in the reaction leads to highly labeled
probes.
NON-RADIOACTIVE PROCEDURES FOR DETECTING DNA SEQUENCES.

Although probes labelled with 32p are at present the most widespread basis for
RFLP work, they have two major disadvantages. Firstly, the ~-particles emitted by
32p are energetic and thus, there is a potential health risk for personnel involved in
the daily work. This requires careful screening to guard against radioactive
contamination. Second, the short half-life of 32p (14 days) means that in almost all
cases, probes cannot be stored and reused but must be labelled each time a
hybridization is to be performed. This is especially so with single copy probes, which
are close to the limit of detection with 32p.
Consequently, there has been considerable work aimed at developing nonradioactive probes and detection systems. They all rely on:
1. Incorporation of chemically modified nucleoside triphosphates into the probe.
2. A system for identifying the chemically modified probe (e.g., an antibody to the

chemical).
3. A visual method to identify chemical group (e.g., an easily detected enzyme
coupled to the antibody). ELISA technology has provided many of the methods used.
An early system involved the use of biotin-labeled nucleoside triphosphates in the
labelling reaction, detecting the biotinylated probe with streptavidin (or anti"'.biotin
antibodies) coupled with peroxidase or alkaline phosphatase, followed by
histochemical staining for the enzymes. Systems such as this have been quite
successful, but they have had two major drawbacks. Firstly, they have never been
quite sensitive enough for routine use with single copy probes in complex genomes.
Secondly, the histochemical detection systems rely on producing an insoluble colored
precipitate on the membrane. This is extremely difficult to remove, making it
virtually impossible to strip and reprobe the membrane.
The chemiluminescent system used exclusively at CIMMYT overcomes some of the
above difficulties. It uses:
1. Nucleoside triphosphates labeled with digoxigenin (a steroid occurring only in
Digitalis).
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2. Detection with an antibody-enzyme conjugate (anti-digoxigenin- alkaline
phosphatase).
3. Detection by a chemiluminescent substrate AMPPD or CSPD (or Lumi-Phos) and
exposure to X-ray film.
This method (fig. 10) is sensitive enough for single copy probes and because
detecting is via a film and not on the membrane, stripping and reprobing are just as
easy as with 32p.

Advantages of chemiluminescent detection
• Reduced risk (easier handling of larger sample sizes)
• No special waste handling/disposal
• Easier planning of experiments (vs 32p availability and
timeliness)
• Can label probes as needed & store until needed
• Hybridization fluid can be stored and re-used
• Exposures at room temperature (no intensifying screens)
• Short exposures ~ rapid turnover
• Reduced cost per data point vs 32p

NON-RADIOACTIVE METHODOLOGY

Alkaline
Phosphatase

hv~

•1•+111!!4111!!4111!!··-~
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Fig. 10. The digoxigenin, anti-digoxigenin, alkaline phosphatase, CSPD
chemiluminescent detection of DNA
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PCR-BASED MOLECULAR MARKER TECHNIQUES
RFLP markers, as discussed in previous sections, are based on variation of genome
DNA sequence. Unique sequences of DNA are cloned from the nuclear genome, and
then used as radioactive or nonradioactive probes to detect homologous sequences in
plant DNA which has been cut by various restriction endonucleases, separated on
agarose gels and blotted onto nylon filters. Alleles are identified by differences in
the size of the restriction fragments to which the probes hybridize.
Even though RFLP markers have been widely used, detection of RFLPs by Southem
blot hybridization may be laborious and time consuming, which may make this
assay undesirable for plant breeding projects with high sample throughput
requirements. Several types of PCR-based DNA markers have been developed
including random amplified polymorphic DNA, RAPDs, (Williams et al., 1990;
Welsh and McClelland, 1990), sequence tagged sites, STSs, (Olson et al., 1989;
Talbert et al., 1994), simple sequence repeat (SSRs) or microsatellites (Beckmann
and Soller, 1990; Roder et al., 1995), and amplified fragment length polymorphisms,
AFLPs (Zabeau, 1993). At the end of this manual you will find a glossary of
acronyms referring to these and other techniques.
PCR·BASED DNA MARKERS

• Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA (RAPDs)
•Sequence-Tagged Sites (STSs)
• Simple Sequence Repeat (SSR) or Microsatellite
• Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism (AFLP)
Random Ampllfled Polymorphic DNA (RAPD)

This assay was developed independently by two laboratories (Welsh and McClelland,
1990; Williams et al., 1990). The RAPD assay is based on the amplification of
genomic DNA with single primers of arJ:?~trary nucleotide sequence. This procedure
detects nucleotide sequence polymorphisms in a DNA amplification-based assay
using only a single primer of arbitrary nucleotide sequence. In this reaction, a
single species of primer binds to the genomic DNA at two different sites on opposite
strands of the DNA template. If these priming sites are within an amplifiable
distance of each other, a discrete DNA product is produced through thermocyclic
amplification. The presence of each amplification product identifies complete or
partial nucleotide sequence homology, between the genomic DNA and the
oligonucleotide primer, at each end of the amplified product. On average, each
primer will direct the amplification of several discrete loci in the genome, making
the assay an efficient way to screen for nucleotide sequence polymorphism between
individuals (Fig. 1).
RAPD polymorphisms are the result of either a nucleotide base change that alters
the primer binding site, or an insertion or deletion within the amplified region.
Therefore, the polymorphisms are usually noted by the presence or absence of an
amplification product from a single locus (Fig. 1). This also means that the RAPD
technique tends to provide only dominant markers. Individuals containing two
copies of an allele are not distinguished quantitatively from those containing only
one copy of the allele.
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DNA enrichment for low copy sequences

In wheat, most of the genomic DNA is composed of highly repetitive sequences.
When the RAPD assay is used in wheat, it often amplifies this kind of sequences.
Removal of highly repetitive and abundant DNA from wheat genomic DNA, or
enrichment for the low copy DNA fraction, will reduce the competition of highly
repetitive sequences for RAPD primer sites. This will also lead to the detection of
polymorphic RAPD-PCR products from low copy DNA sequences and hopefully of
the potential differences near the target region of the genome.
Genomic DNA is sonicated for about 10 sec to give a size range of 0.6 to 6.0 kb. The
sonicated DNA is then ethanol precipitated and resuspended in phosphate buffer.
Enrichment for low copy number sequences is achieved by denaturing DNA at 100°C
and reannealing at 60°C for at least 20 h to a C0 t (moles nucleotide/liter x
incubation time [s]) value of >100. At this C 0 t value, highly repetitive sequences
will renature and become double-stranded, while low copy sequences remain singlestranded. The DNA samples are then loaded into a hydroxylapatite column
maintained at 60°C and the single stranded DNA is eluted with 0.15 M phosphate
buffer at 60°C.
References
Eastwood, R.F., E.S. Lagudah, and R. Appels. 1994. A directed search for DNA sequences tightly linked to cereal cyst
nematode resistance genes in Triticum tauschii. Genome 37: 311-319.
Mullis, K.B. 1990. The unusual origin of the polymerase chain reaction. Scientific American, April 1990.
Tingey. S.V. and J.P.del Tufo. 1993. Genetic analysis with random amplified polymorphic DNA markers. Plant Physiol 101:
349-352.
Welsh, J. and M. McClelland. 1990. Fingerprinting genomes using PCR with arbitrary primers. Nucleic Acids Res 18: 72137218.
Williams, J.G.K.• A.R.. Kubelik, K.J. Livak, J.A. Rafalski. and S.V. Tingey. 1990. DNA polymorphism amplified by arbitrary
primers are useful as genetic markers. Nucleic Acid Res 18: 6531-6535.

Sequence-tagged sites (STSs)

An alternative to RAPDs is the sequence-tagged site (STS) approach, whereby PCR
primers are designed from mapped low-copy number sequences.
In this assay, primers are designed based on a known sequence which defines a
specific region ·of a genome. Therefore, a STS is a short, unique sequence amplified
by PCR that identifies a known location on a chromosome.
STS primers, mostly designed as 20-mers, are longer than RAPD primers, and
therefore, more stable and less affected by reaction factors than RAPD primers.
Since STS primers are designed from mapped low-copy number sequences, t.hey are
more likely to identify single or low copy DNA sequences of a genome while RAPD
often identifies repetitive DNA sequences. RFLP and RAPD markers can be
converted into STS markers.
A disadvantage for the STS PCR primers as compared to RAPD primers is the need
for sequence analysis before primers can be designed.
References
Olson, M .• L. Hood, C. Cantor, and D. Botstein. 1989. A common language for physical mapping of the human genome.
Science 245: 1434-1435.
Talbert. L.E.• N.K. Blake, P.W. Chee, T.K. Blake, and G.M. Magyar. 1994. Evaluation of "sequence-tagged-site" PCR
products as molecular markers in wheat. Theor Appl Genet 87: 789-794.
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Allele-specific amplicons (ASAs)

An allele-specific amplicon is a set of PCR primers that specifically amplify only one
allele from a locus, and no other DNA fragments. Allele-specific amplicons are
developed from RFLP probes, or from AFLP or RAPD fragments through a two step
sequencing procedure. First the probe or diagnostic fragment is sequenced, and
primers designed that will specifically amplify a DNA fragment from the
corresponding locus. In general these primers will amplify fragments that are
monomorphic in size across genotypes. The second step involves sequencing the
monomorphic fragments from at least two genotypes and designing allele-specific
amplicons based on sequence divergence. It is possible to develop allele-specific
amplicons that are based on a single base difference between genotypes. If
amplicons are developed for different alleles at a locus it is possible to distinguish
heterozygotes from homozygotes. It is also possible to combine allele specific
amplicons for different loci in a single PCR reaction. The higher annealing
temperature associated with allele-specific amplicons increases the reproducibility
of results when compared to RAPDs without increasing the need for genomic DNA
purity. The simple presence or absence of an amplified product also lends itself to
detection methods that do not rely on gel electrophoresis, such as dot-blot
hybridization.
Dot-blot hybridization

All PCR amplified products are currently detected through gel electrophoresis. It
has been shown that certain PCR amplified products such as RAPDs and allelespecific amplicons can be detected through dot-blot hybridization instead. The
diagnostic fragment is excised from a gel and labelled with digoxygenin (dig-11dUTP) through PCR amplification. The products of other PCR amplifications are
dot-blotted onto a nylon membrane through the use of a dot-blot apparatus. The
diagnostic fragment is hybridized to the immobilized DNA fragments at high
stringency (71 OC). Positive hybridization results, detected through
chemiluminescence, indicate the amplification of a specific allele. This approach is
only effective when applied to situations that involve the analysis of a large number
of plants (at least 1,000) with a single marker. At least 96 samples can be detected
on a single membrane, and up to ten membranes can be processed in the same time
frame as a single membrane.
Simple sequence repeats (SSRa) or mlcrosatellitea

Simple sequence repeats (SSRs), also known as microsatellites, are composed of
tandemly repeated two to five nucleotide DNA core sequences such as (AT)n, (GT)n,
(ATT)n, or (GACA)n spread throughout eukaryotic genomes. The DNA sequences
flanking microsatellites are generally conserved within individuals of the same
species, allowing the selection of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) primers that will
amplify the intervening SSR in all genotypes. Variation in the number of tandem
repeats, n, results in different PCR product lengths (fig. 2). These repeats are
highly polymorphic, even among closely related cultivars, due to mutations causing
variation in the number of repeating units. Different alleles can be detected at a
locus by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), using conserved DNA sequences
flanking the SSR as primers.
There are generally three approaches for the development of SSR primers: (1)
screening genomic DNA libraries by hybridization with SSR oligonucleotides; (2)
searching for SSRs in public DNA databases; and (3) using $SR-specific primers
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developed in the related crop species. SSR-specific primer pairs (forward and
reverse primers) are designed for PCR amplification based on the sequences
flanking the microsatellites.
The SSR assay is increasingly being applied to plant mapping projects due to its
relative advantages. First, SSRs are highly polymophic and thus, highly
informative in plants. Second, SSRs can be analyzed by a rapid and technically
simple PCR-based assay. Third, SSRs are co-dominant markers. Finally, SSRs are
both abundant and uniformly dispersed in plant genomes. For example, the wheat
genome contains, on the average, one (GT)n block every 704 kb and one (GA)n block
every 440 kb. The average distance between any of the two dinucleotide blocks is
approximately 271 kb. With a genome size of 16 x 106 kb per haploid genome for
.·wheat, the total number ofmicrosatellite loci is 3.6x104 for .(GA)n and 2.3 xl04 for
(GT)n (Roder et al., 1995). SSR markers are being developed in a number of plant
species including maize (Senior et al., 1996), wheat, barley, sunflower, and soybean.
However, SSR markers are time consuming and expensive to develop because the
genomic regions carrying SSRs must be identified and sequenced.
References
Beckmann JS, Soller M (1990) Toward a unified approach to genetic mapping of eukaryotes based on sequence tagged
microsatellite sites. Biotechnology 8: 930-932
Gupta, M., Y.S. Chyi, J. Romero-Severson, and J..L. Owen. 1994. Amplification of DNA markers from evolutionarily diverse
genomes using single primers of simple-sequence repeats. Theor Appl Genet 89: 998-1006.
Lynn, M.Sr.. and M. Heun. 1993. Mapping maize microsatellites and polymerase chain reaction confirmation of the targeted
repeats using a CT primer. Genome 36: 884-889.
Roder, M.S., J. Plaschke, S.U. Konig, A. Borner, M.E. Sorrells, S.D. Tanksley, and M.W. Ganal. 1995. Abundance,
variability and chromosomal location of microsatellites in wheal Mol Gen Genet 246: 327-333.
Senior, M.L., E. Chin, D. Austin, M. Lee and S. Smith. 1996. Mapping simple sequence repeats in maize. Maize Genet Coop
Newsletter 70:50-54.

Amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLPs)

AFLP analysis combines the specificity of restriction analysis with PCR
amplification (fig. 3). The sequence variation detected is primarily the same as that
detected with RFLP analysis, but the number of polymorphisms detected per
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analysis is much higher (higher multiplex ratio). DNA is cut with two restriction
enzymes, generally EcoRI and Msel.
EcoRI recognizes a six base motif, while Msel recognizes a four base motif. Two
double stranded oligos are prepared (approximately 25 hp each) that each have
overlapping ends that are specifically designed for annealing to EcoRI or MseI
restricted DNA These are ligated to the restricted genomic DNA, thus producing a
library of fragments with known DNA sequences at their termini. Two rounds of
PCR amplification are then performed. In the first round primers are used that
anneal to the ligated oligo's, the known sequence at the restriction site, and one base
beyond the restriction site. This 3' base extends into the unknown sequence and
therefore reduces the proportion of fragments amplified to I/16th of the library (1/4
x 1/4 at each end). An aliquot of these amplification products is then subjected to a
second round of amplification using primers that extend three bases into the
unknown sequence, resulting in the amplification of 1/4096th of the total ligated
fragments. Amplified fragments are separated on sequencing gels and either silver
stained or radioactively detected. By varying the three 3' bases it is possible to
assay different portions of the ligated library. In general, 75 to 150 fragments are
amplified with each primer combination and as each fragment theoretically
represents a unique site the proportion of the genome assayed with each primer
combination is much higher than with any other DNA analysis approach. AFLPs
are generally expressed as dominant markers like RAPDs but because the sequence
variation they detect is similar to that detected by RFLPs they generate similar
results to RFLPs when used to assay genetic diversity (Russell et al., 1996).
For wheat it has proven necessary to use the methylation sensitive restriction
enzyme PstI instead of EcoRI. By avoiding fragments that terminate in methylated
sites highly methylated repetitive DNA is avoided, and while the number of
fragments amplified is reduced, the number of polymorphisms identified is ·
increased. There are reports that the first round amplification can be performed
with primers that do not extend at all into the unknown sequence, thus allowing
· more flexibility in the design of second round amplification primers (Powell et al.,
1996).
References
Mazur, B.J. and S. V. Tingey. 1995. Genetic mapping and introgression of genes of agronomic importance. Current Opinion in
Biotechnology 6: 175-182.
Powell, W., E. Baird, A. Booth, P. Lawrence, M. MacAulay, N. Bonar, G. Young, W.T.B. Thomas, J.W. McNicol and R. Waugh.
1996. Single locus and multi-locus molecular assays for barley breeding and research. VII. International Barley Genetics
Symposium, Saskatoon. Canada, July-August. 1~. Proceedings pp.174-181.
Russell, J.R., J.D. Fuller, M. Macaulay, B.G. Hatz, A. Jahoor, W. Powell and R. Waugh. 1996. Direct comparisions of levels of
genetic variation among barley accessions detected by RFLPs, AFLPs, SSRs and RAPDs. VII. International Barley Genetics
Symposium, Saskatoon, Canada, July-August, 1996. Volume 1:295-297.
Zabeau, M. 1993. Amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFl.P). European Patent Application 92402629.7.
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Fig. 3 The AFLP procedure using two primer pairs.
Genomic DNA is digested by restriction endonucleases EcoRI and Msel, ligated to
their respective adapters and selectively amplified using primers that contain the
sequences of the adapters and one to three arbitrary nucleotides as selective
sequences. Polymorphisms of these selectively amplified segments are resolved in a
sequencing gel.
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RFLP versus PCR-based assays

Southern-based RFLPs mainly detect polymorphisms in regions surrounding the
probe. PCR-based approaches, on the other hand, detect variation only within the
amplified DNA fragment. Regular Southern-based RFLP analysis detects a
polymorphism in a larger area, and the PCR-based approach detects smaller
variations.
The extensive RFLP maps have been constructed for several crop -species, such as
maize, tomato; and rice. Many RFLP markers have been identified tightly linked to
the genes controlling economically important traits in various crop species.
However, RFLP analysis requires large quantities of quality DNA, and involves
several time-consuming and tedious steps and detection systems which use either
radioisotope or complex biochemistry. Therefore, it is not suitable in plant breeding
for marker-assisted selection of individuals from a large population. PCR analysis is
fast and easy to perform and requires only a few nanograms of DNA. Speed,
efficiency, and safety consideration have led investigators to evaluate PCR-based
analysis as an alternative to Southern-blot analysis for detection of restriction
fragment length polymorphisms. The major limitation in some PCR analyses is that
it requires sequence information in order to synthesize primers. The sequences of
RFLP markers are first determined. Then, a pair of primers can be designed based
on the sequences of the markers and used for amplification of genomic DNA. If
polymorphisms are not detected by PCR amplification with these primers,
polymorphisms can be examined by digestion of amplification products with
restriction enzymes.
On the other hand, clones of PCR amplified fragments can be used as a source of
RFLP probes.
References
Ghareyazie, B., N. Huang, G. Second, J. Bennett. and G.S. Khush. l 99S. Classification of rice germplasm. I. Analysis using
ALP and PCR-based RFLP. Theor Appl Genet 91: 218-227.
Hittalmani, S., M.R. Foolad, T. Mew, R.L. Rodriguez. and N. Huang. 199S. Development of a PCR-based marker to identify
· rice blast resistance gene, Pi-2(t), in a segregating population. Theor Appl Genet 91: 9-14.
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MOLECULAR DATA ANALYSES AND APPLICATIONS
INTRODUCTION TO GENETIC MAPPING
SOME DEFINITIONS •••

Phenotype - the visible or otherwise measurable property of an organism
Genotype - the genetic factors responsible for creating the phenotype
Gene - the nucleic acid sequence that carries the information representing a
particular product (polypeptide, RNA, etc.)
Allele - alternative forms of a gene
Locus - the position on the chromosome occupied by a gene (or DNA sequence)
representing a particular trait
Homozygous (homozygosity) - both alleles at the locus are identical
Heterozygous (heterozygosity) - both alleles at the locus are different (hybrid)
Dominant - the presence of the dominant allele determines the phenotype
Complete dominance - the recessive allele makes no contribution to the
phenotype
·
Incomplete (partial) dominance - the phenotype of the heterozygote ·is higher
than the intermediate between that of the two homozygotes
Codominant - both alleles contribute equally to the phenotype
Recessive - the presence of the recessive allele makes no contribution to the
phenotype
INTRODUCTION

Since the course is focused on the use of molecular markers, all examples and
nomenclature will pertain to these types of markers. The discussion will also
consider the various types of populations that can be derived in cereals and will only
consider nuclear gene segregation. One should always remember that in plants,
three different genomes exist within most cells: nuclear, chloroplast and
mitochondrial. The sequence of many chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes are
known, including those of most major cereals. While the presence of these genomes
should not interfere with the genetic analysis of most molecular loci, one should
always consider them in the final analysis of both molecular and phenotypic data.
In deriving a linkage map for a particular species, one must first develop a mapping
population which will produce segregation at the loci desired. Many populations are
possible, and decisions regarding which type are used, are based on the desired
resolution and ease or possibility of development. For developing molecular linkage
maps in maize and wheat, backcross (BC1F1) and F2 populations are adequate and
relatively easy to produce. For more resolution and/or to locate the genes for
complex traits (QTLs), more advanced populations such as recombinant inbred lines
(RILs), doubled-haploids (DHs) or backcross-derived isolines can be used. Since
these latter types are quite homozygous, the lines can be replicated in the field
several times and over several cycles in order to produce the best data possible for
locating QTLs. Further discussion on the strategies for locating QTLs will be
presented in a later session.
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Figure 1 presents the general scheme for the various types of populations that can
be developed for mapping. More detailed descriptions are available in the
Appendices. For all, it is assumed that the original parental lines are as
homozygous as possible. While populations can de derived from segregating
parental lines, the data analysis is ~ore complex and the maps are not as accurate
as those produced from homozygolis parental lines. One or two generations of
selfing are often necessary (or useful) to produce good homozygous parental lines.
Parent A

ParentB
(BB)
B

x

(AA)

t
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Fl

(AB)
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H
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(AA) (BB)

A

B

Fig. 1. Typical mapping populations with genotypes (in parentheses) and MapMaker
symbols (in bold) indicated.
After one has successfully developed the first autoradiograph or luminograph, it is
important to determine if the population is segregating as expected. Unless extreme
care is taken in developing the population, many errors can occur with the result
that the population is not segregating as expected or that it was not derived from
the parental lines. A quick comparison of the alleles segregating in the population
and those found in the parents can help confirm that the population was produced
from the expected parents. If the alleles do not match, this does not mean that the
population is wrong as it may be possible that you do not have the "exact" parent(s)
for the DNA isolation. For this reaso~ following appropriate schemes for
population development is strictly recommended, particularly the sampling and
saving of the exact parents and Fis used to make the populations.
Assuming that the population is correct as far as alleles are concerned, the next step
then is to determine the genotype of the locus in each individual of the population.
Somewhat by convention and as a result of early convention of MapMaker software,
the symbols listed in Table 1 are generally followed.
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Table 1. Symbols for indicating genotypic classes for molecular data.
Genotypic class
Parent A homozygote
Parent B homozygote
Heterozygote
Dominant marker, parent A
Dominant marker, parent B
Missing data

Genotype

Symbol

AA
BB
AB
AA,AB
BB,AB

A
B
H
D

c
-(hyphen)

While it is fairly simple to read a few individuals on a few blots, most mapping
experiments involve several hundred individuals genotyped for over a hundred loci.
In this case, we have developed a computer program, HyperMapData which allows
one to easily enter and verify the genotypic data. You will be able to use the
program in the laboratory later. For this lecture, let's consider the following
1uminographs.

AABBBABBHAAAAAABABBBABABBBB
Fig. 2. Probe BCD1006 hybridized to DNAs of wheat RILs.

AABBBBBABBRBBBAAABAAABAAAAB
Fig. 3. Probe BCD98 hybridized to DNAs of wheat RILs.

.....

J

AHAHBR-HBAR-BHAARRBBAARRRB
Fig. 4. Probe BNL14.28 hybridized to DNAs of maize F2 segregating progeny.
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Fig. 5. Probe UMC358 hybridized to DNAs of maize F2 segregating progeny.
Figures 2 and 3 are two RFLP loci segregating in a set of RILs of wheat. Figures 4
and 5 are two RFLP loci segregating in an F2 population of maize. For each, the
genotype of each individual is indicated below the figure. Look at each and make
sure that you agree with the indicated genotype. With complex patterns (e.g. multilocus probes, polyploid genomes), it is often easier to enter the segregation pattern
for each band separately, map each as a dominant locus and then determine which
bands are alleles at a locus. The HyperMapData software allows one to do this by
providing an option to combine two dominant patterns into a single codominant one.
The next step is to determine if the segregation at each locus is Mendelian.
According to the predictions of Mendel's First Law, alleles have no permanent effect
on one another when present in the same plant, but segregate unchanged by passing
randomly into different gametes.
Table 2 presents the expected segregation for dominant and codominant loci in
BC1Fi, F2, RIL and DH populations.

Table 2. Expected segregation ratios of markers in various populations.
Population

Dominant Markers
(A:C orB:D)

Codominant Markers
(A:H:B)
0:1:1 (1:1)
1:2:1
1:0:1 (1:1)
1:0:1 (1:1)

1:1

3:1 or·1:3
1:1

1:1

In order to determine if the locus is segregating as expeeted, one simply compares
the observed segregation with the expected. The statistical test used for this is the
Chi-Square Test and is calculated as below.
X2 =

2

:t

(Observed; - Expected;)
;,,,o
Expected;

2

~[!(Observed; -Expected;)l-0.5] 2

x=k
;,,, 0

Expected;
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Equation 1 should be used for all degress of freedom greater than 1 and equation 2
when there is only one degree of freedom (i.e. two classes). Once the value of x2 is
computed, and the number of degrees of freedom noted (the number of genotypic
classes minus 1), the probability for a strictly chance deviation as large as or larger
than that obtained can be read from a graph or found in a table ofx2 values. A copy
of the x2 graph is presented in the Appendix. Table 3 lists a few of the more
common values useful in mapping.

Table 3. Commonly used z2 values.
Confidence level

1 df

2df

Sdf

90%
95%
99%

0.0158
0.0039
0.0002

0.21
0.10
0.02

3.49
2.73
1.65

Table 4 presents the calculated values for our example loci. As you can see, all loci
segregated in a Mendelian fashion since the calculated value was less than that for
the 90% level of confidence. The exact level of confidence can be determined from
the graph in the Appendix.
·

Table 4. Chi-square values for example loci.

Locus
BCD1006
BCD98
BNL14.28
UMC358

df

Observed

Expected

1
1
2·
2

12:14
13:13
7:11:6
5:13:6

13:13
13:13
6:12:6
6:12:6

Chi-square
0.04
0.00
0.25
0.25

Three important reservations or cautions should be noted regarding the use or
calculation ofx2 values in genetics. (1) Chi-squares can usually be applied only to
numeric frequencies and not to percentages or ratios derived from frequencies. For
example, if one observes 8 in one class and 12 in the other, you should use 8 and 12
as the observed values and not 40% and 60%. (2) Chi-squares cannot normally be
applied to distributions in which the number of individuals in any class is less than
5. In this case, use Fisher's exact test. (3) Since in most mapping experime.nts one
may be calculating the segregation ratios for many loci in the same set of
individuals, you may need to correct for multiple tests.
Once one or more markers have been checked and the genotypes determined, the
next step would be to det~rmine if any of the markers are linked. Mendel's Second
Law concerns the independent a8sortment of genes. When two homozygous parents
are crossed, two classes of individuals will be obtained in the next generation:
parental and recombinant. Figure 6 presents the expected genotypes in an F2. For
a codominant marker such as an RFLP, all but four of the genotypic classes can be
unambiguously identified. Only the double heterozygotes (IDI) are ambiguous, in
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that it is not possible to determine whether a parental or recombinant gamete
combined to form the individual.
Parents

Gametes

Fl hybrid

AA : AH : AB : HA : IUI : BB : BA : BH : BB
1: 2
1: 2: 4
2: 1: 2: 1

Fig. 8. Expected genotypic classes for a codominant locus in an F2 population.
Again, the first step in determfuing linkage would be to check for independent
segregation using the Chi-Square Test. Table 5 presents the expected segregation
for two markers in BC1F1, F2, RIL and DH populations.
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Table 5. Expected segregation of two markers in various populations.

Population

Dominant markers

Codominant markers

BC 1F 1

1:1:1:1
9:3:3:1
1:1:1:1
1:1:1:1

1:1:1:1
1:2:1:2:4:2:1:2:1
1:1:1:1
1:1:1:1

F2
RIL

DH

In our examples, the markers in the RIL and F2 populations have the following
genotypic segregations.
Table 6. Observed and expected segregation values.
Locus I Observed Segregation I Bxpec:ted Segregation

x2

-

BDC1006
BCD98 (Rl:Ls)
AA :
AB
: BA : BB
6.00 : 5.00 : 7.00 : 7.00
6 .25 : 6.25 : 6.25 : 6.25

-

BNL14.28
AA :
AB
5.0 : 2.0
1.5 : 3.0

0.44

tJMC358 (1'2)
: AB : BA : BB : BB : BA : BB : BB
: 0.0 : 0.0 : 11.0 : o.·o : 0.0 : 0.0 : 6.0
6.0 : 3.0 : 1.5 : 3.0 : 1.5
: 1.5 : 3.0 :

26.2

-For the RILs the calculated Chi-square value is 0.44. The p~obability that this value
arose by chance is 90-95%, and thus the two markers can be considered unlinked.
In our second example of segregation in an F2, the calculated chi-square value is
26.2. You can see that this value is greater than that listed in Table 3 (at a 99%
confidence level) and, thus, the two markers can be considered to be linked.
Given two linked markers, the next step would be to calculate how far apart are the
two loci. Perhaps the simplest method would be to count the number of crossovers
that occurred in the population. For an F2 population, remember that the parental
classes are AtA2, H1H2 and BiB2. All others are recombinant. Also, it takes one
crossover to go from AiA2 to AiH2 , but two to go from AtA2 to AiB2 The number of
crossovers in each individual is indicated below the genotypes of each individual in
Table 7.
Table 7. Number of crossovers.
Rl:Ls:
BCD1006
BCD98

#

co

A A B B B A B B B A A A A A A B A B B B A B A B B B B
A A B B B B B A B B B B B B A A A B A A A B A A A A B
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 0
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F2'S:
BNLl,.28 A R A H B R - R B A H - B H A A H R B B A A R R R B
UMC358
R R A R B H - H B A R - B H A A H H B B A H H R H B

# co

1 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

To calculate the recombination distance , you simply divide the total number of
recombinations detected by the total number of meiotic events. Note that in an F2
an HH individual could have arisen from no cross-overs (more frequently), or from a
double cross over (less frequently), so the calculation of the recombination distance
between two loci is only an approximation that approaches the actual value as the
distance between the loci becomes small (roughly 20 % recombination or less). Now,
in an F2, one can have recombination events in the production of both the male and
female gametes, so the total of events is twice the number of individuals. Thus, in
our F2 example, the number of crossovers was 2, the total number of individuals was
24 and therefore the total number of meiotic events possible was 2 x 24 = 48. The
calculated recombination frequency is then 2 I 48 =0.04 (4% ), which should be a
fairly good approximation given the low likelihood of double crossovers over such a
short distance. This confirms what we expected from the Chi-square test, that these
two loci were tightly linked.
Unfortunately, it is not as simple for RILs since they were produced through several
generations of selfing and, thus, there were many more meiotic events possible.
Thus, we need an expression relating the gametic crossover frequency between two
markers to the expected proportion of genotypes recombinant for them in the
generation in which the mapping is done. Having counted these recombinant
genotypes, we need only plug their proportion into our expression and deduce the
gametic crossover frequency that would have produced this proportion. It is shown
by Haldane and Waddington (Haldane, J.B.S. and C.H. Waddington. 1931.
Genetics 16:357-374) that the expected proportion of recombination between two loci
· having an average gametic crossover rat~ of r approaches
2r
1+2r

as the number of selfing generations gets very large. We will assume that six, the
number of generations of selfing after the Fi, is large enough to make this estimate
close, so by solving for r we can estimate the crossover frequency as
R
2-2R

r=--

Since R is just p/2N, where p is the number of recombinations and 2N is the total
number of recombination chances (twice the population size), it is easily shown that
r=

p

2(2N- p)

Thus, in our example, the number of crossovers was 26, the ·population size was 27,
and the calculated crossover frequency= 0.46 (46%). As we expected, these two loci
are not linked. See article by Burr et. al (1988) for a further example of mapping
using RILs.
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While counting recombinations is easy and will result in a good approximation of the
frequency, more accurate methods for distance determinations are available. These
are based on maximum likelihood methods and allow one to calculate the most
probable distance based on the available data. The advantage of this method is that
it is unaffected by segregation distortion or missing or phase-ambiguous data. Both
of these are often found in typical mapping experiments. The paper by Allard (1956)
presents the method to derive the formulas for calculating the distance and
standard deviations for several types of populations and loci. Fortunately for us,
computer programs have been developed which use these formulas to calculate the
distances given large data sets of genotypes. Two of the more popular are
MapMaker (Lander et. al 1987) and JoinMap. During the laboratory you will be
using MapMaker to construct linkage maps from several sets of genotypes.
One final calculation that can be performed is to determine a "true" map distance.
In most organisms, the presence of a recombinational event between two loci will
lead to a decreased probability of another crossover occurring between the adjacent
loci along the linkage map. Therefore, the calculated recombination frequencies for
two adjacent loci will not equal that calculated for the two outer-most loci. In other
words, if you have mapped three adjacent loci A, Band C, the distance calculated for
the interval AB plus that for BC will usually not be equal to that for AC. To correct
for this, one can use a mapping function to calculate a map distance. Two types are
commonly used, Haldane's and Kosambi's. Haldane (Haldane, J.B.S. 1919. J.
Genet. 8:299-309) assumed negative interference and Kosambi (Kosambi, D.D.
1944. Ann. Eugen. 12:177-175), positive. Which one to use is really a matter of
choice, and some feel that none should be used since all mapping functions will lead
to map expansion or contraction. The JoinMap program only uses two-point data
and thus does not have to use a mapping function, whereas, MapMaker allows you
to choose between Haldane or Kosambi.
During the laboratory session, you will have the opportunity to analyze various
types of data sets containing linked/unlinked loci, dominant/codominant markers,
F2/RIL populations. During these exercises you will encounter the various types ot
problems often found when developing linkage maps from experimental data. These
will be discussed and possible solutions provided and/or recommended. Perhaps the
most important point to remember is that it is entirely possible to develop a linkage
map with bad data. Therefore, extreme care should be taken when entering all
genotypic data. If in doubt regarding the genotype of an individual, it is better to
enter it as a missing value than to guess. In addition, some form of verification
should be used to make sure that the data set is as accurate as possible. This is
particularly true if high map resolution (i.e. precise distances) is desired/required.
LOCATION OF MARKERS TO CHROMOSOME

Often it is desirable to locate markers to chromosomes or even parts of a
chromosome before genotyping a large set of individuals. This is particularly the
case for large genome species such as wheat, when complex segregation patterns are
detected for a probe, or when you are only interested in a particular region. To
locate a locus to a chromosome or chromosome arm, one uses some type of
cytogenetic stock. In maize, both monosomics and B-A translocations are available.
The papers by Helentjaris et. al (1986) and Weber and Helentjaris (1989) present
the strategy and type of results obtained using these stocks to locate RFLP loci in
maize. Given the difficulty in handling these stocks in maize, most researchers do
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not take the time to locate new markers to chromosome. Bulked-segregant analysis
(BSA) can be more easily be used to quickly determined potentially linked markers.
In wheat, particularly bread wheats, cytogenetic stocks are much easier to handle
and maintain. Bread wheat (Triticum aestiuum L.) is an allohexaploid species
(2n=6x=42) with three separate genomes, A, B, and D. The A genome is thought to
come from T. urarlu and the D genome from T. tauschii (=Aegilops squarrosa), while
the B-genome donor has never been identified and may be extinct;
Extensive studies showing the close genetic similarities between these genomes
began with the late Dr. E.R. Sears, who was able to synthesize numerous aneuploid
stocks in the wheat variety Chinese Spring. The triple dose of many genes renders
wheat tolerant to the loss os whole chromosomes or chromosome arms, especially
when a chromosome pair deleted from one of the three genomes is replaced by a
double dose of its homeoelogous chromosome pair in one of the other genomes, a
conditoin called nullitetrasomy . The homoeologous groups were in fact identified by
the ability of some chromosomes to compensate for the absence of others. Other
stocks can be maintained as mono- or ditelosomes for individual chromosomes; in
the 1AS ditelosome, for example, the 1A chromosome consists of two copies of the
short arm. "Short" and "long" designations were originally based on cytogenetic
observation but for metacentric chromosomes in groups 2 and 4 were rather
arbitrary and have since been defined more clearly by dye-banding and mapping.
Among other chromosomal stocks Sears developed was a monosomic series of singlechromosome deletion stocks for each of the 21 chromosomes in wheat.
These stocks have been responsible for almost the whole of the classical wheat map
of some 300 morphological, physiological, and biochemical loci. Sears began by
observing the morphological characteristics conferred by the absence of
chromosomes or their presence in double doses. Observation that a SA-deficient
stock headed later than euploid Chinese Spring, for example, suggested that 5A
contains an "earliness" gene, since named Vrnl. But many other ways of assigning
genes to chromosomes by aneuploid analysis have been used: nullisomic and
monosomic analysis involve malting crosses onto the Chinese Spring monosomic
series and observing the segregation of a trait in progeny generations, while
telocentric chromosomes can be used to localize a gene to a specific chromosome arm
and even estimate its distance from the centromere.
Aneuplold analysis with molecular markers

The nullitetrasomic and ditelosomic series are valuable in molecular mapping as
well, by allowing the assignment of individual markers to chromosomes and arms.
The figures 7 and 8 below shows how this is done.
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3A 3B 3D 4A 4D 5A 5B 5D 6A 6B

Fig. 7. Hybridization pattern of a cDNA probe on a Southern blot of
Chinese Spring nullitetrasomic stocks digested with EcoRV. Lanes
are labeled with the chromosome missing in each stock.
"A 1AL 1AS lBL lBS lDL lDS 2AS 2BL 2DL 2DS

3AL 3AS

Fig. 8. Hybridization pattern of the same cDNA probe on a
Southern blot of Chinese Spring ditelosomic stocks, digested with
EcoRV. Lanes are labeled with the arm present as a ditelosome
in each stock; its opposite arm is missing.
DNA from each line of the aneuploid series is digested, electrophoresed, and
immobilized on a Southern blot for hybridization with a probe of interest. The
autoradiogram is inspected for missing bands. In Figure 7 above, the bands missing
in 2B and 2D reveal that this probe hybridizes to a sequence on chromosome 2. The
2A nullisomic stock is not represented because its viability was poor due to the
absence of important genes on 2AS. However, the 2D lane identifies the 2A
chromosomal band. The three Chromosome 2 loci are certainly homoeoloci, all
having derived from the same diploid progenitor some time before the A, B, and D
genomes were reunited in the hexaploid. In Figure 8, the absence of the bands in the
long-arm ditelosomics of chromosome 2 in contrast with their presence in the shortarm ditelosomics shows that this probe hybridizes to the short arm.
How do we assign to the A, B, or D genome a band from this probe that is
segregating in a mapping population? If the restriction enzyme generating the
RFLP is EcoRV and the parents are not too unrelated to Chinese Spring, one band of
the RFLP will have the same molecular weight as one of the three bands in the
figures above. We have already deduced the genome and chromosome arm to which
these bands map. Once we have assigned one of the RFLPs in a linkage group, we
know the chromosomal location of the rest of the markers in the linkage group.
Aneuploid analysis of this kind, along with the characteristic hybridization of a
probe to all three genomes and the frequent occurrence of multiple RFLPs from a
single probe, allow us to make mapping inferences that ease the task of mapping the
large genome of wheat.
Also, see article by Anderson et. al (1992) for further examples of cytogenetic
mapping of molecular markers in wheat.
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In barley mapping, chromosomal assignments can be made by the analogous use of a
series of barley single-chromosome addition lines in Chinese Spring.
Other mapping information

Another valuable source of information in Triticeae mapping is the
homosequentiality of the wheat, barley, and T. tauschii maps. Once a clone has
been mapped on one of these species, its location on another can be inferred. This
does not always hold, because of course some sequence divergence accompanied the
speciation that separated these genomes. But if a Chinese Spring blot like those
shown above reveals hybridization to all three genomes, it usually happens that the
clone, which traces at least to the diploid progenitor of wheat, maps to barley at a
homoeologous location. The barley chromosomes homoeologous to wheat
chromosomes 1-7 are 5, 2, 3, 4, 7, 6, 1, while T. tauschii chromosomes are numbered
as in wheat.
Recent studies show that the correspondence of wheat sequences to those of more
distantly related grasses is segmental. Maps made with many of the same markers
being used in wheat have revealed that rice and maize chromosomes often contain
marker sequences from three or more different chromosomes of wheat. The diploid
and hexaploid oat genomes are even more scrambled and the wheat common-marker
sequences are shorter in oat than in rice and maize. Nonetheless, oat cDNAs have
proven to be almost as valuable as barley cDNAs in providing strongly hybridizing,
low-copy probes for wheat mapping, while rice cDNAs have proven to hybridize more
weakly than either, suggesting greater evolutionary divergence in sequences that
has led to lower homology.
·
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STATISTICAL METHODS FOR MAPPING QUANTITATIVE TRAIT LOCI*

One of the most exciting recent advancements in quantitative genetics has been the
use molecular markers for dissecting the genetic basis of continuous quantitative
characters, and for identifying those individual genes contributing significantly to
the variation of traits among lines or varieties of a population and even between
populations and species. The statistical methods to fulfill this task are commonly
called "mapping quantitative trait loci (QTL)" and here we discuss some of the
commonly used ones. All these methods are based on the basic genetic models.
GENETIC MODELS OF QUANTITATIVE TRAITS

Lety denote values of the quantitative trait of interest. In the simplest setting, trait
values are usually partitioned into genetic (g) and environmental (e) effects as
y=g+e.

For uncorrelated genetic and environmental effects, the total (phenotypic) variance
of the trait can be partitioned into genetic and environmental components
2

CJY

2

=(Jg

2

+CJ,•

In many analyses, the trait values y are assumed to be normally distributed.
The variation of quantitative trait loci in a population is contained in U: and its
composition depends on the population type and the genetic model assumed. Let us
consider, an F2 population, which is originally crossed from two inbred parental
populations P1 and P2 fixed for different alleles at m QTL and t markers. Let the
means of the p I and p 2 populations be µI and µ2 and the difference between µI and
µ 2 be
m
µI -µ2

= :L2au,

'

u=I

ignoring epistasis' where au is half of the difference between the two homozygotes
for alleles fixed in the two parental populations at the uth QTL, the so-called
additive effect. The value of au can be positive or negative. The mean of the F1
population, hybrid between P1 and P 2 , is then defined as
m

µFt= µ2 + L(a" +du),·
u=I

where d" is the dominance effect at the uth QTL. The trait values of individuals in
F 2 are defined as
m

Yi= µ2 + L(xujau + Zujdu)+ei
u=I

* Part of this manuscript is adapted from a review paper by Z.-B. Zeng and B. S. Weir which will be published in
Acta Agronomica Sinica in 1996. Experiment data are provided by J-M Ribaut and the detail analysis results will be
published in Theoretical and Applied Genetics in 1996.
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where yj is the trait value ofthejth individual, xuj denotes the number of Pt type
alleles at the uth QTL which takes value 2, 1 and 0, zuj is the indicator variable of
the heterozygote taking values 1 and 0, and ei is a random environmental deviation
with mean zero and variance cf..
If the uth and vth QTL are unlinked, xUJ. and xVJ.
•
are independent; otherwise x"i and xvi are correlated with correlation coefficient
(1- 2ruv>, where ruv is the recombination frequency between the uth and vth QTL,
similarly for Zu; and Zvi with the correlation coefficient (l-2r" 2 if they are linked.
The variance of the trait value, y, in F2 is then
11

lm2 lm2 lm
0-: =a; +-I,a,.
+-I,d,, +-I,
2
4
2

)

m
lm m
2
I,0-2rw)auav +-I, I,C1-2r,.11 ) d,.dv.

4 v=I u=l,u,.11
The double summation represents the covariance among loci due to linkage
disequilibrium. Thus, in this case,
u=t

u=t

1m2

lm2

v=t u=t,u,.v

lm

1m

2

cf,= -I,a,. +- I,d,, +- L I,Cl-2r"")a,,av +- L I,(1-2r"") d,,dv.
m

.

m

2 u=I
4 u=I
2 v=I u=t,u .. v
4 v=t u=t,u,.v
The purpose of mapping QTL is to separate, identify and estimate, as much and
accurately as possible, different a's and d's and locate them in genetic map positions.
MOLECULAR DATA

Data for mapping QTL consist of two sources: one is genetic marker data which
generally do not affect quantitative traits of interest by themselves, but contain
information about the segregation of underlying genes affecting one or a group of
quantitative traits, and the other is quantitative trait data which contain
information of variation of traits interested in a population. The statistical task of
mapping QTL is to link quantitative trait variation to genetic marker variation in
terms of number, effects and interaction of genes which affect quantitative traits of
interest.
There are many types of genetic markers which can be used for mapping genes, such
as morphological markers, isozyme markers, restriction fragment length
polymorphisms (RFLPs), microsatellites or simple sequence repeats (SSRs), random
amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPDs) and amplified fragment length polymorphisms
(AFLPs). Marker data are categorical data which can be classified in different
categories and recorded in numerical form, such as 1 or 0 for denoting presence or
absence of a particular band at a particular marker or for distinguishing the two
marker genotypes (homozygote and heterozygote) for a backcross population from
two inbred lines. For an F 2 population from two inbred lines, there are three
genotypes for a codominant marker which can be recorded as 2, 1 or 0, for example,
for distinguishing the three marker genotypes (homozygote, heterozygote and
another homozygote).
Traditional experimental designs for locating QTL start with two parental lines
differing both in trait values and in the marker variants they carry. In practice,
markers are sought that have different variants in parents. Without loss of
generality, suppose two pure.breeding lines, Pt and P2 , that have marker genotypes
MtMtM2 M 2 and "'1"'1"'2"'2· Crossing these lines produces an offspring, or Ft,
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generation that is double heterozygote: M1M2 /m1m,_, where the slash separates the
contributions from the two parents. Each F 1 individual can produce four possible
gametes, or marker allele combinations for transmission to the next generation (see
preceding chapter). The proportions of these four gametes can be expressed in terms
of recombination frequency r M1M2 between the two markers:

r
1-r
M1"'2: ~"'1M2:
M1M2 "'1"'2
2
2
2
2
and this serves to define rM 1M2 • This segregation of gametes can be observed, for
example, from backcross populations B1 and B2 (B1 =F1xP1 and B2=F1 xP2) and
also F 2 populations ( F 2 =F 1 x F1). These two types of populations are most commonly
used in plant breeding experiments.
For more than two markers, a simplifying assumption is that recombination
between any two of them is independent of recombination between any other two.
With this assumption of no interference and a Poisson-process assumption for the
phenomenon of crossing over between DNA strands, recombination frequencies r
are related to genetic distances x by means of Haldane's mapping function (Haldane
1919):
1-r

M1M2

M1M2:

r

M1M2

r

=to- e- ~).
2

Genetic distances are expressed in terms of Morgans, with one Morgan being the
distance over which one recombinational event is expected to occur. One
centiMorgan (cM) is one hundredth Morgan.
Before mapping genes, a linkage map of markers should be constructed as outlined
in the previous chapter. There are many computer program packages available for
constructing marker linkage maps, for example MAPMAKER (Lander et al. 1987).
ONE MARKER ANALYSIS

The simplest method of associating markers with quantitative trait variation is to
test for trait value differences between different marker groups of individuals for a
particular marker (e.g., Soller, Brody and Genizi 1976). For example, if we let YM;M,,
YM;m, and Ym;m, be the observed trait means of the groups of individuals with marker
genotypes M;Mi, M;m; and m;m; for marker i in an F 2 population, we can test for
significance among means YM,M,, YM;m, and Ym,m, using _the usual F test of one-way
classification (of unequal number of observations) with the statistic

c-

c-

c-

F = n,,,,,,,, YM;M1 -y-)2 + n.,i.., YM,m, - y-)2 + n.,.., Ym,111, -y-)2
2s2 /(n-3)

where y is the sample mean, s2 is the pooled sampling variance, and nM;M,, nM;m, and
n111,m, are corresponding sample sizes in each marker class. The degrees of freedom
are 2 and (n-3) for numerator and denominator respectively. The hypotheses under
the test can be
H.o:µM I MI =µMm
= µm I I and H1: not all equal.
I I
Statistically, this is equivalent to the simple regression analysis with a model
Ill
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yj = µ + bxj + dzj

+ ej j

=1,2,...,n

where yi is the trait value ofthejth individual in a population, µ is the mean (a
parameter) in the model, x; and zj are dummy variables for thejth individual, bis
the simple regression coefficient, and ej is a random residual variable for thejth
individual. A test can be performed in this model on the regression coefficient,
which will be exactly the same as the above F test.
For a backcross population there are only two groups of genotypes for each marker.
Then a simple t test between two group means in the sample can be performed,
which will again be equivalent to the above F test in a regression analysis.
To understand the relevance of this test to QTL mapping, we need to know what
exactly is tested in genetic terms. By assuming the above genetic model, the
expected differences among YM;M,, YM,m, and Ym;m, are
m

2

E(yM;M1 -y)= I,[(1-2ru;)au-t(l-2rui) d,,],
u=I
m

2

E(yM;m, -y)= I,[t(l-2ru;) du]•
u=I

m
2

e(ym;m1 - y) = I,[-(1-2rui)a,. -t(l-2ru;) d,.]
u=I

ignoring epistasis, where e denotes expectation, a,. and d,, are as defined in the first
section of this chapter, and rui is the recombination frequency between the uth QTL
and the ith marker. This means that, essentially, we are testing a composite
parameter that constitutes gene effects and recombination frequencies for
(potentially) a number of genes. Of course, many QTL may not be linked to the
marker and thus have 0.5 recombination frequency. The above hypotheses are then
equivalent to
H 0 : all r,.;

=0.5 and H

1:

at least one ru; < 0.5

because au; 's and d,.; 's are assumed to be non-zero (i.e., by experiment we know that
there are some genes which are segregating in the population). If YM;M,, YM,m, and
ym;m, are found to be significantly different, it is indicated that the marker is linked
to one or possibly more QTL.
Although simple, this analysis captures the basic ideas of QTL mapping. Clearly
there are many problems with this simple approach, such as: (i ) the method cannot
tell whether the markers are associated with one or more QTL; (ii ) the method does
not estimate the likely positions of the QTL; (iii) the effects of QTL are likely to be
underestimated because they are confounded with the recombination frequencies;
and (iv) because of the confounding effects, the method is not very powerful and
many individuals are reqQired for the test.
INTERVAL MAPPING

Because one marker analyses can not separate recombination frequency r and QTL
effects a and d in testing and estimation, Lander and Botstein (1989) proposed to
use a pair of markers to disentangle r and a and d from the test statistic and
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implemented it by using maximum likelihood procedures. Specifically, for an F 2
design the following linear model was proposed to test for a QTL located on an
interval flanked by markers i and i+ 1
YI =µ+b·x; +d·z; +e; j= 1,2,... ,n

where b• and d* are the additive and dominant effect of the putative QTL,
2 if QTL genotype is QQ

x; = { 1 if QTL genotype is Qq
0 if QTL genotype is qq

O if QTL genotype is QQ

z; = { 1 if QTL genotype is Qq
0 if QTL genotype is qq

and e; is a random normal variable with zero mean and variance a2.

x;

z;,

Statistically this is a mixture model as
and
which are unobserved, can take
different values with probabilities depending on the genotype of the flanking
markers ( M;,M;+i> ofthejth individual and the testing position (defined as rM,Q). Let
p1ci

=Prob(x; =kjM;,M;+i•rM,Q)

k

=2,1,0.

which is specified in Table 1 for an F2 population. The likelihood function of the
sample is given by
L(µ,b• ,d*' cl)=

JJ P2;<P
ft

[

(

y. -

'

µ - 2b*

er

J+ P1;<P( '

y. -

. where </JO is the standard normal density function.
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Table 1. Probability of QTL genotype given flanking marker genotype for F 2 design
Marker genotype

QTL genotype
QQ

Qq

qq

M1M1M2M2

1

0

0

M1M1M2m.z

l-8

8

0

M1M11nz"'2

(1- 8)2

28(1-8)

92

M11niM2M2

8

1-8

0

08(1-8)

1-20 8(1- 8)

08(1-8)

M, "'1"'2"'2

0

1-8

8

"'1"'1M2M2

92

2 8(1-8)

(1-8)2

"'11niM21nz

0

8

1-8

"'1 "'1 "'2"'2

0

0

0

mz

M 11niM2

o

2

8 = rM,Q / rM,M1 , = r11M1 / [(1- rM,M1 ) + r11M 2 ] , where rMiQ is the recombination
frequency between marker M1 and QTL Q, and rMiMz is the recombination frequency
between markers M1 and M2 • Double recombination is ignored.

The test statistic is constructed using the LOD score
LOD=-lo L(jl,b* =..o.~· = O,cr)
g10
Lcfl.b.,d••

cr>

under the hypotheses
H 0 : b* =O, d* =0 and H 1: b* ;1!:0 and/ord* ;1!:0

assuming that the putative QTL was located at the point ( rM;Q) of consideration,
where P,,i/,J.*,cr are the maximum likelihood estimates of µ,b*,d*,u2 under Hp
respectively, and jl and
are the estimates ofµ and
under H 0 with b* and d*
constrained to zero. [Note that the LOD score test is essentially the same test as the
usually likelihood ratio test (LR) with LOD = 0.217 LR.] If LOD is equal to 5.0, this
implies that H1 fits the data better than H0 by an odds ratio of roughly 100,000:1
(10 to the 5th power to one). Usually we consider this good evidence that H 0 has to
be refused and H 1 is going to be accepted, but a criterion has to be set up for making
such decision before test.]
This test can be performed at any position covered by markers and thus the method
creates a systematic strategy of searching for QTL. If the LOD score at a region
exceeds a pre-defined critical threshold, a QTL is indicated at the neighborhood of
the maximum of the LOD score with the width of the neighborhood defined by one or
two LOD support intervals (Lander and Botstein 1989). By the property of the

rr

er
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maximum likelihood analysis, the estimates of locations and effects of QTL are
asymptotically unbiased if the assumption that there is at most one QTL on a
chromosome is true.
The test statistic LR for a given position is expected to be asymptotically chi-square
distributed with one degree of freedom under the null hypothesis for the F2 design,
i.e. LR thus LOO - 0.217 (Lander and Botstein 1989; Zeng 1994). However,
because the test is usually performed on the whole genome, in each experiment a
large number of tests for marker genotype-QTL association are performed, greatly
increasing the probability of at least one false positive (a marker-QTL association
due simply to chance). Suppose n independent tests are conducted each with
probability p of giving a false positive (Type I error). The probability a that at least
one of these tests shows significance entirely due to chance satisfies (1-a) = Pr(no
false positive) = (1- p )n giving

xi

xi

a = 1- (1- p )n •
Taking p = 0.01 for each individual test, the overall probability of at least one falsepositive for 100 tests (typical situation in practice) is a = 0.633. However, tests in
different intervals are not independent and this probability depends on the number
of markers and the genetic map used for the test. Thus, in practice, LOO = 2.5 and
3.0, which are equivalent to LR =10.5 and 13.8, are commonly used as the critical
values. And the corresponding type I error for a single test are 0.005 and 0.001 for
backcross population, 0.015 and 0.003 for F2 population which are much lower than
the significant level used in a single test in practice to prevent the chance of false
positives.
An asymptotic theory based on an Orenstein-Uhlenbeck diffusion process for
determining appropriate genome-wise critical values has been developed by Lander
and Botstein (1989) and Lander and Schork (1994). Churchill and Ooerge (1994)
proposed a data-based numerical method, based on the concept of a permutation
test, to estimate empirical critical values for mapping QTL for a given data set.
Interval mapping method has been extended to many different population designs
and data structures (e.g., Knapp, Bridges and Birkes 1990; Haley, Knott and Elsen
1994). Haley and Knott (1992) and Martinez and Curnow (1992) even proposed a
least square procedure to approximate interval mapping analysis to save
computational time.
Compared with one marker analysis, the interval mapping method has several
advantages. The probable position of the QTL can be inferred by the support
interval and the estimated locations and effects of QTL tend to be asymptotically
unbiased if there is only one segregating QTL on a chromosome. There are,
however, still many problems with interval mapping. Especially when there is more
than one QTL on a chromosome, the test statistic at the position being tested will
be affected by all those QTL and the estimated positions and effects of "QTL"
identified by this method are likely to be biased (Knott and Haley 1992; Martinez
and Curnow 1992).
COMPOSITE INTERVAL MAPPING

Ideally, when we test an interval for a QTL, we would like to have our test statistic
independent of.the effects of possible QTL at other regions of the chromosome. This
test can be constructed by using a combination of interval mapping with multiple
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regression, which is called the composite interval mapping method proposed by Zeng
(1994) and independently by Jansen and Stam (1994).
To test for a QTL on an interval between adjacent markers M; and M;+i' the model
will be extended to

where x; and ·z; refer to a QTL and xi1 and zi1 refer to other markers M1 except M;
and M;+i. In this case, the likelihood function is specified as
•

•

_i

L(b ,d ,B,u ) =

n"[P //>(yi-XiB-2b*)
(y1 -XiB-b*
a
+ P1//>
a -d*) +Po//>(Yi -XiB)]
a
J=I

2

W

L

here X 1B=µ + 1 (b1 xit +d1zi1 ). The idea here is to regress trait value on selected
markers to eliminate the effects of other possible QTL while the target QTL is
tested. Then, even if there are multiple QTL, linked or unlinked, each of them could
be tested and estimated independently. The necessary conditions to achieve are the
existence of appropriate markers to separate linked QTL and to have a relatively
large population to allow the inclusion of enough recombinants in the sample. As in
Lander and Botstein's interval mapping, numerical methods and special computer
programs have to be used to obtain the maximum likelihood estimates of the QTL
effects and the likelihood value of the above function.
The hypotheses to be tested are H0 : b • = 0, d* = 0 and H1: b • ~ 0, d* ~ 0 as for Lander
and Botstein's method. The likelihood ratio (LR) test statistic is
LR= -2ln[L(b* = O,a = 0,B,cr)/L(b*,J*,B,cr)]

where - and " represent maximum likelihood estimates under H0 and H 1 • This test
. can also be performed at any position in a genome covered by markers. Thus, it
creates a systematic strategy to search for QTL in a genome. As the test statistic is
almost independent for each interval, a test on each interval is more likely to test for
a single QTL only.
In general, there are three roles that a marker can play in mapping QTL, depending
on the chromosome position being tested. A marker can be used to construct the
indicator variable x • for interval mapping, it can be used to provide a boundary for
an interval test, and it can also simply be used to control the residual genetic
variation in test and estimation. For the third role, a marker is informative only
when it is linked to QTL. For each chromosome, there are probably only a few
markers which are closely linked to QTL. (We do not know, of course, how many
QTLs are on a chromosome.) So, in practice, we may first need to select a few
markers for each chromosome or for some chromosomes by, for example, stepwise
regression and use those markers to control genetic background when mapping
QTLs by interval test. In the example presented below, the selected markers will be
used in Model I and II. As markers are used in the analysis for different purposes
(background control and separating possible multiple QTL), composite interval
mapping is actually a family of methods. Zeng defined three models (1994): Model I
with all but the flanking marker as cofactors; Model II with unlinked markers only
as cofactors; Model III without any marker as cofactor. Model III is equivalent to
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Lander-Botstein's interval mapping. Zeng showed using simulated data that only
Model I correctly identified the largest QTL with relatively high precision, but
Model II has a higher power of identifying marker-QTL associations than Model I
and III.
We will illustrate the application of the above method to an experimental data set.
Some of the key points will include: (i) methods to determine the number and the
name of the markers as cofactors; (ii) identifying QTL by comparing the results
from different analyses; (iii) extracting the conclusion from the analyses.
AN EXAMPLE

Data

Drought is an important cause of yield loss for maize in many developing countries.
When drought occurs, a delay in silking is observed, resulting in an increase in the
length of the anthesis-silking interval (ASI) and a decrease in grain yield. In order
to locate QTL responsible for the short ASI under drought conditions, two maize
inbred lines were crossed. A number of plants in the F2 population were genotyped
for RFLP markers and corresponding sib-mated Fa families derived from selfed F2
individuals were evaluated in the field under drought conditions. A brief description
of the experiment is given in Table 2.

Table 2. Brief description of the experiments for mapping QTL ofASI.
Cross
Pl xP2
Ac7729ffZSRW
(Pl)
x
Ac7643 (P2)

Description
of parents(ASI)
(days)
P 1: Tropical late,
short ASl(-0.3)

Number of
individuals (and
markers)

Total map genetic
length (& average
interval size) (cM)

233

1760

(142)

(12.5)

P2: Tropical late,
long AS1(7.0)

For each RFLP marker, there were usually three phenotypes corresponding to three
genotypes. Due to the presence of multiple bands for some probes, a few marker loci
showed only two phenotypes, i.e. they were present as dominant markers. Genetic
data for the first two markers on Chromosome 1 were as follows:
Probe: bnl5.62
HHHHBBHABHAAHAHHHHHHA-AH-HBHHHHAHHBHBAHBABHHHHHB
HHHHABAHAAAH
HHBHHHBAHB-BHBHHAAHHBBABBABHABBAHBHAHHBHAHAAHAAH
BBBHBAAHHHBB
AHHBHHB
HBBHBBABHBAABAAAHBAAHBABBHHB
AAHBAHHHHBHB
BHAABBHBBBBAHHHHAAHAHHHAAHHHHAHBHAAHABAAAHBHlllIHA
HBABH
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Probe: npi97

CCCCCCCACC-ACACCCCCCACAC-CCCCCACCCCCCACCACCCCCCC
CCCCACACAAAC
CCCCCCCACCCCCCCCCACCCCACCACCACCACCCACCCCACAACAA-CCCCAACCCCC
ACCCCCCACAC-AACCACCCCCCCCC-CCCAACCAACCAACC-CCCC CCCCC
ACCCCC-C
CC-CCCCCCCCACCACACCACCCACCC-C-CCCCACACAAACCA-CCACCCCC
where
A: PI homozygote
H: heterozygote
C: notA

B: PI homozygote
missing
D: notB

ASI was measured for each F3:4 family as an average of about 10 plants under
severe stress. There were two replicates and the means were used for the analysis.
In total, there were 8 families with either genetic or trait data missing.
Based on the genetic data, a genetic map was obtained by using MAPMAKER.
See figure on the next page.
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ANOVA of one marker analysis

ANOVA and F test were performed for each marker. The results for 24 markers on
the first chromosome are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. F test for ASI under severe stress on markers of Chromosome 1
Chrom. Locus
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Number

Mean

F value

Variance

nA

nH

ns

YA

YH

Ys

s2A

s2H

s2B

60
49
38
42
48
50
47
26
50
50
50
49
46
41
0
48
48
54
0
59
0
31
57
56

106
0
122
116
112
112
0
57
120
118
118
117
124
124
0
0
121
0
0
117
0
53
111
57

57
0
57
56
57
60
0
26
54
55
55
53
48
52
43
0
53
0
48
47
47
26
53
25

1.78
1.94
1.28
1.86
2.01
1.92
2.24
1.53
2.32
2.31
2.31
2.64
2.70
2.91
0.00
2.69
2.63
2.50
0.00
1.86
0.00
1.43
2.03
2.14

2.09
0.00
1.88
1.55
1.51
1.57
0.00
1.00
1.69
1.70
1.85
1.70
1.89
2.05
0.00
0.00
2.11
0.00.
0.00
2.17
0.00
1.44
2.09
2.67

1.78
0.00
2.24
2.68
2.49
2.45
0.00
1.11
2.02
2.04
1.71
1.57
1.25
0.66
1.03
0.00
0.72
0.00
1.22
1.36
1.40
0.20
1.29
2.57

4.26
4.34
2.78
3.96
4.78
5.08
7.56
4.82
6.15
5.92
6.14
6.64
3.83
4.36
0.00
3.60
4.11
4.23
0.00
3.50
0.00
4.99
5.14
4.78

5.43
0.00
5.48
4.76
4.01
4.61
0.00
4.46
5.06
5.19
5.14
4.18
5.27
5.10
0.00
0.00
5.02
0.00
0.00
5.35
0.00
4.62
4.69
4.31

5.35
0.00
5.42
5.82
5.97
5.71
0.00
5.31
4.16
4.09
3.91
5.41
5.23
3.86
3.74
0.00
4.37
0.00
5.09
6.05
5.50
3.57
5.72
5.39

*: Stars indicate dominant markers and a different test is needed.
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0.52

*
2.12
4.97
3.98
2.98

*
0.54
1.47
1.40
1.03
3.66
5.01
13.28

*
*
11.18

*
*
2.22

*
3.35
2.42
0.89
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Composite interval mapping

Different models as suggested by Zeng (1994) were used for the analysis. First,
Model III (i.e. simple interval mapping) was performed. Three regions on
chromosome 1, 2 and 6 have LR exceeding 13.8 (equivalent to LOO= 3.0). Then
Model II was fitted with three markers nearest to the highest peaks under Model III
as cofactors. Two additional regions, on chromosome 8 and 10, showed significance.
Finally, Model I was fitted with 5 markers selected as cofactors which were 1(14),
2(10), 6(7), 8(3), 10(5).
When Model I was fitted to the data, markers linked to the testing interval were
also chosen as cofactors in addition to the preselected ones. The criterion in
choosing the linked markers was defined by the smallest distance of the markers in
flanking regions away from the testing interval denoted as SW. SW = 20 and 30 cM
were used in the analysis. The identification of QTL depends on results of fitting all
models. When LR exceeds the threshold under Model II and a peak in the same
region is also detected under model II (no matter whether it is significant or not) a
QTL will be declared. When LR is significant only under Model III but not under
Model II, it would also indicate the presence of a QTL linked with the other QTL in
repulsion. We use LR curves on two chromosomes to illustrate these points. ,
Fig. 1 shows the LR on Chromosome 1. The first QTL is missed by simple interval
mapping and Model II of the composite interval mapping, but is discovered by Model
I of composite interval mapping.
Fig. 2 shows the LR on Chromosome 8. The LR is significant for the simple interval
mapping and Model II of the composite interval mapping, but it is below the
threshold under Model I of composite interval mapping, which is due to the decrease
of power by Model I. A QTL is identified in this case.
The results of Composite interval mapping under Model III include that of ANOVA
in the sense that whenever there is a peak under Model III, ANOVA Will give a high
F value on the nearest marker. LR curves under Model I and II have the same
shape, but heights are different in most interval.

--·····-M
CIM(Model II)

25

-

20

-

• CIM(Model I)
(sw:.30)

'

I

10
5

.o

50

100

150

200

250

cM

Fig. 1 QTL mapping of ASI on Chromosome 1
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Fig. 2 QTL mapping of ASI on Chromosome 8

Summary of the QTL mapping· results

The parental difference for ASI is 7 .3 days. The mean and the variance of ASI of
F3:4 family mean of two replicates are 1.91and5.08 respectively. In total, 6 QTL
were detected and the estimated effects of each QTL are listed in Table 4. Note that
the additive effects represent the average substituting effect of the P2 allele by the
homologous Pl allele, and the negative effect is to reduce ASI. In 5 out of 6 QTL,
alleles reducing ASI are coming from P1, as expected. However, in one QTL on
Chromosome 1, the allele from P2 has the effect of reducing ASI. Two QTL on
Chromosome 1 are loosely linked in repulsion phase. Regression was used to
estimate the effects of all detected QTL. The sum of separate R2 on markers nearest
the QTL on each chromosome is 0.42 and multiple regression on all markers gives
0.38. The environmental variation estimated from two replicates was 4.03 and the
QTL detected here can explain about 80 percent of the genetic variation. This
implies that the transfer of alleles with negative effects on these 6 QTL will
significantly reduce ASI of a line which has long ASI but good for other unrelated
traits under drought conditions.
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Table 4. Summary of QTL mapping results for AS! under drought condition
QTL

QTL

position

effectt (days)

R2 on nearest

Chrom.

(cM)

~arkerinterval*

Add.

Dom.

1

66

csulll-umcll

-0.74

-0.64

207

umcl74b-umc66b

1.10

0.41

0.15:j:

2

130

umc98a-bnl6.29c

-0.93

0.13

0.07

6

77

csul 11b-csull6a

-1.00

-0.08
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0.42(0.38)
*: Marker in bold indicates the nearest marker to the QTL which will be used to
calculate R2 by regression.
t: Due to linked QTL, QTL effects were estimated by Model I with SW = ·30 cM on
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;: R2 was calculated by simultaneously fitting two markers on Chromosome 1.
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GENE TAGGING AND BULK SEGREGANT ANALYSIS

The utility of molecular markers in plant breeding is based on finding tight linkages
between these markers and genes of interest. Molecular markers tightly linked to a
gene can be used in plant breeding programs to facilitate selection a specific allele
and as starting points for determining the physical location of the gene.
Tagging genes determining simple Inherited traits

An important use of DNA markers is to tag genes influencing simply inherited
traits, such as disease resistance. By using DNA markers tightly linked to genes for
resistance to a plant disease, one need not actually expose plants to the pathogen,
but instead can select for resistance based on the presence or absence of the
markers. This is particularly important when it is difficult to create environmental
conditions that provide uniform infection for precise screening. Screening for
several pathogens simultaneously can be even more difficult. DNA markers are
particularly valuable in selection for genotypes consisting of multiple genes that are
difficult or impossible to distinguish at the phenotypic level. One example is gene
pyramiding for resistance to plant diseases. With DNA markers tightly linked to
genes for disease resistance, one would be able to pyramid two or more genes in a
single plant or cultivar to provide the host with more durable disease resistance. A
large number of DNA markers have been identified to be tightly linked to genes
controlling economically important plant traits, such as disease resistance. By using
DNA markers for genes of interest, one can readily detect recombination between
these genes, and perform accurate selection for genetically superior individuals.
DNA markers tightly linked to the target gene(s) have also been proved to be useful
for map-based cloning of the gene.
Analysis of backcross-derivetl near.isogenic line• (NlLs): One approach to tag
genes influencing simple inherited traits :with molecular markers is using pairs of
near-isogenic lines (NILs). NILs have been developed in many crop species by the
- method of backcrossing. A line carrying, a gene of interest (donor parent) is
repeatedly backcrossed to a cultivated line having otherwise desirable properties
(recurrent parent). After each cross, progeny are selected that possess the
phenotype of the target gene. This process results in a line that carries a small
segment of the donor parent in a genetic background almost exclusively of the
recurrent parent. If the genomes of the donor parent and the recurrent parent are
sufficiently divergent, it is possible to detect polymorphisms between the pair of
NILs. Markers that detect such polymorphisms will likely be linked to the target
gene.
This approach is carried out in the following manner: (1) the genomic DNA of a pair
of NILs differing for a specific locus or a region on a chromosome that contains a
specific gene is isolated; (2) the genomic DNA of the NILs are then screened by
hybridization to various DNA probes after digestion with different restriction
enzymes (RFLP), or by PCR amplification with random primers (RAPD) or
sequence-specific primers (STS, SSR, and AFLP); (3), once polymorphisms are
identified between the NILs, the polymorphic markers are tested for linkage to the
gene of interest in a population (such as F2) segregating for the specific trait. This
approach has been successfully used for identifying both RFLP and RAPD markers
tightly linked to disease resistance genes in several crop species. For example, using
a pair of tomato NILs, Martin et al. (1991) successfully identified three additional
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Fig.I. Development of NILs by backcrossing. Schematic demonstration of the
introgression of a genomic segment from the donor into the recurrent parent.
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RAPD markers that are linked to a bacterial disease resistance gene (Pto), which
eventually resulted in the isolation of the gene (Martin et al., 1993).
Even though backcross-derived NILs have been widely used, the development of
pairs of NILs for economically important genes through backcrossing is costly and
time consuming and, more importantly, only a few such pairs ofbackcross-derived
NILs are presently available for marker-based applications. Also, backcrossing
results in the transfer of not only the genes of interest, but also of regions unlinked
to the target gene. For this reason, false-positive have often been observed with
backcross-derived NILs. An alternative strategy, bulked segregant analysis
(Michelmore, et al., 1991), was proposed to alleviate the problems associated with
the use of backcross-derived NILs by utilizing DNA bulks of segregating individuals
of known genotype for the gene of interest.
Bulked segregant analysis: This method involves screening two pooled DNA
samples of individuals from a segregating population originating from a single
cross. Each pool, or bulk, contains the individuals selected to have identical
genotypes for a particular genomic region ("target locus or region") but random
genotypes at loci unlinked to the selected region. Therefore, the two resultant
bulked DNA samples differ genetically only in the selected region and are seemingly
heterozygous and monomorphic for all other regions. Two pools contrasting for a
trait (e.g., resistant and susceptible to a particular disease) are analyzed to identify
markers that distinguish them, the same way as NILs. Markers that are
polymorphic between the pools will be genetically linked to the loci determining the
trait used to construct the pools (fig. 1).
Any segregating population originating from a single cross can be used. Bulked
segregants can be made immediately for any locus or genomic region once the
segregating population has been constructed. Two DNA bulks are constructed by
using equal amount of DNA from 5 to 10 plants generated from a segregating
population. Only few individuals per bulk are required. As smaller bulks are
. utilized, the frequency of false positives will increase. In a w.ay similar to NIL
analysis, linkage between a polymorphic marker and the target locus is confirmed
and quantified by using the segregating population from which the bulks were
generated.
The success of the approach will depend on the genetic divergence between the
parents in the target region.

Tagging genes influencing quantitative traits
A commonly used approach to develop DNA markers associated with quantitative
trait loci (QTL) is to identify chromosome regions using mapped molecular markers
that have an effect on the quantitative trait. This approach is called QTL mapping.
A prerequisite to identify close linkages between QTL and mapped markers is to
have available a set of markers uniformly representing the genome at
approximately 10 cM intervals or less, to maintain marker-trait associations across
breeding populations and generations. Maps of this density are available for some
crop species like maize (refer to the preceding chapter)
Selection based on phenotype will continue to be important in plant breeding.
However, various types of DNA markers can increase selection efficiency either for
qualitative traits or quantitative traits. With markers, one can determine the
genetic distance between parental lines, reconstitute the recurrent parent in a
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few generations of backcrossing, and efficiently select for target genes. One can also
efficiently transfer desirable genes, such as disease resistance genes, from wild
species into adapted cultivars. DNA marker assisted selection will become an
important part of plant breeding programs.
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MARKER-ASSISTED SELECTION: SCHEMES AND STRATEGIES
INTRODUCTION

If the detection of molecular markers closely linked to QTL (QTL mapping) is the
initial step in utilizing genetic markers in improving a quantitative trait in a
breeding program, the second step will be transferring QTL from a donor line to
recipient lines·(which are good for most traits except the target one) with the aid of
markers (MAS). Traditional methods for transferring major genes is via
backcrossing and the same method would be used for transferring several QTL at
the same time. With the use of markers we might achieve: (1) the increase in the
probability of a line with QTL from the donor parent but less genetic dragging; (2) a
reduced number of generations required to complete the process. QTL mapping
results indicate that the number and the relative effects of the detected QTL largely
depend on the traits and the genetic differences between the parents used in the
study. Relative efficiency of MAS to the traditional methods, including single seed
descent (SSD), pedigree selection, will also depend on these factors. Theoretical
studies in these aspects of MAS are still underway.
The following is intended as a guideline in establishing marker-assisted
backcross/introgression projects. The appropriate number of progeny, populations
and field trials will depend upon the target trait to transfer and the prior
information regarding the number and location of QTL. While RFLP analysis is
mentioned, other molecular marker methods are available and can be considered
based on their appropriateness.
PHASE I

A marker-assisted project can be considered to contain two phases, which overlap to
some erlent. During Phase I, the goal is to develop an accurate molecular map of
the maize genome for each pair of starting parents. To accomplish this, a
resistant/tolerant source line(s) is crossed to the targeted.susceptible line(s).
Approximately 10 Fi plants are grown for each parental cross, leaf samples
harvested from each plant, and each plant is selfed to produce F2 seed and
backcrossed to the target line to produce BClFl seed. When to plant BC1F1 will
depend upon what genomic information is available for the trait of interest or when
such information should be available in the current study.
To produce the RFLP molecular map for the cross, the parents are first screened to
identify appropriate probe/enzyme combinations which detect polymorphisms useful
in mapping. Two restriction enzymes (HindlII and EcoRI) are usually sufficient for
mapping 70-90% of the probes available for maize. Useful polymorphisms providing
good coverage of the genome are then mapped in the F2 individuals. Approximately
250-300 F 2 seeds from at least two ears are planted, keeping the seed from each ear
separate. Leaf samples are taken from each F2 plant and the plants selfed to
produce F 3 lines. DNA is isolated from freeze-dried F2 plant material using a simple
extraction protocol. Following quantification, the DNA is digested with one or more
restriction enzymes (separately), separated in agarose gels and transferred to nylon
membranes. Specific DNA fragments are detected using the publicly-available
probes PCR-labeled with digoxigenin (a non-radioactive substrate). Following
hybridization to the membranes, the hybridized probes are detected using a
chemiluminescent protocol. The genetic segregation data on each luminogram is
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entered into a computer database program developed at CIMMYT, is thoroughly
verified and linkage maps developed using MapMaker.
While the molecular work is being performed, the Fa lines will be planted under
appropriate field design and conditions to determine the phenotypic value of each F 2
individual. In general, an a-lattice design with 2 replications should be used.
Multi-year, or multi-location, data is highly recommended in order to establish
reliable phenotypic values.
To determine the genomic segments involved in the trait of interest, measurements
on individual plants in each Fa family are taken and adjusted means for each family
calculated. The means are then correlated with the genotypic data using a
combination of methods. ANOVA, multiple linear regression, maximum likelihood,
and co-factor analysis are applied in order to accurately define the segments of the
genome involved in the trait and to determine each segment's effect on improving
the trait in the susceptible target line. Decisions are then made regarding the
number and amount of genomic segments that are necessary to transfer to the
target line.
PHASE II

Phase II consists of transferring the identified segments from the resistant/tolerant
source line into the susceptible target line. Based on the number and position of the
genomic segments that need to be transferred, an appropriate number ot=BC1F1
seeds are planted. If available, PCR-based assays can be used for a number of the
targeted segments such that those plants not containing the target segments can be
eliminated at each round of PCR analyses. Therefore, the number of plants to be
analyzed will decrease by approximately half each round. For example, if the
starting BC1F1 population size is 2000, after 4 rounds of PCR-based selection the
size would be 125. These 125 individuals can then be further analyzed using RFLPbased assays for the remaining loci in the genome. A total of 60-80 loci should be
analyzed for the selected individuals to determine the total amount of donor parent
genome present.
Following the final analysis of all loci, 10-30 individuals (depending upon the
starting population size and number of target segments) should have been identified
which contain the target regions and can be ranked according to the amount of
donor parent genome that is still present. Each of these individuals is selfed and
further backcrossed to the target parent, and possibly testcrossed to one or more
appropriate testers. The testcrosses are then planted and evaluated for agronomic
performance under replicated trials. If adequate performance is noted, seed from
the selfs of the best BC1F1's is planted. Each plant is screened, again using PCRbased assays, for the presence of the targeted segment. Individuals homozygous for
the highest number of targeted segments are selected for further selfing and the
marker selection continues until lines are obtained which are homozygous for all
targeted segments. The actual number of cycles of selfing depends upon the size of
each population and the number and location of the target segments to fix. The final
homozygous lines are then testcrossed to one or more appropriate testers. The
testcrosses are planted and evaluated for agronomic performance in order to
determine the usefulness of the converted lines in hybrids, and for their level of
resistance/tolerance in order to determine the effectiveness of the introgressed
segments.
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If the agronomic performance of the testcrosses of the BC1F1 individuals is not

adequate, the BC2F1's are planted and handled similarly to the BC 1F 1. Further
backcross generations can be used until the desired Fi testcross performance is
obtained. It is anticipated that no more than 1 to 2 backcrosses will be necessary
before the derivation of homozygo~ lines can be started.
Once the final products are obtained (converted target lines), the lines and
testcrosses are planted and evaluated under appropriate field conditions for the
required number of cycles and environments, in order to assure their usefulness to
small-scale farmers. Some of these trials should be performed in small-scale farmer
fields in order to determine the performance under the targeted conditions. Good
lines will then be made available to the seed producers for production of sufficient
seed and distribution to farmers in the region.
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FINGERPRINTING PROBLEMS AND APPLICATIONS

Various methods have been used to characterize plant varieties lines and their
hybrids; they include pedigree, agro-morphological and cytoge~etic data,
calculations of genetic distance as inferred from inter-hybrid heterosis and a
number of biochemical and molecular techniques that yield informatio~ within a
broad range of resolution of genetic diversity. In this section, the discussion will be
limited to the more recent molecular technologies that provide a tool for
"fingerprinting" germplasm.
FINGERPRINTING: SOME NOTES AND DEFINITIONS

DNA fingerprinting is a methodology used to analyze and compare the DNA
sequences of any living organisms. In its most extreme form, the detailed sequences
of a given DNA fragment in different individuals would provide a complete picture of
all the molecular differences existing in that fragment between those individuals.
This is, however, impractical in most situations, and the sequence comparisons may
be limited to DNA fragment size comparisons resulting from differences at specific
restriction sites, or resulting from differences in PCR amplification fragments
between two given primer sequences.
As a laboratory procedure, DNA fingerprinting comprises the following steps:
1. The isolation of DNA
2. The digestion or the amplification of DNA into specific fragments
3. The sizing and sorting of DNA fragments
4. The detection or visualization of specific fragment combinations or patterns into
a set of individual DNA fingerprints
5. The comparison of DNA fingerprints from different individuals
There are two, broadly overlapping meanings of "fingerprinting" of germplasm that
are of interest to plant breeders. In the strictest and narrowest sense, it concerns
the unambiguous identification of individuals in a population or inbred lines. The
techniques used to accomplish such a task should provide enough information to
resolve even slight differences between related lines or individuals. Such measures
of genetic identity can be used for varietal descriptions that serve for their
protection, a major concern of the commercial seed industry.
In a broader sense, fingerprinting data may be required in order to provide sufficient
information for the classification of populations or groups of related lines.
Fingerprinting information can thus be used to study the genetic structure of
populations and the overall genetic diversity of a group or groups of lines. These
and other measures of genetic diversity shed light on pedigrees and/or evolutionary
relationships within and between taxa at the genus, species and other, lower,
taxonomic levels.
As a methodology, DNA fingerprinting poses problems at the practical and
analytical levels; these will be considered in the next section.
COMPARISON OF MOLECULAR TECHNIQUES AVAILABLE FOR FINGERPRINTING

Living organisms having different characteristics are also likely to have different
DNA sequences underlying them. Besides, there are also several kinds of noncoding DNA sequences that vary in their size, frequency (e.g., highly repeated) and
genomic distribution (e.g., tandem arrays), and that may have diverse rates of
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evolutionary change leading to their molecular differentiation in organisms of the
same or different species. All these coding and non-coding sequences are the source
materials for fingerprinting analysis. Various available molecular marker
techniques exploit the idiosyncrasies of different types of sequences as is shown in
the table on the next page. The suitability of a given technique depends not only in
its power concerning fingerprinting applications but also on considerations that
encompass a range of properties and characteristics of each technique as shown in
the table. This information will be discussed during the lecture.
BASIC PRACTICAL PROBLEMS OF FINGERPRINTING

When are the sizes of two DNA fragments the same?

DNA fingerprinting is based on the comparison of DNA fragment lengths as
visualized after electrophoretic separation. The higher the resolution of this
separation, the smaller the differences in fragment size that can be detected.
Basically, DNA bands that appear to be similar at one resolution level may appear
to be quite different at a higher one. Thus, given a resolution level, two types of
errors can be made when comparing two bands from different individuals: the
bands may be classified as similar when they are actually different - this is
equivalent to a loss of resolution- or, they may be thought to be different when they
are actually similar. Of these, the second kind of misclassification error is the most
dangerous since, in contrast with the former, it introduces an artifact that is
independent of the resolution of the separation method. In other words, it is safer to
err in not recognizing a possible difference than in actually declaring a difference
where there is none!
Therefore, a basic practical problem posed by all fingerprinting exercises is that of
unambiguously identifying a given DNA fragment relative to other DNA fragments
in other fingerprinted individuals. This problem is most acute when the
comparisons have to be made across different electrophoretic separations, e.g.
different gels. A method has to be used that lets the observer classify DNA bands
·objectively, in a way that could be replicated by a second observer.
There are several tricks to achieve this goal, mostly based in the use of DNA
standards of known molecular weight (MW standards). The simplest is the use of
molecular weight markers in one of the lanes of the gel as a reference for calculating,
by interpolation, the estimated molecular weights of the bands in question; this will
require the researcher to define an error interval for the estimations within which
two bands of slightly different molecular weights are considered identical. Being too
conservative in this respect (i.e. , declaring a large error interval) is equivalent to a
loss of resolution which translates in a loss of information; however, it minimizes
the probability of the dangerous error of declaring a difference where there is none.
Other tricks for increasing the reliability of band comparisons are really more
complex variations of the preceding one. For example, one may mix well
characterized DNA fragments with DNA of individuals to be fingerprinted. These
fragments thus serve as internal markers for the migration of other fragments. For
example, if the analysis is to be carried out using Southern blotting, one may include
two fragments, one with known high molecular weight and the other with known
low molecular weight, of an unrelated DNA that can be revealed using a specific
probe that does not hybridize to the individuals' DNAs for fingerprinting. If these
were maize DNA for example, two Lambda (a bacteriophage) fragments could be
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used. An example will be given in the lecture. The ultimate trick would be to use a
large number of (say ten) internal markers that could be used to standardize with
great precision the migration of all fragments in a DNA lane from a given
individual.
Whatever the method, one has to determine empirically what is the approximate
resolution that one can achieve. This requires testing of DNA samples known to be
similar or identical. The simplest approach is to load the same digested DNA
sample in all lanes of a gel (except that corresponding to the MW standards), then to
detect with one or more probes yielding bands that cover a wide range of fragment
sizes. By comparing all individual bands across all lanes of a blot (or of different
blots), one can get an estimation of the migration variance and therefore of the
confidence interval within which a band will be said to be the same as some other in
another lane. This empirically determined confidence interval will facilitate a more
objective reading of the variations in band migration from one lane to another. One
can then use this information to apply a simple ordination method such as cluster
analysis to classify each band in a blot into groups, where each group represents a
"particular" band. This methodology will be illustrated during the lecture and its
practical application will be shown in the hands-on exercises with a CIMMYTdeveloped program - HyperBlot.
What Is the best presentation of fingerprinting Information for use In plant
breeding programs?

Genetic diversity and fingerprinting data are difficult to handle and present to an
end user. The first problem concerns the merging of data produced at different
times and under different experimental conditions given a molecular marker
technique; this problem was addressed in the previous section. The second problem
concerns the capture and retrieval of information in a way that is useful to the end
user. Typically, some form of database system has to be devised that allows easy
and objective entry of data points, their comparisons in order to classify the
. fragments or bands of the profiles into useful groups (as discussed in the previous
section), their conversion into a digital form that can be used for further analyses
using ordination methods, their presentation in the database for visual comparisons
of profiles, and the synthetic representation of their structure and relationships
resulting from the application of ordination methods.
To illustrate some solutions to these problems, we will demonstrate the various
functions of HyperBlot, and the fingerprint database system that we have developed
at CIMMYT. Discussion of analytical procedures involving ordination methods are
outside the scope of this presentation but may be discussed during the practical
session dedicated to fingerprinting.
SOME APPLICATIONS OF FINGERPRINTING

As mentioned earlier, fingerprinting can mean veey different thing to different

investigators. There are numerous applications of fingerprinting at its two broad
levels of analysis (as defined in the introduction), that can be cited. Here, we will
outline some of the more relevant to plant breeding.
Fingerprinting ofgenotypes. This is a particularly interesting application from the
commercial point of view, especially in the case of crops, such as maize, in which
hybrid breeding is a lucrative business. Fingerprinting profiles may be used to
complement and confirm pedigree records and, in some case to confirm them. It is
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also possible to classify closely related lines with unknown or unavailable pedigree
records. Finally, fingerprinting profiles could provide ways of estimating "genetic
distances" between lines; these distances could help define criteria to support
breeders in their creation of "genetically unique lines" that can be protected against
fraud and other infringements of varietal property rights. An example is given at
the end of this chapter.
·
Assessment of genetic similarity among genotypes. Fingerprinting profiles, especially
those for which it is possible to determine allele identity, could help evaluate and
monitor the genetic diversity existing within and between breeding populations/lines
and as a reference standard to ensure long-term selection progress. In the case of
maize those profiles may provide clues as to which heterotic group a given line may
belong thus guiding the breeder in the choice of crosses that he might perform and of
testers he might use; this would be specially useful in the case of tropical and
subtropical maize materials for which there is little information about genetic
background. Fingerprinting profiles could also help select genetically diverse
parents for the creation of new broad-based synthetics or base populations in
recurrent selection programs, thus facilitating the obtention and identification of
transgressive segregants of interest. Finally, fingerprinting profiles can be used to
perform population genetic studies for the determination ofvaroius population
parameters of diversity and reproduction; an example is given at the end of this
chapter.
Conservation, evaluation and use of genetic resources. It is not necessary here to
argue that long-term-breeding progress will depend to a great extent on the ability
of breeders to integrate new germplasm into their programs. Perhaps the most
obvious use of fingerprinting profiles in cataloguing, grouping and using genetic·
resources collections is in the identification and eventual conservation of unique
materials while eliminating duplicates.
In the Appendices we have included a fairly long bibliography of recent publications
related to fingerprinting of crops (wheat and maize in particular), to various
experimental procedures, and to more theoretical considerations of the subject.
There are many hundred more existing articles referring to fingerprinting though
mostly in medical pathology, in microbiology and mycology, as well as in
considerations of phylogeny and evolutionary trends within various taxa. The
sources presented here should serve well as an entry point to this extensive
literature.
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FINGERPRINTING: A FEW EXAMPLES FROM CIMMYT

!SXAMPLE 1
TROPICAL INBRED GERMPLASM SURVEY (TIGS) USING
RFLPs

BACKGROUND

We have completed a survey of restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs)
in 50 maize lines with variable levels of resistance to southwestern com borer. This
work provided the initial thrust for the development of a molecular genetic diversity
database that is now being enriched with a further 50 lines of importance to other
breeding objectives of the Maize Program. This database has been used to select the
parents showing maximum differentiation at the RFLP level within the set of lines
selected by the breeders on agronomic grounds. For instance, the parental lines
used to study the location of genomic regipns controlling resistance to borers were
selected in this way. In addition, the database has provided new insights into the
genetic relationships between accessions and lines currently l.tsed at CIMMYT.
GERM PLASM

The susceptible lines included in this study are from tropical and subtr':'Dical
populations. The borer resistant lines are derived from Antigua accessions or from
populations of Antigua by Dominican Republic accessions. This resistant
germplasm is known for its poor agronomic performance in the subtropical and
tropical environments. All the improved CML resistant lines extracted from such
germplasm were also included. Finally, B73 and Mol 7 were included as
representative US. com belt germplasm.
The DNA of each line was digested with either of two enzymes (EcoRI and HindllI)
and RFLPs revealed with 120 probes representing loci uniformly distributed
throughout the maize genome (genomic probes from the University of Missouri
(UMC) and Brook.haven National Laboratory (BNL); see for example Gardiner et al.,
1993, Genetics 134:917-930). Given that in maize most polymophisms that are
revealed with one enzyme are well correlated with those revealed with a second one,
only about half of the 240 probe-enzyme combinations have been used in the
diversity analysis (reported below).
SALIENT RESULTS TO DATE

There is a strikingly high level of polymorphism in the germplasm included in this
study: the average dissimilarity measure used* varied from 0.52 to 0.65, a range of
• Dissimilarity measure = 1- Dcxn = 1-

2N

<XY>

N(X)

+N(Y)

,

where D<XY) is Nei's similarity measure

between two lines, N(XY) is the number of morphs in common between the two lines, Nao is the
number of morphs in line X and Nm is the number of morphs in line Y (Nei and Li, 1979, PNAS
76:5269-5273).
.
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relatively high values when set against that observed between the two com belt
types (0.55). Indeed, while these represent two very different groupings of com belt
maize, they also appear frequently as the most distant lines to any other surveyed
here.
The cluster dendogram presented in figure 1 shows at least fotir groups: com belt
types (black symbols), Antigua and Antigua crosses (red symbols), and two indistinct
groupings within the tropical and subtropical germplasm (blue). Lines with closely
related pedigrees clustered tightly together (for example as shown by the blue
patterned lines).
Principal component analysis of the same data, through which one can attempt to
visualize the entire matrix of dissimilarities, tends to agree with ~e pairwise
comparison analysis of Figure 1.
While there still is a large, ill-defined, group of tropical and sub-tropical lines, the
first three components of this analysis separate the Antigua, Mississippi and other
selected lines under borer pressure.
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
This work indicates that RFLP analysis can be utilized to group lines by either
cluster or principal component analysis. The resulting groupings correspond, in
general, to known pedigree relationships and germplasm origins. The analysis of the
chosen set of lines was not capable of distingUishing major groupings of lines
extracted from based populations (tropical and subtropical lines).
The distance measures and band migration records do provide useful information on
the potential parents for the development of populations for mapping quantitative
trait loci (QTLs) for SWCB resistance as presented elsewhere in this document.
EXAMPLE 2
TROPICAL-AFRICAN GERMPLASM SURVEY (TAGS) USING
RFLPs

BACKGROUND
The inbred lines used in the previous study included representatives from many of
the populations used in CIMMYT's lowland tropical and subtropical programs in
addition to two widely used combelt inbreds. In order to get a representation of
other classes of CIMMYT germplasm, an RFLP survey was conducted with the
following objectives:
• Expand the current database to include African midaltitude germplasm (from
CIMMYT-Harare), highland lines developed at CIMMYT and INIFAP (Mexico'
national program), and tropical and subtropical QPM inbreds.
• Provide information on the genetic relationships of CIMMYT germplasm used in
eastern and southern Africa.
• Provide information on the genetic diversity of CIMMYT QPM lines and study
"linkage drag" in these materials.
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The subtropical lines from eastern and southern Africa represent the heterotic
groups in that region and are being used for classifying germplasm in CIMMYTZimbabwe. A comparison of these lines with those of the previous germplasm
survey may suggest a bridge to the tester used in the subtropical program at
headquarters.
The analysis of QPM lines is hoped to provide additional guidance for the efficient
use of that germplasm.
The opaque-2 allele was introduced into CIMMYT's germplasm from temperate
sources; By using probes that map near the opaque-2 locus, it is hoped to obtain
indirect information on the length of the segment transferred from the donor parent.
Germplasm included in the study:
- 18 midaltitude/subtropical lines from eastern and southern Africa;
- 9 lines from CIMMYT's highland program;
- 5 lines from INIFAP's highland program;
- 10 lines from CIMMYT's QPM program;
- 3 normal temperate lines and 3 opaque-2 near-isogenic counterparts.
Only a preliminary analysis of the RFLP patterns has been done so far and the not
so trivial step of merging the results of this survey with those of the previous one
(TIGS) is still pending.
Multiple component analyses of the data indicate that the south African 'ETO' types
are the most distinctive groups along the first axis (36% of the variance), while other
subgroups show parallel variation further down that axis. Along the second axis
(4% of the variance), the clearest distinction is between the tropical and subtropical
QPM materials and the temperate ones. The 'M' and 'F' heterotic groups from Africa
are also resolved along the second axis.
The rest of the materials tend to form a rather undefined cloud along both axes.
Further analyses using other techniques (principal coordinate, cluster analyses) will
be done in the near future.
EXAMPLE 3
CHANGES IN ALLELIC FREQUENCIES IN A TROPIC.AL
MAIZE POPULATION UNDER SELECTION FOR DROUGHT
TOLERANCE

Selection for grain yield under severe water stress has often been considered .
inefficient because of the marked environmental effects which decrease heritability
as yields fall. Under these conditions, selection for secondary traits correlated with
yield, such as anthesis-silking interval (ASI), may increase selection efficiency.
Although ASI is a simple trait to measure in the field and has good heritability, it is
not always possible to provide adequate stress levels for efficient selection. CIMMYT
physiologists conducted eight cycles offull-sib recurrent selection in the population
"Tuxpe:ii.o Sequia" during the dry season in Mexico. Selection was based mainly on
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an index comprising increased grain yield, the maintenance of the planting-anthesis
interval and reduced ASI. No major selection was made for morphological traits. In
this study we are quantifying changes in allelic frequencies over cycles of selection
at loci of known map position. Through these changes, resulting from the applied
selection pressure, identification of alleles typical of a short or long ASI expression
should be possible. This identification could provide a rapid diagnostic tool in the
future for screening lines or individuals with potential drought tolerance in Tuxpefi.o
germplasm. Changes in allele frequencies over cycles of selection (CO, C4 and CS,
116 individuals randomly chosen for each cycle) were estimated using molecular
markers. Loci scattered over all of the maize genome were assayed using RFLPs.
Special attention was given to genomic regions responsible for the expression of ASI
identified in a previous study using a cross between two inbreds derived mainly
from Tuxpefi.o germplasm. There is strong evidence that the alleles of these two
inbred lines are also present in this population. Allelic frequencies that either
increased, decreased or remained stable were recorded for CS relative to CO. Some
major allele frequency changes were detected at loci located in genomic regions
responsible for the ASI expression, and, therefore, the effects of these frequency
changes can be estimated. Implications of this analysis concerning the improvement
of open-pollinated populations or lines using molecular markers will be discussed.

EXAMPLE 4
DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIFIC PROBES FOR DETECTION OF
KARNAL BUNT (TILLETIA INDICA) TELIOSPORES

INTRODUCTION
Kamal bunt presents a problem for the exchange of wheat germplasm around the
world. Movement of wheat seed from countries where the disease occurs is subject
to strict quarantine regulations. The pathogen is disseminated by teliospores. When
few teliospores are recovered from seed samples it is difficult to distinguish T. indica
from other morphologically similar species such as T. barclayana (kernel bunt of
rice). In CIMMYT we are developing specific probes and assays to be able to identify
unequivocally these fungi directly from ungerminated teliospores. The first step
was to assess the genetic variability present in both species of Tilletia. Results of
the genetic variability of T. indica in Mexico compared to that of T. barclayana from
different regions of the world are presented. Unique fragments within the genomes
of both species have been identified through differential hybridization. From these,
genome-specific probes are being developed for use on teliospores after genomic
amplification.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Random amplified polymorphic DNA analysis (RAPDs, Williams et al, 1990) was
used to determine the relationships within and between the two species.
DNA was extracted from lyophilized mycelium of 41 different isolates of T. indica
and T. barclayana following a modification of the CTAB method of Shagai-Maroof et
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al (1984). Results on the diversity of 16 isolates detailed in Table 1 are presented
here.
Twenty three different random 10 hp primers (13 from Operon 10 others as
described in Williams et al, 1990) were used.
'
The high intensity bands of the RAPD profiles were read using a digitizing tablet
into a database written in Hypercard (Hyperblot, CIMMYT, 1990). Within this
program, band matching within and between lanes was determined using cluster
analysis techniques (Hoisington & Gonzalez de Leon, 1989). The resulting binary
matrix for presence or absence of any high intensity band was used to calculate a
similarity coefficient giving more weight to mismatches and excluding negative
matches*. Graphical representations of the dissimilarity matrix were generated
from nearest-neighbor cluster and principal component analyses (SYSTAT, 1992).
where a is the number of positive
matches ( 1, 1), band care the numbers
of mismatches (0, 1) (Everitt, 1980)

RAPD DIVERSITY IN T. IND/CA FROM MEXICO AND T. BARCLA YANA

All the RAPD profiles were highly repeatable under the conditions used, even when
only a third of the DNA amount (i.e., 5 ng) was used as template.
It was evident from the RAPD patterns for all 23 primers tested that T. indica
showed relatively less variation than T. barclayana. Moreover, the T. indica isolate
mixture derived from an infected wheat grain(# 11) tended to reveal most of the
bands present in the other single-spore isolates for any given primer.
Cluster analyses reflected these observations quite well (Fig. 1). The two main
groupings correspond to the isolates of the two species. We are conducting further
analyses to determine the minimum number of primers needed to reflect this
. classification. Note that the use of a similarity coefficient that gives more weight to
mismatches magnifies the pair-wise dissimilarities.
Perhaps the most intriguing results are those concerning the relationships within
the group classified as T. barclayana. Except for TbGlendale (# 8), these isolates
split into two geographical groups: the three Brazilian and two American on the one
hand, and the Chinese on the other. TbGlendale clustered more closely with one of
the Chinese isolates than the other.
The first three factors resulting from the principal component analysis (Fig. 2)
summarize these observations.
·
The differential hybridization experiments using total genomic labeled DNA (of
TiMix, #9, and Tb140a, #3) agreed with these results and, furthermore, showed that
TbGlendale and the two Chinese isolates had little homology to the genomic probes
used (Fig. 4). This suggests that data from other Tilletia spp. will be needed in
order to establish the real identity of the isolates classified as T. barclayana used in
this study.
This diversity studies are being extended to further isolates of the two species,
especially in the case of T. indica for which a wider spectrum of geographical origins
will be investigated.
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DEVELOPMENT OF GENOME-SPECIFIC PROBES

Bands present in all isolates of one species but absent in the other species may be
good candidates for the development of genome-specific probes. In order to provide
sufficient sensitivity when assaying their presence or absence in a single teliospore,
these should, in addition, represent repeated sequences in the genome. The
differential hybridization experiments help to detect such bands as illustrated by
the low molecular weight band shown in Fig. 5. Bands of this kind will be
sequenced and 20-30 bp primers synthesized to develop genome-specific PCR assays
on whole genome amplification products derived from single teliospores.
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II.

EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOLS

Experimental Protocols - Day-by-day schedule

DAY
1
2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9

10
11
12

13
14
·15
16

DATE PROTOCOL·
Monday Oct. 14 • Isolation of plant DNA ........................................11-4
Tuesday Oct. 15 • DNA quality ..........................................................11-8
• RFLPs: Restriction digestion of genomic DNA
Wednesday Oct. 16 • Bacterial transformation ................................... .11-11
• RFLPs: Probe preparation
• RFLPs: DNA electrophoresis
Thursday Oct. 17 • RFLPs: Gel staining and Southern transfer .....11-15
• RFLPs: Labeled probe electrophoresis and blotting
Friday Oct. 18 • RFLPs: Probe labeling verification .................... 11-17
• RFLPs: Fixing DNA to blots and prehybridization
• RFLPs: Hybridization and preparations for
detection
Saturday Oct. 19 • RFLPs: Stringency washes and detection .........11-20
Sunday Oct. 20 • RFLPs: Development ofluminographs ..............11-21
• Start bacterial cultures for minipreps
Monday Oct. 21 • Plasmid mini-preps ..............................................11-22
• RFLPs: Stripwash blots
• Rapid DNA extraction from leaf discs
Tuesday Oct. 22 • RAPDs, ASAs and SSRs: setting-up reactions .. 11-24
• AFLPs: Restriction digests ..................................11-29
Wednesday Oct. 23 • RAPDs, ASAs and SSRs: gels and visualization
• AFLPs: Ligations and pre-amplifications ......... II-32
Thursday Oct. 24 • AFLPs: Selective amplifications ........................11-34
• HyperMapdata: RFLP data entry and verification
Friday Oct. 25 • AFLPs: Run and stain gel .................................. II-36
• Demonstration of HyperBlot
Monday Oct. 28 • Map construction with Mapmaker ....................11-39
Tuesday Oct. 29 • ANOVA for QTL analysis .................................. .11-40
• QGene for QTL mapping
Wednesday Oct. 30 • More QTL mapping ............................................11-43
• Introduction to DataBases and exercises
Thursday Oct. 31 • HyperSelect and MAS exercises ........................11-44
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For all the practical applications, both in the lab and when analyzing data,
you will be working in groups of two people. In some cases, two or more
groups might have to join together.
This is the list of the groups, people were chos.en at random:

Wheat
1
2
3
4

5
Maize
6
7

Ramesh I Pinto do Nascimento
Landjeva I Abdennadher
Shen/Luna
Singh I Nigatu
Giura I Formica
Shi I Ortegon
McGregor I Tadeu Sibov

Each group will be handed the following items for use throughout the
course but you MUST RETURN ALL ITEMS BEFORE THE END OF THE
COURSE:
2 labcoats
2 locker keys
1 calculator
1 timer
1 pair of scissors
1 cutter
3 markers (sharpies)
2 Gilson pipetman, P-20 and P-200
1 Gilson pipetman, P-1000
1 copy of the Mapmaker manual for Macintosh, V2.0
1 copy of the QGene manual

In addition, the following items will be in the lab for general use:
Perforator, stapler, de-stapler, scotch tape, box of clips, Pritt glue, ink corrector
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Summary of the RFLP experiments

RFLPs
Name

Group

Crop

Enzyme

Probe

Insert size, hp

Ramesh

1

Wheat

Hind ill

FBA234

870

Pinto do
Nascimento

1

Wheat

Hind ill

CDO 1008

1700

Landjeva

2

Wheat

EcoRV

BCD 1709

2300

Abdennadher

2

Wheat

EcoRV

CD0405

1800

Shen

3

Wheat

EcoRI

BCD 1184

2800

Luna

3

Wheat

EcoRI

BCD 386

1100

Singh

4

Wheat

Dra I

BCD 1779

1000

Nigatu

4

Wheat

Dra I

CD098

2200

Giura

5

Wheat

XbaI

BCD880

800

Formica

5

Wheat

XbaI

CD0278

1200

Shi

6

Maize

EcoRI

UMClO

1100

Ortegon

6

Maize

EcoRI

BNL 15.21

1250

McGregor

7

Maize

Hind ill

UMC 107

1090

Tadeu Sibov

7

Maize

Hind ill

NPI 262

600
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DAY 1
ISOLATION OF PLANT DNA
In this laboratory section, you will be isolating DNA from lyophilized and ground
leaf tissue as the first step in an RFLP study. People working on wheat will perform
the RFLP analysis on a wheat population used in the lab to map leaf rust resistance,
developed from a cross between 'Frontana' and 'lnia' . While people working on
maize will use the F2 population of'Ac7643' x 'CML247' used to map drought
tolerance.
Maize DNA from the 2 parental lines and 60 F2s are available for use. In this lab,
you will isolate DNA from the wheat parental lines and 58 Recombinant Inbred
Lines (RILs)).
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

. Plants contain three types of DNA: nuclear, mitochondrial and chloroplast DNA.
Although quite elaborate methods exist for the isolation of each type of DNA, most
experiments require only the rather simple preparation of total DNA. All DNA
preparation methods involve the removal of the envelopes (cell wall and nuclear
membrane) around the DNA, the separation of the DNA from all other cell
components such as cell wall debris, proteins, lipids or RNA, and the maintenance of
the integrity of the DNA during the procedure, i. e. the protection from nucleases
and mechanical shearing. In the most common method, which is applicable to a
whole range of plant material, cells are opened by grinding in liquid nitrogen. We
prefer freezing harversted tissue in liquid nitrogen then lyophilizing it and grinding
it to ensure a long term supply of tissue from the various lines being analyzed. The
low temperature prevents nucleases from degrading the DNA.
The problems in isolating DNA, especiaily from plants, are the presence of DNAase
activities which degrade the DNA and the presence of other macromolecules which
co-purify with , or polymerise to, the DNA during the isolation procedure. The
nuclease problem is reduced by removing cations such Mg++ which are required for
nuclease activity. Agents such as EDTA, EGTA and phenanthroline have been used
at a range of concentrations, in different protocols, depending on the plant or animal
species being analysed. In addition detergent agents such as sodium
dodecylsulphate (SDS) are often used to inhibit enzyme activities. Plant researchers
often encounter undesirable macromolecules, other than DNA, which create
problems in the DNA isolation procedure. The problems created by the presence of
phenolic compounds can be reduced by the addition of 1% (or higher)
polyvinylpyrollidine (PVP) in the initial isolation buffer. Detergents such as SDS
dissolve membranes and dissociate proteins from DNA and make them more
accessible to degradation by proteinases used in the DNA isolation. A reagent
which is used in several procedures is cetylmethylammonium bromide (CTAB)
which binds strongly to DNA displacing protein and preventing degradation. The
CTAB itself is removed by chloroform extractions leaving DNA in the aqueous phase
to be ethanol precipitated. the aqueous phase contains DNA, RNA, polysaccharides
and some protein, while lipids are found in the organic phase and cell debris and
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most of the protein aggregate in the interphase. Ethanol precipitation concentrates
the DNA.
cetylmethylammonium bromide (CTAB) is

CH3(CH2)tsN+(CH3)3 Br-

sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) is

CH3(CH2)11 OS03- Na+

sarkosyl is

CH3(CH2)11N(CHg)CH2COO- Na+

PROTOCOL

Follow the protocol on page 2 of the AMG Laboratory protocols. Tissue (0.3
gms) has already been weighed and placed in 15ml tubes, therefore, start with step
2.
Due to lack of time, move directly to option C.
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DAY 2

DNA QUALITY

In this laboratory section, you will first be checking the quality of the extracted DNA
and quantifying it, then digesting DNA from both wheat and maize for the RFLP
analyses.
QUANTIFICATION AND QUALITY CONTROL OF ONA

We use a semi-automated spectrophotometer equipped with a sipper to determine
the quantity and purity of the DNA samples. Follow the protocol on page 4. The
optical density of a dilution of each DNA sample is measured at 260 and 280 nm.
The program in the spectrophotmeter will then compute the ratio of these two
values (an indication of the purity), the DNA concentration (using the relation that
an OD260=1 corresponds to a concentration of 50µg/ml), the total yield, and how
much TE to add to each sample to bring them to the same concentration.
After adding the proper amount of TE to each sample (in order to bring all samples
to the same concentration) and allowing the DNA to completely dissolve, follow the
procedure on page 4 to check that DNA is of high molecular weight, i.e. it has not
been degraded. Choose three samples each group for this test. Basically you have to
prepare a lOng/µl dilution of the selected samples:
• Add 116µ1 TE to 4µ1 DNA at 0.3µg/µl
• Load 10µ1 of each diluted sample (=100ng) and 2µ15XSGB in a 0.7% agarose gel
For details see page 4 of the AMG Laboratory protocols.

Due to lack of time in this course, we will not carry out the digestibility test but
we strongly suggest it done before planning large scale digestion experiments (see p.
5 of the lab protocols).
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RFLPS: RESTRICTION DIGESTION OF GENOMIC DNA
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Although there are three types of restriction endonucleases, those used in molecular
biology are type II enzymes which recognise specific 4 - 8 bp long sequences and cut
DNA of any source within this sequence. For example the restriction endonuclease
Hindlll cleaves after the first A in the sequence AAGC'IT. The assay conditions
vary from enzyme to enzyme, but generally require MgC12 , a pH between 7 and 8,
NaCl between 10 and 150 mM and an incubation temperature, which is 37°C in
most cases.
NOTE: The restriction enzyme must be kept on ice at all times and
should be kept outside the -20°C freezer for the minimum time
possible. Use a fresh yellow tip every time you pipette enzyme from
the stock into your sample.
PROTOCOL

For the RFLP analysis, each person will produce half a blot with 60 lanes including
two molecular weight lanes, two parental lanes, and 56 segregating progenies.
Refer to the table of summary of all experiments (p. 11-3) to know which enzyme you
will be using.
Make sure you fill in the "gel format" provided in the next page.
Follow the protocol on page 6 of the AMG Laboratory protocols.
Calculations: (you enter your notes here)
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DAY 3

RFLPS: DNA ELECTROPHORESIS
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Agarose gel electrophoresis is used to separate DNA molecules by size. The
negatively charged DNA molecules migrate in an electrical field from the negatively
charged cathode to the positively charged anode, with smaller molecules migrating
faster than bigger ones through the pores of the gel matrix. After electrophoresis
the DNA fragments are visualised by staining with the intercalating dye ethidium
bromide, which fluoresces in UV light.
PROTOCOL

To precipitate the DNAs digested yesterday, follow the protocol on page 7 of the
AMG Laboratory protocols. While the samples are allowed to dry then
resuspend, we will do the bacterial transformation and probe labeling.
Calculations for DNA resuspension: (you enter your notes here)

·Six out of the seven groups will be running "double gels". Refer to p.13 of the AMG
Lab protocols for the preparation and loading of such gels.
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BACTERIAL TRANSFORMATION

Given that many clone libraries are now publicly available for both wheat and
maize, most probably you will not need to construct your own libraries. Therefore
you will most certainly be requesting clones from other laboratories. These are
received under various forms, namely as plasmid DNA, dried or in alcohol, as
bacterial stabs or even as purified inserts.
This procedure will teach you how to transform bacteria with plasmids containing
inserts. Next Monday, you will learn how to make a plasmid mini-prep.
PROTOCOL

Each group will receive two clones to be transformed.
Follow the protocol on page 39 of the AMG Laboratory protocols.
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RFLPS: PROBE PREPARATION
PROTOCOL .

Each person will label the probe that was assigned to him/her in the summary table
of experiments (p. 11-3). We routinely label maize probes with 2.5% digoxigenindUTP and wheat probes with 5%.
Follow the protocol on page 18 of the AMG Laboratory protocols. To reduce any
potential contamination of our plasmid stocks, these will already be aliquoted in
tubes. A technician will demonstrate the preparation of the "bulk mix" for all
reactions. Do the relevant calculations in the form provided in the next page.
Note. PCR is capable of amplifying as little as a single molecule of DNA.
Precautions should be taken to guard against contamination of the reaction with
trace amounts of DNAs that could serve as templates. Disposable gloves should be
worn throughout the preparation of the PCR. Always include a control that contains
all the components of the PCR except the template DNA.
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Bulk mix calculations for PCR ampllflcatlon & labeling (2.5°/o)
STOCK

[Final] or amount

2.5% Dig
100 uJ rxn

ddH20

-

46.5µ1

1OX Taq buffer, Mg-free

1X

10.0 µI

50mM MgCl2

2mM

4.0µ1

Glycerol

15%

15.0µ1

50µM each

1.5 µI (0.5 ea)

10mMdTTP

48.75µM

0.4875 µI

1 mM Oig-dUTP

1.25 µM

0.125 µI

2.0U

0.4µ1

2 µM primer 1

0.2µM

10.0 µI

2 µM primer2

0.2µM

10.0µI

5 ng/µI plasmid

10 ng

2.0µ1

dNTP mix -dTTP (10 mM ea)

5 U/µI Taq enzyme

Bulkmlx X
samDI•

.

Bulk mix calculations for PCR amplification & labeling (So/o)
STOCK

[Final) or amount

5.0% Dig
100 ul rxn

ddH20

-

46.38 µI

1OX Taq butter. Mg-tree

1X

10.0 µI

50 mM MgCl2

2mM

4.0µ1

Glycerol

15%

15.0 µI

50 µMeach

1.5 µI (0.5 ea)

47.5 µM

0.475 µI

2.5µM

0.250 µI

dNTP mix - dTTP (10 mM ea)
10mM dTTP
1 mM Oig-dUTP

2.0

5 U/µI Tao enzyme

u

0.4 µI

2 µM primer 1

0.2µM

10.0µI

2 µM primer 2

0.2µM

10.0µI

5 ng/µI plasmid

10 ng

2.0ul
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DAY 4

RFLPS: GEL STAINING AND SOUTHERN TRANSFER

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
DNA hybridizations require the breakage of H-bridges between the complementary
strands of the DNA and therefore either high temperatures or the presence of
denaturing chemicals like formamide. These requirements are not easily met in an
agarose gel. Therefore, the DNA is transferred from the gel onto a synthetic
membrane, in this case nylon coated with nitrocellulose. This membrane combines
the physical strength of nylon membranes with the high resolution of nitrocellulose
membranes. The banding pattern is preserved during the transfer. Since only
singled stranded DNA binds to nitrocellulose, the DNA has to be denatured before
transfer. Furthermore the weak interaction between the DNA and the membrane
achieved during transfer has to be modified into a covalent bond by heating to sooc.
PROTOCOL
For double gel separation and staining follow the protocol on page 13 of the AMG
Laboratory protocols. Stain only one of the two layers.

NOTE: Ethidium bromide is a possible carcinogen and any solution
containing it should only be handled with gloves!
For Southern blotting follow the protocol on page 14 of the AMG Laboratory
protocols.

NOTE: Never touch the membrane or the filter paper with your
hands! Grease, sweat and nucleases have terrible effects on your
results! Use gloves and tweezers!

RFLPS: LABELED PROBE ELECTROPHORESIS AND BLOTTING

PROTOCOL
Follow the protocol on page 19 of the AMG Laboratory protocols, to remove the
oil from the labeling reaction tubes prepared yesterday. Then follow the protocol p.
23 for gel quantification of the amplified inserts. All probes will be loaded in a
medium-sized 1% agarose gel. Fill-in the gel formats provided in the next page.
To check the activity of incorporated digoxigening-dUTP, blot the gel according to
the procedure described on p.24.
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DAY 5
RFLPS: PROBE LABELING VERIFICATION
PROTOCOL

Follow the protocol on page 24 of the AMG Laboratory protocols, for the
detection of the dig-labeled probes.

RFLPS: FIXING DNA TO BLOTS AND PREHYBRIDIZATION
PROTOCOL

Follow the protocol on page 14-15 of the AMG Laboratory protocols, for
dismantling the Southern transfers and fixing DNA to the membranes.

For pre-hybridization follow protocols p. 28.

NOTE: Never touch the membrane or the filter paper with your
hands! Grease, sweat and nucleases have terrible effects on your
results! Use gloves and tweezers!
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RFLPS: HYBRIDIZATION AND PREPARATIONS FOR DETECTION
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Hybridization between DNA bound .to nitrocellulose and a labeled DNA probe in
solution is a function of temperature, time, salt concentrations, GC content
(guanosine/cytosine), probe length and hybridization volume. For DNA with a GC
content of approx. 50% generally a temperature of 65°C is chosen, which is approx.
20°C below the actual melting temperature of double stranded DNA at the standard
concentration of0.6 M NaCl. Under these stringent conditions probes, which are
between 200 hp and 400 bp in length and have a very high homology to the blotted
DNA (i.e. in most cases from the same or a closely related organism), hybridize with
an efficiency of >90% within 8 h, while less homologous probes hybridize to a much
lesser degree. Lower temperatures, longer hybridisation times and higher salt
concentrations allow more cross hybridisation to heterologous probes. The
hybridization volume should be kept to a minimum to ensure maximum encounter
rates between the probe and the bound DNA; at the same time this should not be too
small or there will not be sufficient movement of the probe along the membrane.
Prior to hybridization potential binding sites for the probe other than the
homologous DNA have to be blocked to avoid background hybridization to the
membrane. This is accomplished by pre-hybridization with "blocking agent" or
skimmed dried milk.
PROTOCOL

Fill-in the hybridization data sheet provided in the next page. Follow the protocol
on page 28 of the AMG Laboratory protocols.

H-18

Hybridization Data Sheet
Name:

DATE:
Hybridization aoln: 5 ml per 50 ml cntf tube -or10 ml per glass bottle+ 1 ml per membrane
Stringency washes: 5 volumes•, place 3 volumes at 65°C
Buffer 1: 8 volumes, place 4 volumes at 65°C (for Buffer 2)
Buffer 3: 1 volume

Need: -----------iCOMMENTS:
Need:
Need:
Need:

. RED INTO C().,

•volume needed In each tray for washing, detection, etc.

:;:i

s

Tube

BLOT
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ID
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Lebeling
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ngfµI
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Time
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DAY 6

RFLPS: STRINGENCY WASHES AND DETECTION
PROTOCOL

Follow the protocol on pages 28-81 of the AMG Laboratory protocols.
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DAY 7

RFLPS: DEVELOPMENT OF LUMINOGRAPHS
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Hybridization bands are visualised by luminography. In a light tight film cassette
the membrane is brought into close contact with an X-ray film, which is sensitive to
the emission of light from the dephosphorylation ofCSPD.
PROTOCOL

We use the manual method of developing and fixing X-ray films in the dark room.
We can fit 8 films to be developed at the same time. In order not to clutter the dark
room, groups 1 to 4 will start, followed by groups 5 to 7. Instructions are included in
the protocol on page 29 of the AMG Laboratory protocols.

NOTE: Never touch the film with gloved hands! This may produce
static electricity that will veil the film and hide your results!

BACTERIAL CULTURES
PROTOCOL

Each person will start a 10 ml overnight culture of the bacteria that you
transformed the previous week. These will be incubated at 37°C with vigorous
shaking and will be used to isolate plasmid DNA of the particular clone.
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DAY 8

PLASMID MINI-PREPS
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The most convenient method for preparing sufficient plasmid DNA for 5 to 10
restriction digests, is the alkali method ofBirnboim and Doly. The cells are lysed by
SDS at high pH and then neutralised. The plasmid DNA renatures but the
chromosomal DNA remains denatured and precipitates in a protein-DNA-SDS
complex. This procedure can be scaled-up to any volume. However, for culture
volumes of more than lOml it is best to deproteinise the plasmid with
phenoVchloroform prior to ethanol precipitation. For large and high quality plasmid
preparation the plasmid can be further purified via CsCl equilibrium gradient
centrifugation or through HPLC.
PROTOCOL

Follow the protocol on page 34 of the AMG Laboratory protocols. Each group
will do a miniprep on two clones using the bacterial cultures inoculated yesterday.

RFLPS: STRIPWASH BLOTS
PROTOCOL

Follow the protocol on page 32 of the AMG Laboratory protocols. In this
procedure we will washing away the hybridized probe in order to reuse the same
membrane with another probe. Under our conditions, we are able to reuse well a
maize blot between 5 and 10 times, while for wheat, we get 3 to 6 uses of the same
membrane.
Please read carefully the introductory notes!
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RAPID DNA EXTRACTION FROM LEAF DISCS
PROTOCOL

This protocol was provided by G. Penner and is modified from Edwards et al., 1991
(NAR 19 (6):1349). He has also worked with a number of seed based DNA extraction
methods but do not currently have confidence in the reliability of results obtained
from these samples.
1. Close a sterile 1.5 ml eppendorf tube on a young leaf (close to the stem), 1 to 2
leaf stage is ideal. Place tube on ice or freeze in liquid nitrogen.
2. Add 400µ1 of extraction buffer (200 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.5, 25 mM EDTA, 0.5 %
SOS).
3. Grind tissue for 15 sec. or until thoroughly macerated. Do not place tubes back
on ice as the SDS will precipitate.
4. Centrifuge samples for 5 min. at 13,000 g at room temp.
5. Carefully remove 300µ1 of supernatant (avoiding the particulate matter) and
place in a fresh 1.5 ml tube.
6. Add Proteinase K to a final concentration of 50µg/ml and incubate for 60 min. at
55°C. (Necessary for wheat, not for barley or oat).
7. Add 300µ1 ofphenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1), mix phases thoroughly.
8. Centrifuge at 13,000 g for 5 min.
9. Remove the upper phase to a fresh 1.5 ml tube, taking care to avoid the phase
interface.
10. Add 1 volume ofisopropanol (2-propanol), mix well by inversion, and let stand
for 2 min. at room temp.
11. Centrifuge samples for 5 min. at 13,000 g.
12. Pour off the supernatant, and dry the pellet for 15 to 20 min. in a vacuum dryer.
Avoid overdrying the pellets, as this seems to reduce their solubility.
13. Resuspend the pellets in O.lX TE (1 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.5, 0.1 mM EDTA).
Avoid vortexing the samples at any step in this protocol. Flick the tubes repeatedly
with your finger.
14. Store at 40°C. Oat and barley DNA should be stable for 6 to 8 weeks, wheat
DNA starts to degenerate in a week or two.
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DAY 9

RAPDs, ASAs AND SSRs: SETIING-UP REACTIONS

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Amplification reactions are performed in volumes of about 25-50 µl in a tube
containing proper amount of genomic DNA, random primers (usually are ten-mer
primers), dNTPs, thermostable DNA polymerase (such as Taq ), MgCl2, and reaction
buffer. Reaction mixture is overlaid with one drop of light mineral oil to prevent
from vaporization.
The size of the genomic DNA is not a prime factor. However, the quality and
accurate quantification of DNA amounts are important. Contamination of DNA
should be always avoided because very little contamination of template DNA can
cause significant effects on amplification products. As little as 5 ng of genomic DNA
can be amplified. Excess DNA will reduce the amplification efficiency because of
annealing of target strands as their concentration increases.
Taq from Thermus aquaticus has been the most extensively used thermostable DNA
polymerase for RAPD-PCR assays. DNA polymerase, unlike RNA polymerase,
requires a short DNA segment, or primer, to anneal to a complementary sequence
and prime synthesis. The amount of enzyme becomes limiting after 25-30 cycle of
PCR. The enzyme activity also becomes limiting due to thermal denaturation of the
enzyme during the process. The enzyme should be the last component to be added
to the reaction mixture, should not be taken out from freezer long time before use,
and should be always kept on ice and put back to freezer (-20°C) immediately after
use.
Taq leaves single 3'-dA nucleotide overhangs on their reaction products. These
single base extension can be used for cloning the PCR products.
Usually, a RAPD primer consists of 10 base pairs (10-mer) with random nucleotide
sequence. Random primers are available commercially and can be purchased from
either Operon Biotechnologies (Alameda, Calif.) or the University of British
Columbia (UBC) (Vancouver, Canada).
The MgCl2 concentration in the final reaction mixture is around 2 mM (the exact
concentration for a given lot of enzyme and DNA should be determined empirically).
Mg2+ ions form a soluble complex with dNTPs which is essential for dNTP
incorporation; they also stimulate the polymerase activity and increase the Tm of
the double-stranded DNA and primer/template interaction.
The RAPD-PCR amplification is carried out in a Thermal Cycler through three
steps:
1. Denaturation of genomic DNA (template) by heating the reaction mixture to 92-95°C.

High temperature should be avoid if high fidelity is required because thermal damage
of DNA leads to an increased nucleotide misincorporation during PCR.
2. Annealing of primers by cooling the reaction mixture to 'Iln/annealing temperature.
The annealing temperature ('Iln) is determined by the length and base composition
of the primer(s), and can be calculated for a particular RAPD primer using the
following equation:
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Tm= [(number of A+T) x 2°C +[(number of C+G) x 4°C] - 3°C
The calculated Tm only act as a reference point to begin experimentation. The
optimum annealing temperature should be determined empirically.
3. Primer extension (synthesis of new DNA strands) by DNA polymerase using four
deoxynucleotides (dNTPs). Primer extension is usually performed at about 72°C
which is the optimum temperature for Taq DNA. polymerase. Two minutes are
usually enough for the extension step.

The number of cycles is usually between 25-35. The desired product will not be
increased after 35 cycles. The final cycle ended with longer extension time (up to 10
min) to ensure that all product molecules are fully extended.
The PCR-amplified products are fractionated by agarose gel electrophoresis and
visualized under UV light by staining the gel with ethidium bromide.

Note. PCR is capable of amplifying as little as a single molecule of DNA.
Precautions should be taken to guard against contamination of the reaction with
trace amounts of DNAs that could serve as templates. Disposable gloves should be
worn throughout the preparation of the PCR. Always include a control that contains
all the components of the PCR except the template DNA.
PROTOCOL

Three of the seven groups will perform RAPD analysis on two parental lines, using
one primer per person. The materials will be assigned to you during the session.
Write in the space below the materials you will use, i.e. genotypes, primers etc...

Follow the protocol on pages 40-41 of the AMG Laboratory protocols. Do the
calculations for the bulk mix in the table below:

[FINAL]

STOCK
dd.H20
Taq Buffer (lOX; Mg-free)
MgCl2 (50 mM)
dNTP Mix (250 µMeach)
Gelatin (0.025 %)
Taq Enzyme (5 U/µl)
Primer (3 ng/µl)
DNA (5 ng/µ1)4

or amount
1X
2.5mM
10 µMeach
0.001%

lU
15ng
20ng
11-25

25µ1RXN
10.05 µl
2.5 µI
1.25 µI
1.0 µI
1.0 µI
0.2 µI
5.0 µI
4.0 µI

Bulk Mix
RXNs
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Two other groups will do an ASA analysis on barley DNA to be provided during the
session. We will assign the groups with the primer pairs during the session. Write
your notes below:

ASA protocol from: G.A. Penner, J-A. Stebbing, and B. Legge. Conversion of an
RFLP marker for the barley stem rust resistance gene Rpgl to a specific PCRamplifiable polymorphism. Molecular Breeding 1:349-354.

ASA Primers
F21TACATCGCCTTCTTCAGATTC
R212GTTGCCAAGTTGGATCC
[FINAL]

STOCK
ddH20
Taq Buffer (lOX; Mg-free)
MgCl2 (50 mM)
dNTP Mix (250 µMeach)
Taq Enzyme (5 U/µl)
Primer 1 (2 µM)
Primer 2 (2 µM)
DNA (5 ng/µl)

or amount
1X
1.3mM

lU
12.SpM
12.SpM
20ng

Amplify ASA primer using following program :
1 Cycle of:
40 Cycles of:
93°C for 2 min
94°C for 30 sec
64°C for 30 sec
72°C for 1 min
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25µ1RXN
µI
µI
µl
µI
0.2µ1
µI
µI
4.0 µI

Bulk Mix
RXNs

1 Cycle of:
72°C for 10 min
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For rpg4 amplification conditions are as follows:

STOCK
ddH20
Taq Buffer (lOX; Mg-free)
MgCl2 (50 mM)
dNTP Mix (250 µMeach)
Taq Enzyme (5 U/µ1)
Primer 1 (2 µM)
Primer 2 (2 µM)
DNA (5 ng/µ1)

1 Cycle of:
93°C for 2 min

[FINAL]
or amount

1X
1.0mM

lU
20pM
20pM
20ng

40 Cycles of:
94°C for 30 sec
61°C for 1 min
72°C for 1 min
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25 µl RXN
µl
µl
µl
µl
0.2 µl
µl
µl
4.0 µl

Bulk Mix
RXNs

1 Cycle of:
72°C for 10 min
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The remaining two groups will perform a SSR analysis on divergent wheat lines
(primers and lines to be assigned during the session)

Detailed protocol for SSR analysis in wheat from: S.J. Lee, G.A. Penner, and K.M.
Devos. Characterization of loci containing microsatellite sequences among Canadian
wheat cultivars. Genome 38:1037-1040.

SSRprimers
LMW glutenin subunit
FlTCCCGCCATGAGTCAATC
RlTTGGGAGACACATTGGCC

Gamma gliadin subunit
FlGCAGACCTGTGTCATTGGTC
RlGATATAGTGGCAGCAGGATACG
[FINAL]

STOCK
ddH20
Taq Buffer (lOX; Mg-free)
MgCh(50mM)
dNTP Mix (250 µMeach)

Taq Enzyme (5 U/µl)
Primer 1 (2 µM)
Primer 2 (2 µM)
DNA (5 ng/µl)

or amount
1X
l.3mM

lU
12.5 pM
12.5pM
20ng

25 µIRXN
µl
µI
µl
µl
0.2 µI
µI
µI
4.0 µI

Bulk Mix
RXNs

Amplify LMW glutenin locus using following program :
1 Cycle of:
40 Cycles of:
1 Cycle of:
94°C for 1 min
93°C for 2 min
72°C for 10 min
65°C for 1 min
72°C for 2 min
Amplify Gamma gliadin locus using following program :
1 Cycle of:
40 Cycles of:
1 Cycle of:
93°C for 2 min
94°C for 1 min
72°C for 10 min
68°C for 1 min
72°C for 2 min
H-28
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AFLPS: RESTRICTION DIGESTIONS
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The following AFLP protocol was developed and is provided by G. Penner and works
well for more complex genomes such as wheat's. It consists of six steps:
1. Digestion of DNA
2. Ligation of adapters
3. Preamplification of DNA
4. Selective amplification of DNA
5. Gel electrophoresis
6. Silver staining

PROTOCOL

Follow the first step in the AFLP protocol and the instructions on the board.
1. Digestion of DNA

Genomic DNA
React 1 buffer
Mse I
Pst I
NaCl
sd water

Starting concentration
-whatever
lOX
5u/µl
5u/µl
5M

Final concentration
1 ug
1X
5 units
5 units

lOOmM
to 50µ1

- Digest DNA with Mse I with React 1 buffer, and water for 2 hrs. at 37°C.
- Add NaCl to reach 100 mM.
- Digest DNA with Pst I at 37°C for an additional 2 hrs.
- Inactivate enzymes at 70°C for 15 min.
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DAY 10
RAPDs, ASAs and SSRs: VISUALIZATION
PROTOCOL

RAPD and ASA reaction products will be loaded into 2% (regular grade) agarose
gels.
SSR reaction products will be loaded into 3% (Metaphor/Seakem) agarose or
jlyacrilamide gels since we need resolution of fragments around 150 hp in size.
Fill-in the gel formats provided in the next page.
Follow the protocol on page 41 of the AMG Laboratory protocols as well as the
instructions on the board.
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AFLPS: LIGATION OF ADAPTERS AND PRE-AMPLIFICATIONS
PROTOCOL

Follow the AFLP protocol and the instructions on the board to perform the second
and third steps in AFLP analysis. Write down any notes below.

2. Ligate adaptors
Prepare a 50µM stock of each Mse I forward and reverse adaptor. Prepare a 5µM
stock of each Pst I forward and reverse adaptor. Kinase adaptors. Anneal adaptors
to make double stranded as follows:
65°C for 10 min.
37°C for 10 min.
25°C for 10 min.
Store at -20°C.
Ligation mix (per 50µ1 of digested DNA)

Mse I adaptor
Pst I adaptor
lOX ligation buffer
T4 DNA ligase (lu/µl}
sd water

Volume
lµl
lµl
1µ1
lµl
6µ1

-Add 10µ1 ofligation mix to 50µ1 of digested DNA.
- Incubate at room temperature for 2 hrs.
NOTE: Ligation buffer contains 10 mMATP.

H-32

Final concentration
50pM
5pM
1X
1 unit
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3. Pre-amplification of DNA
Final concentration
Mse I pre-amp primer
75 ng/µ1
Pst I pre-amp primer
75 ng/µl
lOmMdNTPs
O.SmM
10 PE Taq polymerase buffer 1X
25mMMgC12
l.5mM
Taq polymerase (20 u/µl)
1 unit
sd water
to 21µ1
- Add 4µ1 (66.67 ng) of ligated DNA to 21µ1 of reaction mix for the pre-amp reaction.
Cycle temperatures as follows for 20 cycles;
94°C for 30 sec.
56°C for 1 min.
72°C for 1 min.
- Add 100µ1 of sterile ddH20 to each reaction following completion of amplification.
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DAY 11
AFLPS: SELECTIVE AMPLIFICATIONS
PROTOCOL

Follow the AFLP protocol and the instructions on the board to perform this fourth
step in AFLP analysis. Write down any notes below.

4. Selective amplification of DNA
Final concentration
Pst I selective amp. primer
30 ng/µl
Mse I selective amp. primer
30 ng/µl
lOX PE buffer
1X
25 mM MgC12
·i.5 mM
10 mM dNTPs
0.8 mM
Ta,q polymerase (20u/µl)
0.75 units
sd water
to 18µ1
-Add 18µ1 of reaction mix and 2µ1 of pre-amplified product from step #3.
Cycle temperatures for 1 cycle as follows;
94°C for 60 sec.
65°C for 60 sec.
72°C for 90 sec.
Followed by 9 cycles in which the annealing temperature is decreased by 1°C per
cycle. Followed by 23 cycles at the following temperatures:
94°C for 30 sec.
56°C for 30 see.
72°C for 60 sec.
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HYPERMAPDATA: RFLP DATA ENTRY AND VERIFICATION
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Consult the HyperMapData manual included in the Appenclices(p.][-20)
PROTOCOL

Follow the instructions of the demonstrator and those in the manual to enter the
RFLP data you have generated and/or some others given to you. You will also be
responsible to verify the data of your group mate and vice versa.
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DAY 12
AFLPS: RUNNING AND STAINING THE GEL
PROTOCOL

Follow the AFLP protocol and the instructions on the board to perform these last
steps in AFLP analysis. Write down any notes below.

5. Gel electrophoresis
- Clean plates with three washes of dd water, and one wash with 70% ethanol. Each
wash consists of squirting solution on the plate and wiping thoroughly with a large
KimWipe.
- Add Bind-Silane to the long plate
- Add Sigma-Coat to the short plate
For 90 ml of gel solution prepare the following:
37.SgUrea
9ml lOXTBE
11.25 ml 40% acrylamide
to 90 ml with dd water.
- Degas gel solution
- prepare a 20 % APS solution (fresh daily)
(We use Bio-Rad sequencing gels. I like them because they can be easily poured by
attaching a syringe to a tube attached to the bottom of the gel.)
- Add 50µ1 TEMED and 50µ120% APS.
- Swirl gently
- Suck solution up with a syringe
- Tap all air bubbles to the top of the syringe
-Attach tubing and force gel solution into apparatus (the comb should be place in
the top, in an inverted position, approx 5 mm into the glass sandwich)
- Once the glass sandwich is full of gel solution, place bulldog clamps across the top
of the gel to ensure that there is a close seal.
- Allow at least an hour for the gel to polymerize
- Remove comb and wash the top of the gel sequentially with dd water and 1X TBE
- Reinsert the comb, such that the teeth are just touching the gel across the top.
- Assemble running apparatus
H-36
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- Add lX TBE to buffer chamber
- Pre-run gel at 55 watts until plates are warm, approx. 1 hr.
- Load samples (run samples into the gel after every 24 are loaded, to minimize
diffusion).
- When run is· complete allow plates to cool before separating them.

6. Silver Staining
Follow Promega Silver Sequence staining instructions explicitly.
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DEMONSTRATION OF HYPERBLOT
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Consult the HyperBlot manual included in the Appendices. This is another
HyperCard based program for Macintosh computers. p.11I.-3'l
PROTOCOL

For lack of time, this software used to enter digitized RFLP and other marker data
will be demonstrated to you.
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DAY 13
MAP CONSTRUCTION WITH MAPMAKER
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Consult the manual "MapMak.er 2.0 for the Mac" provided at each computer station.
PROTOCOL

Summary: follow instructions given on demo screen!
• Open the program "MapMak.er".
• Open the data file "XXX.MAC" found in the "Documents" folder.
(As MapMak.er starts it performs an automatic 2 point analysis of all the data).
• Open the "Options ... " dialog to look at the default settings of the program .
• "Photo on" : assign a name to the file you are working on .
• Select all the locus data: "*all" (see demo on screen).
• "Translate" to give you the correspondence between the number used by
Mapmaker and the probe names
• "Group" : the program defines linkage groups based on the two point data.
• Select linkage group(s) assigned to you by the demonstrator - enter the marker
numbers in the window. Select them on the window and press 88 - L to enter them
into the selected sequence window.
• "LOO table": choose a basic framework map of some 5-6 markers, well separated
but with high LOO scores
• "Try" other markers on framework map to define their relative positions
• "Ripple" map to verify marker orders 3 markers at a time
• "Map" : graphic presentation of the linkage group
• Identification of the group using previous published map
• "Assign name" .
Restart the analysis with a second group and so on...
• Demonstration of the "First order" function
• "Photo oft'' (End of the analysis)
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DAY 14
ANOVA FOR QTL ANALYSIS
PROTOCOL

Follow the demonstrator's instructions.
QGENE FOR QTL MAPPING
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

QGene is a computer program written to perform QTL analysis on a Macintosh
computer. It is designed to give many kinds of information about a DNA marker
dataset and makes extensive use of graphical displays. In this exercise you will
explore a marker dataset with QGene. Your purpose will be not just to find QTL,
but to examine the distributions in marker, map, and trait data for irregularities or
other information that might be of genetical interest.
PROTOCOL

On your machine, open the folder "QGENE" and start QGene, which you will find
inside. You will see several data files. QGene requires two text files, which for
convenience may be given the suffixes ".data" and ".map". The .data file contains
marker and trait data and the .map file contains information about the data and
specifies the map arrangement of the markers. Open one of each (by double-clicking
on it) to see how it is constructed. Note especially the population type in the header
of the map file. Then close these files again and return to QGene.
Load your dataset with File/Open population (menu item Open population under the
File menu). A window containing a list of traits will appear on the screen.
1)

Examine bit plot (View/Marker bit plot)
a) Missing data, heterozygotes, dominant markers, aberrant lines, aberrant
markers?

2) Examine trait distributions (Viewtrrait histograms)
a) Any outliers? Examine, think about reason, correct or drop
b) Bimodal, skewed? If skewed, can later transform to test effect
c) Consider trait corr:elations (Analyses/Trait correlations)
i) Do they correspond with those expected?
ii) Do they reveal any new information?
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3) Examine marker distributions (Analyses/Segregation)
a) Any skewed regions? Think about why
b) Overall distribution: is it as expected from population type?

4) Examine map (View/Map)
a) Is it what you wanted to enter into the dataset?
b) Does marker density vary widely over chromosomes? Could this affect
results?

5) Examine line marker genotypes (Analyses/Compare lines)
a) Look at distribution of genotype mismatches
b) Any striking similarities between individuals in the population? Why?
Could it matter?

6) Analyze
a) by (continuous) trait
i) do regression (Analyses/Single-point)
ii) look at trait distributions at interesting marker loci (=IML)
iii) look at interactions with IML and trait distributions within marker
classes
·
iv) combine IML in multiple-regression model, with interactions,
dominance
v) look at interval mapping (Analyses/Interval)
vi) do results match expectations from prior experiment/genetics?
A) are effects from the expected or the unexpected parent?
B) are effects from regions containing known genes?
vii) any interesting news about orthology/homoeology/gene interaction?
b) by (categorical) trait
i) do categorical analysis (Analyses/Single-point)
ii) look at tables for individual loci (Table button)
iii) are results plausible?
iv) do results match expectations from prior experiment/genetics?
v) any interesting news?
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c) by chromosome, multiple traits or environments with one trait
(Analyses/Multiplot)
i) any chromosomal regions controlling different traits?
A) does this make any sense?
B) does it correspond with the trait correlations? Why or why not?
C) is it a desirable or undesirable result?
ii) any chrom regions influencing trait in one but not another
environment? Why?
iii) Any regions conserved over environments? Implications for breeding?
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DAY15
MORE QTL MAPPING EXERCISES

INTRODUCTION TO THE DATABASES AND EXERCISES
\>~· "'

y:\V'1*
.
Two sets of notes about GrainGenes"'and the MaizeDB/databases were prepared for
last year's course by J.D. Barnett and P. Byrne, respectively. These are included at
the end of this section. Read through them ahead of time to get an idea about the
databases and the kind of information they hold.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

PROTOCOL

This year's demonstrators of the databases will use these notes but will probably
come up with other searches or exercises.
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DAY 16
DEMONSTRATION OF HYPERMAS, OTHER MAS EXERCISES
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

See "Introduction to HyperMAS" in the Appendices.(p. TII.- l=t)
PROTOCOL

A series of exercices will be defined during this session.
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Introduction to AGIS
Including the GrainGenes and MaizeDB databases

Notes for the CIMMYT workshop Molecular Marker Applications to Plant Breeding
A substantial amount of information pertaining to GrainGenes and MaizeDB, as well as how to use
ACEDB databases, is available via WWW. The Agricultural Genome lnfonnatics Server (AGIS) houses
these databases, as well as several other genomic, gennplasm, and related databases. ACEDB is the
primary database management system used on AGIS, with additional enhancements for searching, and
the World Wide Web serves as the main mode of access. Standalone versions of the databases are
available through ftp for users with UNIX computers, and there is limited access to the databases
through e-mail and gopher. WWW access to MaizeDB is also available through the University of
Missouri.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to ACEDB
How to~ the database
How to use table-maker
A note about constructed types
How to get help; and as a last resort
Exercises - -

JD Barnett I Genome Informatics Group I 20 November 1995

JI- 'IS

•

About GrainGenes
GrainGenes--wheat, barley, rye and relatives [browse I query]
ACEDB version: 4.1

Coordinator: Olin Anderson I oandersn@pw.usda.gov

This is GrainGenes 1.5+, updated whenever the Gopher fonnat of the database is updated. The current
release of the downloadable ACEDB-format database is 1.5, 2 Nov 1995.
GrainGenes is a genetic database for Triticeae, oats, and sugarcane, being assembled as part of the
United States Department of Agriculture, National Agricultural Library's Plant Genome Program,
directed by Jerome P. Miksche. Additional support is provided by ITMI, the International Triticeae
Mapping Initiative, through a grant from the USDA/DOE/NSF Joint Program on Collaborative Research
in Plant Biology.
The GrainGenes project is coordinated by Olin Anderson (USDA, Albany, CA). The master database is
currently running at Cornell University (David Matthews and Mark Sorrells). Kinds of information
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

genetic and cytogenetic maps,
genomic probes, nucleotide sequences,
genes, alleles and gene products,
associated phenotypes, quantitative traits and QTLs,
genotypes and pedigrees of cultivars, genetic stocks, and other germplasms,
pathologies and the corresponding pathogens, insects, and abiotic stresses,
a taxonomy of the Triticeae and Avena,
addresses and research interests of colleagues,
relevant bibliographic citations.

Data Coordlnaton
Needless to say, compiling and curating all this information is a very large project. We have identified
specific areas that require data assembly and organiz.ation, and have formed a committee of
coordinators. As is inherent in such databases many areas are overlapping and will require input from
several areas of expertise. As the need becomes apparent, 'subcommittees' will fonn around broad
topics. The following individuals have agreed to serve as the coordination committee for the wheat
portion of the database.

Database coord.,
probe.repository

Olin Anderson, USDA,. ARS, WRRC, 800 Buchanan, Albany, CA
94710, Tel: 510·559·5773 FAX: 510·559-5777
Email: oandersnepw.usda.gov

Cytogenetics,
stocks, mapping·

Bikram
Kansas
66506,
Email:

Proteins, gel
patterns, wheat
quality

Bob Graybosch, USDA, ARS, Department of Agronomy, 322
Keim Hall, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska,
Tel: 402-472·1563 FAX: 402·437·5234,
Email: agrolOOaunlvm.unl.edu

Genetic stocks

Perry Gustafson, USDA, ARS, Department of Agronomy,
University of Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211, Tel:
314-882·7318
FAX: 314·875·5359,
Email: agrol375@mizzoul.missouri.edu

Genetics,
nomenclature

Gary Hart, Department of Soil & Crop ciences, Texas A&M
University, College Station, TX 77843, Tel: 409·845·8293
FAX: 409·845·0456, Email: ghart@acs.tamu.edu

Gi,11, Department of Plant Pathology,
State University, Throckmorton Hall, Manhattan, KS
Tel: 913·532·6176 FAX: 913-532-5692,
raupp@matt.ksu.ksu.edu

Germplasm,
Ken Kephart, 214 Waters Hall, University of Missouri,
pathology (temp.), Columbia, MO 65211. Tel: 314-882-2001
FAX: 314-884-4317
traits
Email: kephart•teosinte.agron.missouri.edu
Data entry,
coord., maint.,
database design

David Matthews, Dept. of Plant Breeding & Biometry,
Cornell Univ., Ithaca, NY 14853, Tel: 607·255·9951 FAX:
607·255-6683, Email: matthews9qreengenes.cit.cornell.edu

Taxonomy

Pat McGuire, Genetic Resources Conservation Proqram,
UC Davis, Davis, CA 95616, Tel: 916·757·8923 FAX:
916·757·8755, Email: pemcguireeucdavis.edu

Data entry,
coordination

Mark Sorrell•, Dept. of Plant Breeding &. Biometry,
Cornell Univ., Ithaca,. NY 14853, Tel: 607·255·1665 FAX:
607·255·6683, Email: mark_sorrells9qmrelay.mail.cornell.edu

Anyone with interests in participating in database design, data contributions, data assembly in any of
these or other specific areas should contact the appropriate coordinator or Olin Anderson.

GrainGenes Data
The current downloadable version of GrainGenes is release 1.4, from 22 Nov 1994. The version
accessible through the Gopher and the World Wide Web is more up-to-date. An overview of the data
available in the Gopher and WWW-accessible version follows:
Data class
Map_J)ata
Map
Locus
Probe
Polymorphism
Sequence
Gene

Number of records
28
270
6400
3300
1400
200
660

Wheat, T. tauschii, barley, oat, sugarcane, rice

With images of autoradiograms
End sequences of probes

Allele
Gene_Product
Germplasm
Species
Trait_Scores
QTL
Pathology
Image
Colleague
Reference

630
60
11000
1400
14000
4
450
1400
1000
1400

HMW glutenin subunits
Wheat, rye, triticale
Including plants, pathogens and insects
24th International Spring Wheat Yield Nursery
With images'of symptoms

The database is being updated continuously. The version more current than the "release" version at any
given time is available for searching either via this WWW gateway or via the GrainGenes Gopher
server.
A log of additions and updates to the database is maintained in the What's new? file on the GrainGenes
Gopher server, and in the What's New page on the GrainGenes Webserver.

GrainGenes Associated Datasets
In addition to the core GrainGenes dataset, the Grai.D.Genes Gopher server purveys an equally large
amount of information that is in free text format or in .structures other than that of ACEDB. These

additional datasets are searchable online, and some are also available for downloading in their entirety.
They include
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual Wheat Newsletter, volumes 37 -41
Catalogue of Gene Symbols for Wheat, 1988 and 1993
Commercial Wheat Cultivars of the US, an electronic monograph by Ken Kephart
HMW-glutenin subunit data for 1900 wheat cultivars, from Bob Graybosch
Wheat quality evaluations, from Bob Graybosch
CIMMYT list of abbreviations for 8700 wheat cultivars, from Bent Skovmand

Long-Term Considerations
Although the USDA is supporting the initial stages of database development, the success of this program
will depend greatly on the cooperation and participation of laboratories throughout the research
community world-wide. We are particularly interested in cooperating with members of international
community who are recognized, officially or unofficially, as curators of data. The USDA will
concentrate on hardware, software, assembly of combined databases, database access, and will only
perform minor curatorial functions; each plant community will be called on to organize and update the
data for its own plant system.
All laboratories possessing relevant data are urged to deposit their data with the database. Any
laboratory interested in accessing the databases or running the databases locally can contact Olin
Anderson or David Matthews. Users are reminded that this is a developing database effort, therefore
gaps in data should be expected. However, all users are encouraged to make both suggestions on
improvements and new sources of data.

Access Methods
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B Database: GrainGenes
[wheat, barley, rye, relatives 122 ~ov 1995 I about]
These are the knoMt classes and the number of objects in each class
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
.•

e

•
•

•
e
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2~oint_clata 100
Allele 996
Author 1553
Colleague 11 OS
Collection 8
Environment 64
Gene 1648
Gene_Class 367
Gene_Product 62
Gennplasm 23776
Help 3
Image 1433
Journal 191
Locus 7310
Map 331
Map_pata 30
MultiMap 10
Pathology 452
Polymorphism 1639
Probe4038
Probe_Grid 2
QTL4
Reference 1559

• Sequence 199
• Species 1416
• Trait61
e TraiLStudy 25
• Trait_scores 14064

•Views
Query: ACEDB Query Language I Fuzzy search (agrep) I WAIS·search I ACEDB Table-maker
Jump to: All classes I All models
Genome Informatics Group / 1 Aupit 1995
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Database: MaizeDB

[maize 112 Oct 1995 I about]

These are the visible classes:
• Amplified_DNA_Prep
• GeLPattem
• Gene_Product
• Karyotypic_Variation
• Linkage_Group
• Locus
•Map
• Map_Scores
• PaneLof_Stocks
• Person
• Phenotype
• Probe
• Reference
• Species
• Stock
•Tenn
• Variation

Query: ACEDB Query Language I Fuzzy search (agrep) I WAIS search I ACEDB Table-maker
Jump to: All classes I All models
Genome lnformades Group/ 13 Jaly 1995

Introduction to ACEDB
The simplest way to access the GrainGenes and MaizeDB databases on AGIS is to browse them. The
first screen presents a list of classes, and the number of objects in each class. Clicking on an individual
class name presents a list (possibly collapsed) of all the objects in that class; clicking on an individual
object name brings back the data stored in that object. This is the basic organization of data in ACEDB:
everything is stored in an object The objects belong to separate classes, which can contain different
types of data. For an example, see Locus Adh. Here is the portion of the page relevant to the ACEDB
data organization:

Locus: Adh
Type Gene
Location Map Tt·Appels·4D Position 8.1
Associated_qene Adh·Dl (Triticum)
Data T.tauschii, Appels

Each of the highlighted words is a link to another object in the database; for instance, this locus has been
located on the Map Tt-Appels-40. Clicking on this link returns the description of the map:

Map : Tt-Appels-4D
[Locus/position tablelview graphic]
Mappinq_data T.tauschii, Appels
Display Centre 12 24
Default_view Default
View Default
~pleDB·full

sampleDB·de£ault
Contains Locus Adh
ffiGlob·a
X7SG1ob·c
X7SGlob·Cf
XFbp
XGermin
XPot·t
xcsIH87
XcsIHA114·1a
XcsIHA114·16

xpsrioi

XpsrlJ9
Xpsrl63
Xpsr164·1
X"taq431
Xt~78

'Xt

7S

xtam57c
~9114

Note how the data is arranged in a tree, or outline. With some exceptions, all of the data~ ACEDB is
arranged this way. The non-highlighted words in the tree are known as tags, and are used m the database

to identify different branches of the tree. Sometimes, tags are used as data themselves- for instance, in
Locus Adh above, 'Gene' (following 'Type') is a tag. To see all the potential tags and fields that can be
present in a Locus object in GrainGenes, click the Locus model link at the bottom of the Locus Adh
page. This will display the model of.the Locus class:

Model: Locus
?Locus

Type

RFLP
RAPD
APPCR
Microsatellite
STS

Gene
QTL
Translocation_break_point
Centromere
Homoeoloqy_name ?Locus
Other_name ?Locus"'XREF Correct_name ?Reference
Correct_name ?~ XREF Other_name ?Reference
Previous_name ?Locus ?Reference
Current_name ?Locus ?ReferenCJ
Location Chromosome ?Text
Chromosome a:ritl?Text
Map ?Ma~ XREF Locus #map_position
Main_Marker ?Mai XREF Main::Aarker
Inside Chroil\.._Band ?Chrom Band XREF Locus
Rearrangement ?Rearrangement XREF Carries
Probe ?Probe XREF Locus ?Reference
TABLE ?Text REPEAT
Mapped_Pands ?Restriction Float.?Germplasm ?Text
Linked_QTL ?QTL XREF Nearest_rnarker
---Associated_qene ?Gene XREF Locus
Candidate_qene ?Qene-XREF Candidate_locus
Imaqe ?Image XREF Locus
Data
?Map_Data XREF Locus
Mappinq_data weii_ordered
2~int ?2 Point Data
Rearranqement_data Uncovered_Py ?Rearrangement XREF Uncovers
Not_uncovered_Py ?Rearrangernent XREF Does_not_uncover
Carried_Py ?Rearrangement XREF Carries
Not_carried_Py ?Rearrangement XREF Does_not_carry
Reference ?Reference XREF Locus
Data_source ?Colleague Text
Remarks Text
candidate_ortholoqy_qroup ?Locus XREF Possible_ortholoques
Possible_ortholoques ?Locus XREt Candidate_ortholoqy_qroup
Gale_ortholoqy_qroup ?.Locus XREF Gale_ortholoques
Gale_ortholoques ?Locus XREF Gale_ortholoqy_qroup

This is a skeletal object, with all tags present, and with no data values filled in. Any object in the Locus
class confonns to this model: some tags and data values may be missing, or there may be multiple
values for an individual tag (just as the Map above has many Locus objects listed after the tag Locus).
The tag does not indicate what data type can go in any individual field; this is instead shown as ?Map,
?Gene, etc., for classes in the database, and Float, Int, and Text for predefined types.
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How to....

Have you ~ver accessed an infonnation server and wondered how to find some particular data? Is one
way to retrieve data better than another? The following examples illustrate which service to use for
common queries. If you still have problems obtaining the data you desire contact the Genome
'
Informatics Group at: help@probe.nalusda.gov

Available Services
• WWW-ACEDB Databases
0 Browse
O ACEBO Query Language
0 Query by Example (QBE)
0 Query Builder (QB)
• WAIS Searching
• Fuzzy Searching
• FTP Archive
• Gopher Server

Sample Queries
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What kind of information is available on this server?
What is the email address of Steve Tanksley?
What references are there by tomato genetist C.M. Rick?
What is the title of a 1990 reference by Perry Cregan?
What information is available for the maize accession B73? ·
What grain germplasm lines have the cultivar 'Arthur' in their pedigree?
What plant species have information about Cytochrome c?
What information about ADH-1 is available for Arabidopsis?
How can I get a copy of TreeGenes to use on my PC?

What kind of information is available on this server?
If you are new to genome research and just want to get a feel for the data on this server or if you
cannot express your query in one or a few words, use the 'browse' option for any ACEDB
database. After browsing one or more of the species databases you will get a better understanding

of how the data is organized. Be aware that this may vary considerably across databases. For
instance, SolGenes maintains iriformation about people in a class (or category) called 'Colleague',
while MaizeDB stores the same type of information in a class called 'Person'.
What is the email address of Steve Tanksley?
If you knew that Steve Tanksley does research with tomatoes, you could use 'browse' for

SolGenes and select the class 'Colleague'. Then select the range of colleagues 'From Takii &

ii:-53

Company Ltd to Tubura, Hirokazu'. Finally, select 'Tanksley, S. D.' to display his email address.
If you didn't know which species Steve Tanksley was associatt..-d with you could use WAIS or
Fuzzy searching.WAIS and fuzzy queries are particularly useful if your query can be expressed in
one or a few words or if you want to examine every record in one or more databases.

Continuing with the Steve Tanksley example, type "Tanksley" in the 'Enter a search string:' box in
either the WAIS or Fuzzy Searching Forms. You must also select a database or group of databases
before you submit the query. In this case, click the box next to 'All Plants' since you know
Tanksley works with plants but don't know which species and click the 'Submit search' button.
The WAIS display lists a relevance score, a class name, and an object name for each successful
hit. The higher the relevance score, the more times "Tanksley" appears in the object. The fuzzy
display lists only the class and object name for each successful hit Since you only want
Tanksley's email address, select one of the databases that has a class 'Colleague' or 'Person' (i.e.,
Sol Genes, RiceGenes, GrainGenes or MaizeDB) rather than the class 'Author~.
What references are there by tomato genetist C.M. Rick?

Use 'browse' for SolGenes and select the class 'Author'. Then select the range of authors 'From
Quail-P-H to Schachtsschabel-U' .·Finally, select 'Rick-C-M' to see a list of all the publications in
the database authored (or co-authored) by C.M. Rick.
Or, you could use 'query' for SolGenes. The 'query' option gives you the choice of using Query
by Example or Query Builder. In this example, select 'query by example' and the class 'Author',
then click the 'OK' button. Now enter "Rick*" in the 'Item Name' box. The asterisk(*) is a
wildcard and says you want all author names that begin with the letters "Rick" since you don't
know whether the authors name includes a first name, initials or nothing. The same list of
publications is displayed as if you used 'browse'.
What is the dde of a 1990 reference by Perry Cregan?
The easiest way to find this information is to use WAIS or fuzzy searching since there are two
criteria. If you use WAIS searching, type "Cregan and 1990" in the 'Enter a search string:' box. Be
sure to a database to search. If you use fuzzy searching, type "Cregan; 1990" in the 'Enter a search
string:' box. Both queries bring back the same results.
What informadoa is available for tbe maize accession B73?
General accession information is maintained in either 'Gemiplasm', 'Gennplasm_resources' or
'Stock' classes depending on the species. Maize uses the class 'Stock'. You could use either
'browse' or 'query' to find information about B73.

If you use 'browse', select the class 'Stock', and select the range of accessions 'From B70 to
Bg-261 '. Then select 'B73' and all the available information on B73 is displayed.
If you use 'query', select 'query by example', the class 'Stock' and click the 'OK' button. Then
type "B73*" in the 'Item Name' box. The same information about 873 will be displayed as if you
used 'browse'.
If you use either WAIS or fuzzy searching and select 'All Plants', you will not only retrieve the
maize stock information, but also an AAtDB locus called B73. Remeber when you use WAIS and
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~ searching ~ou m~y (probabl~) will retrieve more information than you wanted unless you
restnct the selection to Just the desired species.
What grain germplasm lines have the cultivar 'Arthur' in their pedigree?
This is a good example of WAIS and fuzzy searching. In the 'Enter a search string:' box, type
"arthur". By default, WAIS and fuzzy searching are case insensitive. Also remember to click the
box next to the GrainGenes database. Both WAIS and fuzzy searching will retrieve a list of objects
from the GrainGenes database that contain the word "Arthur". Notice that objects from the
Reference, Allele, Gene_Product and Colleague classes are returned in addition to those from the
Germplasm class.
If you want to narrow your query to retrieve only those gennplasm lines that contain "Arthur" in

their pedigree, use the 'ACEDB Search Fonn' and the ACEBO query language. Choose the
GrainGenes 'browse' option and click 'Enter an ACEDB query' at the bottom of the page to
display the 'ACEDB Search Form'. In the text entry box type "find germplasm pedigree =
*arthur*". The'*' says to find 'authur' anywhere in the pedigree. If you only wanted to find
gennplasm lines that had "Arthur" as the initial parent, you would enter "arthur*".
What plant species have information about Cytochrome c?
This is another example of the advantages ofWAIS and fuzzy searching. Rather than browsing
through each species databases looking for Cytochrome c data, you can enter just one query using
either WAIS or fuzzy searching and query all plant databases at once.

Using either the WAIS or Fuz.zy Search Forms, type "Cytochrome c" in the 'Enter a search string:'
box and select 'All Plants' databases. Data is returned from AAtDB, ChlamyDB, CottonDB,
MaizeDB, Mendel, SorghumDB and Soybase. Since Cytochrome c is a chemical, the class
'Gene4Jroduct' should contain its general description.
If you are only interested in Arabidopsis, use the' ACEDB Search F~rm· available from 'browse'.
Type "grep Cytochrome•" into the text entry box. Remember the "*" is a wildcard, so this

retrieves all cytochrome data for AAtDB. In this case, there is data in the classes Paper, Sequence,
Phenotype and Gene_.Product.

What information about ADB-1 is available for Arabidopsis?
This query is another candidate for WAIS and fuzzy searching. The problem is not knowing how
ADH-1 is represented in the database(s). For example, it could be represented as ADH-1, Adh-1,
ADHl or Adhl.

Since WAIS is case insensitive that solves one problem. If you type "Adh-1" in the WAIS 'Enter a
search string:" box, you will retrieve data from 6 out of the 13 plant databases. If you enter
"Adh*", you will retrieve data from 10 out of the 13 plant databases. If you restrict your query to
just AAtDB, you will reduce the search time considerably and still obtain the information you
desire.
If you use fuzzy searching, be sure to check the case insensitive and search for pattern as a word
boxes. If you check to allow zero mismatchs and type "Adh-1" or "Adh#' in the 'Enter a search
string:" box, you will obtain the same results as the WAIS query. If you check to allow 1
mismatch and you enter "Adh#", you will obtain over 1,000 hits. This causes a message to appear
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informing you that any hits over 1,000 could not be displayed. Also note that when you allow 1
mismatch you retrieve 'Add l' data. Once again, remember that restricting your query to as few
databases as possible makes the search go faster and you will obtain a reasonable amount of data.

How can I get a copy of TreeGenes to use on my PC?
ACEDB databases run on a variety ofplatfonns. The most common is UNIX and Xl 1. However,
ACEDB also runs on a PC using Linux and on a Macintosh. For more information see Question 2
of the ACEDB Frequently Asked Questions. You can retrieve a compressed .tar file of the
TreeGenes database using the ftp archive.

Genome lnformadcs Group I 9 May 1995
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About Fuzzy Searching (agrep)

Fuzzy searching uses the agrep UNIX utility which makes it possible to identify objects which do not
exactly match your query. This is particularly useful if you are uncertain how to spell an item exactly
(was it adh-1 or adhl)?
All data in. ev:ry database is searchab~e. If Y?~ qu~ry is su~cessful you will obtain a list of objects that
you can ch ck in the usual way to obtain add1t1onal mformat1on. If you have included more than one
database in your search, the list may contain objects from different databases.
Keep in mind that the structure of the data retrieved by fuzzy searching varies between databases. There
is not a standard schema shared by the genome community. Therefore query results will not be uniform
across databases.

Fuzzy searching is an extremely powerful search tool that provides many different features when used at
the Unix command line (see agrep man pages). However, only a subset of these are offered now.
Additional options might be included later.

Making a Search
Type your query into the 'Enter a search string:' box, select a database(s) to search and click the 'Submit
search' button to begin the search. You do not need to surround the pattern with quotation marks ("").
By default the search assumes case doesn't matter and the pattern is surrounded by whitespace. If you
are searching more than one database be patient It might take a minute to search every one of the
databases (well over 200 MB).
You can use wildcards, but remember to use # instead of•. The asterisk has another meaning to fuzzy
searching and you will probably be disappointed if you try it.
The Boolean operator AND is represented by a semicolon. Thus Jones;Smith will identify any objects
that contain BOTH of these patterns. OR is represented by a comma. Jones,Smith will identify objects
that contain one or both patterns.

Fuzzy searching allows some slop in a search if you allow mismatching. For example, massechusets
matches massachusetts with two errors (one substitution and one ~ertion). Even with sloppy searching
it is possible to insist that certain parts of the pattern match exactly. Any pattern inside angle brackets<>
must match the text exactly even if the match is with errors. For example, <mathemat>ics matches
mathematical with one error (replacing the last s with an a), but mathe<matics> does not match
mathematical no matter how many errors we allow.
The original reference for agrep is:
Wu and Manber, "Fast Text Searching with Errors", Technical report #91-11, Department of Computer
Science, University of Arizona, June 1991.
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About WAIS Searching

Wiµs is an indexing and text searching system that makes it possible to conduct rapid, simple queries.
Gopher users may already be familiar with this tool. We have set up a WAIS index for nearly every
word in the databases available to us (some words are supressed because they occur too frequently to be
useful).
You can select the database(s) to search by clicking the appropriate checkboxes on the WAIS form. If
your query is successful you will obtain a list of objects that you can click in the usual way to obtain
additional information. If you have searched more than one database at the same time, the list may
contain objects from different databases.
Objects are ordered according to a relevance score that reflects how many times the target of your search
appears in each object.
Keep in mind that the structure of the data retrieved by WAIS varies between databases. There is not a
standard schema shared by the genome community. Therefore query results will not be uniform across
databases.

Making a search
By default WAIS looks for complete exact matches. For example, if you search for photo, only objects
that contain the word photo will be returned. An object containing the word photograph will not be
detected. Partial word matching is provided by adding an asterisk "•" to the end of a word (e.g., photo•).
Thus if your first try searching returns nothing try the same word with an"•" at the end.
Note: you can only use "*" to extend a word. *hoto and ph*to will not match photo.
If you enter a series of words (wordl word2 word3 ...) the response will be a list of objects that contain
matches to at least one of the query words. In this case WAIS is treating the list as if the Boolean
operator OR were present as a search modifier (wordl or word2 or word3). A search can also use the
operators AND and NOT.
Literal phase matching is provided when the phase is surrounded by either single or double quotes. For
example, the search query "light harvesting" (including the quo•) will only return objects that exactly
contain that phrase. As noted earlier, a search without the quotes identifies entries that either contain the
word light or harvesting.
WAIS is copyright (c) MCNC, Clearinghouse for Networked Information Discovery and Retrieval,
1993.
Genome Informatics Group/ 9 May 1995
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About ACEDB Queries

All ACEDB da~bases can be queried using the ACEDB_ query language. The easiest way to learn this
query language is through examples. Many thanks to Dave Matthews and John Morris for their
contributions to this document.
Other very useful documents on ACEDB query language are:
• ACEDB Online Help (July 1994)
• Help for ACEDB Queries, by Staffan Bergh (May 1995)
• Searching an ACeDB database, by Dave Matthews and Suzanna Lewis (May 1995)

Examples
In the examples below, ACEDB commands and operators are in bold. Note that ACEDB commands are
case insensitive and operators are case sensitive. Database class or tag names begin with a capital letter,
but this is not an ACEDB requirement.
find Model

lists the database classes (tables) and tags (fields) available for querying
find Locus b*

lists all loci whose names begin with ''b" (equivalent to where >?Locus b*)
find Colleaque Mail • *dakota*

lists all colleagues which have a mailing address containing the string "dakota". "Colleague" is the
class name and "Mail" is the tag name
find Locus b* AND Map • *7h
lists all loci whose names begin with ''b" that are located on Maps whose names end in "Th"
find Colleaque Mail • *dakota* AND Mail • *university•

.

lists all colleagues which have a mailing address containing_ the string "dakota" and containing the
string "university"
find Colleaque jon* Oil smi*

lists all colleagues whose names begin with "jon" or "smi"
find AU* s?s* OR b*S*

lists authors Suseel~ Sasaki, Banks, Bosch, et. al
find Author COOH'l' Paper > 100

lists all authors who are an author on more than 100 papers
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find Locus: follow Clone

lists all mapped clones
find Author jon*: follow Paper

lists all papers written by authors whose names begin with "jon"
find Author cartinhour*: follow Paper; follow Author

lists all the coauthors of papers by Cartinhour
qrep adh

lists all database objects that contain the string "adh" (Note: this often returns too many objects to
be useful)
?

orhelp
either command displays this help document

The Details
Most ACEDB queries require knowledge of a database class and possibly tag names. ACEDB classes
are similar to relational database tables, in that they contain information about a single subject, the class
name. Some common class names are Locus, Sequence, Author, Paper, Colleague, Germplasm, Map
and Clone. Tags are fields for information within a class. For example, tags in the class Germplasm may
be Source, Type, Features, and Parent. Tb.ere can be any number of tags and subtags within a class.
So how do you find out the class and tag names for the database you are interested in? All class and tag
names are listed in the "model" or structure of the database. One of the first ACEDB queries you should
do is list the database model (see the Examples). Tb.is will give you the information neccesary to
construct queries for the data you want to see. You can also list the database model using Browse and
choosing the "Jump to: all models" at the bottom of the page.
It is important to list the model of every database you want to query because not all databases use the
same model. Each organism has developed a database structure to suit their individual needs, although
many class names and constructs are similar. This is the reason why some of the examples may work in
one database but not in another.

Query construcdoa
ACEDB queries can be simple (single) or complex (composite). A composite query is formed by
chaining a series of single queries together separated by semicolons. The result of each query in tum is
passed to the next query.
Parentheses of all sorts "([ {" can be used freely, but must be matched.
Words or strings are matched to a tag or treated as text. They must be put in "double quotes" if they
include spaces or any operator&, I, 1\ <, >, =, (, ), [, ], {,}.Wild cards(• for multiple characters or? for
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a single character) can be used in words.
Go?d leami_ng tools for those wishing to master ACEDB query syntax are Query by Example and Query
Builder available from the AGIS Search Form. Both return a formal query string along with the query
results when a query is submitted. ·
'

Query commands
find class pattern

finds all objects belonging to class and matching patternin the database
follow tag

from the currently selected objects, returns all objects that also have tag
tag

tests the currently selected objects for the existence of tag. Note, this command can only be used
after another query, not as an initial query.
qrep pattern

finds all database objects that match pattern. Note, this often returns too many objects to be useful.
HERB I N'BX'l'

tests the value under the pointer (HERE) or on the next value to the right (NEXT). Use this when
there are two or more fields associated with a tag.

Query operaton, in order of increasing precedence
argumentl OR argument2

evaluates to TRUE if at least one of argument} or argument2 evaluate to true (alternative:

D

argumentl XOR argument2

evaluates to TRUE if either argument} or argument2 evaluates to true, but not both (alternative: ")
argumentl AND argument2

evaluates to TRUE if both argument} and argument2 evaluates to true (alternative:%)
NOT argument

negates the result of the argument (alternative: !)
tag#

jumps into cons1ructed types following tag
argument < pattern

less than, to compare numbers (alternative: LT)
argument <• pattern

less than or equal to, to compare numbers (alternative: LE)

argument > pattern

greater than, to compare numbers (alternative: GT)
argument >= pattern

greater than or equal to, to compare numbers (alternative: GE)
argument

= pattern

equal, to compare numbers or match the pat tern, i.e., a word with wild cards • or ?
argument I= pattern

not equal, to compare numbers or match the pat tern, i.e., a word with wild cards • or ?
(alternative: NEQ)
COON'l'

tag

counts the number of data items following the tag
Advanced Queries - Subfields

Subfield queries are used when there are two or more fields associated with a tag. Since the find
command returns only the value immediately following the class or tag name, some method was needed
to "move over" to the next value. This is the function of the NEXT (move right) and HERE (move here)
commands.
A common subfield query is to locate loci on a genetic map using the class Locus and tag Map. The
information is stored in a sequence of subfields as in this sample:
Locus

Location Map

Hordeum·Graner2·7H

Position

141

II.

II.

II.

II.

II.

class

taq

value

taq

value

For example, to find all loci located on Maps that end in 7H and between 140 and 150 cM, the query is:
find Locus Map • *7h AND NBrr AND HBJ.'1' > 140 AND HB1lB < 150

The first AND NUT moves off the Map value (*7h), the second AND NUT skips over the Position tag and
evaluates the Position value, and the ARD llBlll stays on the Position value and evaluates it again.
Genome lnformada Groap / 4 October 1995
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About Query by Example and Query Builder

Query by Example (QBE) and the Query Builder (QB) were designed at the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory to simplify query construction in ACEDB and are part of the standard release. The Moulon
server makes them available for databases using versions 2 and 3. They are not available for version I
databases. The database version is always stated in the "about" file for each database. - Q..lso "o~
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Note: You need a World Wide Web browser that recognizes HTML forms to use QBE and Q~.

The "query" link next each ACEDB database displays the AGIS Search Form. This form offers several
different query methods, including QBE and QB.
Query by Example uses simple pattern matching on a form to select objects. For example, to find all
publications with "Jones" as an author in AAtDB, first select the Paper class. The next screen is a Query
Paper class form with field names and text-entry boxes. Enter Jones• in the Author box and click the
"Search" button at the top of the form. This returns a list of publications.
Query Builder allows more complex queries. Using the same query as above, you will see something
like this:
Find and select Paper items
where
Change the "item name" to "author" and "exists" to "begins with". Then enter "Jones" (don't include the
quotes) into the text-entry box. Click the "Search" button at the top of the form and a list of publications
will appear. Queries can be extended by adding additional fields and conditions.
Genome lnformadcs Group I 4 October 1995
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Introduction to Table-maker
[Try it out!]
Although the data in ACEDB is organized into individual objects, it is possible to extract this
information in tabular fonn. Each column in the table is the result of a query; thus, table-maker can be
used for queries which go beyond what ACEDB allows for a single query.
Each table begins with a single class in column 1. Here's the section of the table-maker fonn for
GrainGenes which pertains to setting up the first column:
Column 1:
Title:
Class:
Condition:
What does each of these fields mean?

Title
The title for the whole table; this field is optional, and is purely for display.
Visible/Hidden
This determines whether or not this column will be displayed. For now, keep all the columns
visible. Later we'll cover building a table with hidden columns, which are useful for adding
queries.
Mandatory
Hmm... a button with only one setting. Other columns may be optional; that is, if an object doesn't
meet the criterion for a given column, the space is left blank. If the column is mandatory (as it
always is for the first column), only those objects with data that fit the condition are left in the
table.
Class
A table has to start somewhere. In the first column, we must choose a class from which to build
the rest of the table. In this example, we'll choose Colleague.
Condition
This is a blank for entering an optional ace query, which limits the list of objects in this column.
The simplest query to enter here is a string match; for now, we'll leave it blank.
Moving along now to the second column, we see that the setUp is-slightly different:
Column2:
Title:
Condition: .
The Class selection list is gone, and some new fields are included:

Frorn/Right_of
Every column past the first is derived from a previous column. There are two ways to construct the
new column; 'From' is the default, and means that the class in the previous column will be used as
the base class for choosing the-field for this column.
1
Columns can be derived only from those to the left; in column 2, the only valid choice is 'l '. Later
columns will have more choices.
Tag Chooser
To choose a field to show in this column, click this button. What it shows is the model of the class,
with radio buttons placed next to each tag or field; in this example, it will show the model for
Colleague:

Model : ?Colleague
Position Text
Profession Text
Institution
Address Mail ?Text
Street Text
City ?Text
State ?Text
Postal_code ?Text
Country ?Text
Phone Text
Fax Text
E_mail Text
Telex Text
Researcn_interest ?Text

Imaqe ?Imaqe
Publishes_as ?Author
Last_update ?Text
Obtaine<l_from ?Source Text

Let's display the e-mail address. To do this, click the button by tire Text field next to the E_mail tag;
don 't click the button next to the tag, since this will simply show the tag in the table. After choosing this
field, click the 'Continue' button. This returns to the column setup page. Let's make one final change:
make column 2 mandatory, so that only colleagues with an e-mail address will show up in the table.
Now we're ready to see the table. Click on get html table, and you should see this table (click here for
the whole page) :
Collea.qua
Anderson, James A.
Armstronq, Erin

llJD&il

jaand&rseplains.nodak.edu
75671.3535.COMPUSERVE.COM

]:-'S

Bakkeren, Guss
Barrett, James A.
Baum, Bernard R.
Choo, T.M. (Alek)
CIMMYT
Close, Timothy J.
Coppock, Daren
Dahleen, Lynn
Davis, P. Michael ·
DePauw, Ron M.
DeScenzo, Richard A.
Devos, Katrien M.
Dofinq, Stephen M.
Dunford, Roy
Fortin, Marc
Gale, Michael D.
Giese, Henriette
truncated ...

bakkeren@unixq.ubc.ca
j.barrett@qen.cam.ae.uk
aql90cer@ncccot.aqr.ca
choot@ncccot.aqr.ca
usernameflCIMMYT.MX
t·imclose@ci trus. ucr. edu
dcoppock@transport.com
dahleenebadlands.nodak.edu
sheisel@omnifest.uwm.edu
DEPAUWeSKRSSC.AGR.CA
radracer•iastate.edu
devosebbsrc.ac.uk
pfsmd@acad2.alaska.edu
dunford@afrc.ac.uk
pnl8emisca.mcqill.ca
jeffery@bbsrc.ac.uk
h.qieseerisoe.dk

By no means are we limited to two columns for the table; let's add another column, by clicking on the
new column button in the header or footer of the column setup page, and then configure the column to
list any pictures. This column is also derived from column l, so there's no need to change 'From l '.
Let's make this an optional field. Using the tag chooser, click on the button next to ?Image, then
continue. The final table should look like this.

A more involved example
Let's build a table showing all the loci on a given-map (say, Hordeum-Giesel-7H, with their associated
position and error values. There are two ways to begin this table; one way is to make th~ first coiumn the
Locus class, which can be nam>wed down to only the loci which are on a given map. However, the locus
class .is fairly large, and this could be a time-co~g query. Instead, we'll .start with column 1 as the
Map we're interested in:
Column 1:
Title:

Class:
Condition:
Now we have to use the tag chooser to pick the field to be displayed in column 2 (which we'll make
mandatory and visible); choose the ?Locus field, next to the tags "Contains Locus".

Model: ?Map
Type Genetic
Cytoqenetic
Physical
Mappinq_data ?Map..J)ata
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Display Non_qraphic
Title ?Text
Remark Text
Flipped
Unit Text
Centre Float Float
Extent Float Float
Default_view ?View
Minimal_view ?View
View ?View
Inherits From_map ?Map
Author Text
Date Text
Main_Marker Main_Locus ?Locus
Contains Locus ?Locus
<····· choose this field
Chrom_Band ?Chrom_Band
Rearranqement ?Rearranqement
Contiq ?Contiq

Add a new column, to get information from each of the loci. This time, the third column will be derived
from the Locus class in column two, so change 1 to 2 after 'From'. This time, when clicking on the tag
chooser, it will bring back the model for ?Locus:

Model : ?Locus
Type RFLP
RAPD
APPCR
Microsatellite
STS

Gene
QTL
Translocatio?LPreak_point
Centromere
Homoeoloqy_name ?Locus
OtherJlame ?Locus ?Reference
CorrectJlame ?Locus ?Reference
PreviousJlame ?Locus ?Reference
CurrentJlame ?Locus ?Reference
Location Chromosome ?Text
Chromosome_arm ?Text
Map ?Map #map_poai ti on
Mai~rker ?Map
Inside ChralLBand ?ChralLBand
Rearranqement ?Rearranqement
Probe ?Probe ?Reference
TABLB ?Text
Mapped..._bands ?Restriction Float ?Germplasm ?Text
Linked._QTL ?QTL
Associated.,_qene ?Gene
Candidate_qene ?Gene
Imaqe ?Imaqe
Data ?Map.J)ata
Mappinq_data Well_ordered
2...,point ?2...Point.....Oata
Rearranqement_data UncoverectJ>y ?Rearranqement
Not_uncovered..,.by ?Rearranqement
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Carried_by ?Rearrangement
Not_carriea_by ?Rearrangement

Reference ?Reference
Data_source ?Colleague Text
Remarks Text
candidate_ortholoqy_group ?Lo~us
Possible_ortholoques ?Locus
Gale_orthology_group ?Locus
Gale_orthologues ?Locus

Note that there are fields which aren't currently clickable. That is because acedb can only access rooted
tags and the fields next to them; any fields futher out can be added to the right of a previous column. In
order to get to #map_J>Osition, we first have to select ?Map, then add another column. (Remember to set
the condition for ?Map to match the original, in case this locus is on multiple maps). This final column
should be derived not From the Locus column, but Right_of the Map column. On this final trip through
the tag chooser, we get the model of map_J>Osition:

Model : ?map_position
Position Float #map_error
Ends Left Float #map_error
Right Float #map_error
Multi_Position Float #map_error
Multi_Ends Float Float

Choose the float field next to Position, and continue. Let's sort by the position, so set the sort column to
4; also, hide the map names and put it in the title, instead. The final table should look like this:

Table-maker: "Hordeum-Glesel-7H"

Map

Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H

Loc:u•

Xris17
Es ts

Prx'

OB06·850
OH1'·1600
OD12·520
Xri815
Xris25c
PSR129
Xris4'
Xris19
Acp2

OH11·560

Map

Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H
Hordeum·Giese1·7H

HBllll # PositiOZL
0

2.5
32
80
80

·93
83
87
98
100

134
138
153

A note about constructyed types
In acedb the acedb data model, tags are used to identify branches of the tree structure. Every tag must be
unique within a model, and these tags must be rooted, that is, there can be no data fields between the
base node of a tree (the root) and the tag. Since tags cannot follow a data value, this would limit the
complexity of the tree beyond data fields.

However, acedb does provide a mechanism for allowing more complex data types in the leaves of the
tree: constructed types. A constructed type is a class which gets included within another. Take the
?Locus class as an example which contains a constructed type; in the model, it is shown as
#map_position:
?Locus

Type

RFLP
RAPD
APPCR
Microsatellite
STS

Gene
QTL
Translocation,J)reak_point
Centromere
Homoeoloqy_name ?Locus
Other_name ?Locus XREF Correct_name ?Reference
Correct_name ?Locus XREF Other_name ?Reference
Previous_name ?Locus ?Reference
current_name ?Locus ?Reference
Location Chromosome ?Text
Chromosome_arm ?Text
Map ?Map XREF Locus #map_poaitiozi
<···· the constructed type
Main_J4arker ?Map XREF Main_J4arker
Inside ChrOl'l\.J!and ?Chr01l\.J3and XREF Locus
Rearranqement ?Rearranqement XREP carries
Probe ?Probe XREF Locus ?Reference
TABLE ?Text REPEAT.
Mapped.,.J:>ands ?Restriction Pleat ?Ge:rmplasm ?Text
Linked._QTL ?QTL XREP Nearest_;narker
Associated._qene ?Gene XREP Locus
candidate_qene ?Gene XREP Candidate_locus
Imaqe ?Imaqe XREP Locus
Data
?Map_Data XREP Locus
Mappinq_data Well_ordered
2_point ?2_,Point_oata
Rearranqement_data Uncovered...J>y ?Rearranqement XREP Uncovers
Not_uncovered...J>y ?Rearranqement XREP Does_not_uncover
carried...J>y ?Rearranqement XREP carries
·
Not_carried...J>y ?Rearranqem.ent XREP Does_not_carry
Reference ?Reference XREP Locus
oata_source ?Colleaque Text
Remarks Text
candidate_ortholoqy_qroup ?Locus XREF Posaible_ortholoques
Possible_ortholoques ?Locus XREF Candidate_ortholoqy_qroup
Gale_ortholoqy_qroup ?Locus XREF Gale_ortholoques
Gale_ortholoques ?Locus XREF Gale_ortholoqy_qroup

And the map_position model:
?map_position UNIQUE Position UNIQUE Float #map_error

< • • • • another constructed
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Ends Left UNIQUE Float #map_error
Riqht UNIQUE Float #map_error
Multi_Position Float #map_error
Multi_Ends Float UNIQUE Float

And, finally, the map_error model:
?map_error Error UNIQUE Float

So in any Locus object, these constructed types will be expanded in place, ifthere is data present. Here's
an example, Xpsrl21a:
Type RFLP
Location Map Tt-Appels-7D Position 26.85
Probe PSR121
Data T.tauschii, Appels

Notice that the Position tag and a float value from the map_position model are included in the Locus
object. Here's another example, Locus at, with both the map_position and map_error constructed types
expanded:
Type Gene
Location Chromosome lH
Map Hordeum-Genes-lH Position -12 Error 6.6
Associate<1_qene at (Hordeum)
Data Barley qenes

Querying constructed types
In order to query on a tag of field within a constructed type, use the # operator to jump into the
constructed type. While processing a query, acedb keeps track of where it is in the model with a pointer;
before jumping into the constructed type, the pointer musfbe positioned immediately ahead of it. For
example, suppose we wanted to search for all loci with a negative position. The main part of composing
this query is to get acedb to position its pointer in the proper place in the model.
•
•
•
•
•
•

First, acedb has to know which class to search: find Locus
identify the branch of the tree with the Map tag: find Locus Map
move the pointer past the ?Map field: find Locus Map & NEXT
jump into the constructed type: find Locu Map & NEXT #
identify the branch within the map_position model: find Locu Map & NEXT# Posidon
query the float field: thul Locu Map & NEXT# Position < 0
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A note about the -T option
Often, objects in the da~~ase are ~ven n~es which don't mean much to a human user. Instead, there
may be another field within the object which would be a more meaningful title. Consider the Reference
class as an example; names such as XWI-67-19 have little importance to a user:

Reference: XWI-67-19
Reference Title The cytoqenetics of wheat and its
relatives
Contained_in Wheat and Wheat Improvement
Year 1967
Paqe 19 87
Author Morris R
Sears ER
Type Article
Refers_to Gene_class Spelt
Gene_Cataloque_nurnber 737
Cited_in Cataloque of qene syml?ols for wheat.

The Title field in this class is the one that ought to be displayed in other objects, and acedb provides this
capability through the -T option. If -T has been used with a class, then other objects which refer to it
show the Title field (or whichever field was chosen with-T) in place of the object's proper name. The
object above shows this option in use; the reference Wheat and Wheat Improvement is actually the title
ofreference XWI-67.
So what? Well, looking at the object above, it seems like the following query should work:
find Reference Containedjn•"Wheat and Wheat Improvement"
In fact, this query will not work. The actual value stored at that node in the tree is XWI-67, which will
not match the query. The only way this query will work is ifthe true name of the object is used:
find Reference ContainedJn•"XWl-67"
How do you know that -T has been used? Click on "Wheat and Wheat Improvement" in the above
object; the object it returns has a different name. That means that-Twas used: and-T applies to the
whole class. Wherever a reference occurs, its title will be displayed instead of its name (unless no title is
given). So, before querying a class, make sure the field you're interested in doesn't use-T.

Query exercises
WAIS and Fuzzy (agrep) queries
Find what info~ation is in the grass genome <UJ,tabases about powdery mildew; find the genes in wheat
which confer resistance.
.
[WAIS query: 'powdery mildew'; then see ?Pathology Powdery Mildew]
Find a gene associated with dormancy in maize; what linkage group is it in? What are the adjacent Loci?
[WAIS query: 'donnancy'; then see ?Locus vpl; follow to a map, then a map table (which is
sorted by position)]
Find the e-mail address of someone who works with malt.
[WAIS query: 'malt'; then see ?Colleague Tibbot, Brian K.]
Find the malate dehydrogenase gene(s) in Secale.
[WAIS query: 'malate dehydrogenase'; see individual genes, or ?Gene_Class 'malate
dehydrogenase']
Find all gennplasm entries beginning with 'sol'
[WAIS query: 'sol*']
Find Chinese wheat gennplasm entries submitted by Robert Graybosch.
[WAIS query: 'China and Graybosch']
Find related genes in maize and wheat, using the Mendel database.
[WAIS query: 'zea and triticum']
Find information in GrainGenes about homology, and homoeology (homeology?)
[AGREP query: 'hom#ology' or 'homeology' with one mismatch]

ACEDB queries
GrainGenes

·Find all genes beginning with 'adh'
[ACE query: 'find Gene adh*']
Find all genes known in Aegilops
[ACE query: 'find Gene *Aegilops*']
Find all gennplasm entries from CIMMYT
[ACE query: 'find Germ.plasm ~urce=CIMMYT']
Find all gennplasm entries from CIMMYT developed in Brazil (see ?Germplasm Thombird for an
example)
[ACE query: 'find Germ.plasm ~urce=CIMMYT & Development_site=BRA']
Find genes that are in both wheat and rye.
[ACE query: 'find .Gene_class Gene=*triticum• & Gene=*secale*']
find all restriction enzymes whose target site contains CTCG
[ACE query: 'find Restriction Site=*CTCG*']
Find all probes with restriction enzyme pstl, from species other than Triticum spp.
[ACE query: 'find Probe insert_enzyme=pstl & source_species I= *triticum*']
Find all colleagues in Cyprus.
[ACE query: 'find Colleague Mail=•cyprus•']
Find all colleagues with multiple e-mail addresses.
[ACE query: 'find Colleague COUNT EJIUlil > 1']

[ACE query: 'find Probe Source_species="avena*" & COUNT Locus>= 5']
What microsatellite loci are on chromosome 7B of wheat?
[ACE query: 'find Locus Microsatellite & Chromosome=7B']
What probes were used for RFLPs which Michael Gale has mapped on chromosome 1A of wheat?
[ACE query: 'find Locus Map="Ta-G~e-lA'"; follow Probe']
What loci are not in common between the Kyoto and Devos maps?
(ACE query: 'find Locus Map="*Kyoto*" "Map="*Devos*'"]
What map sets of barley were of a cross with Betze?
[ACE query: 'find Map_Data=Barley• & Iilale__parent=Betze I female_parent=Betze
What fungi infect oats?
[ACE query: 'find Pathology Type=Fungus & Host_species=Avena*']
What fungi infect oats only?
[ACE query: 'find Pathology Type=Fungus & Host_species=Avena• & COUNT Host_species=l ']
What restriction enzymes have been used for RFLP mapping, using probe CD028 l? (ACE query: 'find
Probe CD028 l ; follow Polymorphism ; follow Enzyme']
What sequences will not be cut by EcoRI (in the known portions, at least)?
[ACE query: 'find Sequence Sequence!= "*GAAITC*'"]
What pathogenic species did Linnaeus describe?
[ACE query: 'find Species Authority="(Linnaeus)"; follow Synonym; Causes']
What traits are affected by multiple gene classes?
[ACE query: 'find Trait COUNT Gene_class > l ']
What germplasm scored more than 50 in the study 1,000 kernel weight, ISWYN24?
(ACE query: 'find TraiLscores Trait_study="l,000 kernel weight, ISWYN24" & Score> 50;
follow Germplasm']

MaizeDB
What gene products are involved in glycolysis?
[ACE query: 'find Gene__product MetabolicJathway=Glycolysis']
What genes code for these products?
[ACE query: 'find Gene__product MetabolicJathway=Glycolysis ; follow Made_by']
Find loci associated with silk
[ACE query: 'find Locus Fullname=*silk*']
What QTL candidates are on likage group 9?
[ACE query: 'find Locus Type="QTL Candidate" & Linkage_Group=9']
What yellow kernel stocks are resistant to Peronosclerospora sorghi?
[ACE query: 'find Stock Phenotype="yellow kernel" & Phenotype="resistant to Peronosclerospora
sorghi"']

ACEDB Table-maker
(under construction)
• In MaizeDB, construct a table showing the genes encoding the subunits of Photosystem I reaction

center and their genomic loeations. [MMAPB l]
• In MaizeDB, build a table of all stocks with references pertaining to QTL studies. [MMAPB2]

• In Graingenes, build a table for a particular trait, showing the gennplasm, the application of
fertilizers, and the trait scores at all locations in Brazil. [MMAPB3]

An Introduction to MaizeDB
This introductory guide to accessing and searching for information in MaizeDB
concentrates on the World Wide Web rNWW) format, which is the preferred
access route for most users. The MaizeDB Home Page, Query forms, and Results
pages reproduced here emulate what a user sees on the WWW screen. Arrows
and comments enclosed within << >> were added here to highlight or explain
certain aspects of the database, and do not appear on the computer screen. If
accessed by routes other than WWW, the organization of information will be the
same, but presentation formats and query options will vary.
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MaizeDB, the Maize Genome Database
MaizeDB is a joint effort of the U.S. Department of Agriculture - Agricultural
Research Service and the U.S. National Agricultural Library to compile, enter, and
make accessible information on the maize genome and the biology of maize. Among
the data currently available are
• 6296 mapped loci
• 262 genetic maps
• 2335 probes
• 9196 germplasm stocks
• 209 maize pathogens and insect pests
• 6812 bibliographic references
• addresses of maize researchers
Work is in progress to document quantitative trait loci.
Data is contributed to MaizeDB by academic, government, and industrial research
groups, and is taken from the scientific literature, both electronic and printed.
Information content is dynamic and updated daily. Usage of the database has grown
rapidly to a current level of over 20,000 transactions per month.
If accessed on the Internet via World Wide Web (WWW), MaizeDB can retrieve

information, including images and graphics, from other databases around the world.
MaizeDB records currently access 18 databases, including
GRIN (Germplasm Resources Information Network). Description, availability,
and evaluation data of stocks in the USDA germplasm system.
GenBank Nucleotide sequences
SwissProt Protein sequences
dbEST Random cDNA's partial sequences
MaizeDB curators and developers include E. Coe (project leader), M. Polacco
(curator), assistant curators P. Byrne, G. Davis, C. Fauron, S. Rodermel, M. Sachs,
and C. Wetzel, and developers D. Hancock, M. Berlyn, and S. Letovsky.
Accessing the database. Four ways of accessing MaizeDB are described on the next
page. For further help, please e-mail db_request@teosinte.agron.missouri.edu or
contact Denis Hancock, 314-882-1722 (phone), 314-874-4063 (fax)~
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Four routes for accessing MaizeDB
->World Wide Web (WWW) WWW is a hypermedia or interactive-file retrieval
system and allows users to traverse on-line documents by clicking on hyper links - terms,
icons, or images that point to other related documents. Browsing software, such as Mosaic,
supports mouse capability and is available without charge by anonymous ftp from
ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu. The Unix version, but not the Macintosh or PC versions, requires an XWindow on the user's machine; it will require a systems administrator to install. Netscape
software is similar to Mosaic and is available by anonymous ftp from ftp.mcom.com. On a
machine with SUP connections to the Internet, Netscape may access the World Wide Web by
modem. To access MaizeDB on the WWW, use the MaizeDB WWW address, otherwise
known as URL or uniform resource locator:
http://www.agron.mlssouri.edu
The WWW formatted data is dynamically extracted from the most current version of
the database, which is continuously updated
->Gopher makes available hierarchical collections of information across the Internet Gopher
client (user) software provides easy access to all gopher data servers on the Internet All words
in a record. except commonly used words, are indexed, and thus, may be used to query
records. Free gopher client software, for Unix, PC, or Macintosh machines, is available by
anonymous ftp from boombox.umn.edu. Once installed, open server
gopher.agron.missouri.edu, port 70 or use gopher to find us by location in Columbia,
Missouri. On-line help is provided by the gopher software and in a file on the MaizeDB gopher
server. Our gopher server supports login to the SYBASE format
·>Guest login requires that your machine have Internet connectivity, direct or indire~t;
modem connections are supported, as are connections using PC, Macintosh, and UNIX
computers. The protocol is:
telnet teosinte.agron.missouri.edu
login(u5er name): guest
password: corncob
Guest login provides access to:
gopher
Sybase APT forms; both X-Window and vtlOO emulation users supported
Lynx, a WWW browser that does not require an X-Window
help
NOTE: Users with X-Windows (this is not the same as Microsoft Windows) software will
enjoy the most user-friendly access to the Sybase APr Sybase fonns for fully relational queries
of the database. If connecting by modem, the X-Window will not function, and users should ·
select the vtlOO emulation. If using the vtlOO emulation of MaizeDB/Sybase, type 'r' while
holding down the 'control', or 'CTRL' key to access the commands required to query or
browse the database. The command utilities are described in more detail in the 'help' option that
'
appears after login as a guest
·> ACEDB This is a special, stand-alone, graphical format that requires a UNIX machine.
The database may be retrieved by anonymous ftp from the National Agricultural Library at
probe.nalusda.gov in directory pub/malzedb and in file macedist950414.tar.Z.
ACEDB formatted information is periodically extracted from MaizeDB. It does not support the
robust, fill-in-the-blanks form queries of the Sybase database, accessible by the guest login
service and by WWW.
ANONYMOUS Ff P requires that the user have ftp or file transfer software to connect to
another machine. Once connected, login as 'anonymous' and use your e-mail address as the
password. If using a Unix machine, type: cd pub/maizedb and to transfer the database, type
binary and, on a separate line, type get macedist9504 l 4. tar.Z
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Maize Genome Database :

Access to MaizeDB:
<<rhi.s introduction will illustrate WWW (World-Wide Web) access of the database.>>
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WWW: current, hypertext, external databases, modem accessible

•GOPHER: modem accessible, high retrieval by entity
• SYBASE: password request. modem accessible, current, precise multi-form
queries, thesaurus
• ACEDB at NAL: You may download all of ACEDB: special graphical format.

MaizeDB is part of the Plant Genome Database network of the Agricultural Genome
Information Server. sponsored by the USDA and the National Agricultural Librarv in
Beltsville.

Other Information on This Server
.•
•
•
•
•
•

About MaizeDB
What's New
Usage Statistics
You may submit information
Of Interest to Maize Cooperators
Conferences and Meetings
e ENZYME Enzyme Data Bank. release 18; FEB 1995
• Links to other servers

Submitting information
• Clone Library Information

• Updates. Corrections. Ideas
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MaizeDB Home Page (continued)
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Of Interest to Maize Cooperators:
• 1996 Maize Meetings will be at Pheasant Run, IL, March 14-17.
Information will be mailed November 1995.
Are you and your address included correctly on the list of Cooperators? Use this form
to update or you may send e-mail to db_request@teosinte.agron.missouri.edu.
• Ithaca 1922(photo)
• Barbara McCiintock(photo)
• Nuclear and chromosomal DNA amounts in Zea mays spp. mavs.
• Standards for Maize Genetic Nomenclature as updated April 1995.
• Plant Gene Nomenclature PGD DatabaselAboutlMnemonics ListlWorking Groups
• Maize Genetics Cooperation - Stock Center
o Catalog of Genetic Stocks
• Plant EST (random cDNA clones) - Searchable Wais Index at the University of Minnesota.
Grouped to allow species-specific queries.
• Maize EST (random cDNA clones) Table, dbEST or GenBank submissions, linked to MaizeDB
13MAR1995
• UMC 95 RFLP Map Core Markers <Bin Anchors) with hints on accessing map score data for
these maps and the Brookhaven (BNL) maps. 66 recently sequenced Core markers
• Probe Reguest Form for probes available from the UMC RFLP laboratory.
• The Maize ?age at Iowa State
• Maize Meiosis Slides at UCSF
• Information about the National Com Initiative

Links to other servers:
• Biology-related servers ·
• Bio/Chemistrv WWW servers
• Other WWW Servers

We will gladly respond to questions, suggestio~ and comments. You may use this form or, if your
software does not support form use, send e-mail to db_request@~inte.agron.missouri.edu
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Maize Genetic Database WWW Queries
Welcome Page I About MaizeDB I What's New I Usage Statistics

• WWW Full Text Searches (High recall, low precision)
• WWW Obiect-by-N rune Queries (Precise)

> •

WWW Focused Queries (Precise; ability to define multiple attributes)

MaizeDB is updated daily by the working team. Records retrieved from the Object-byName and WWW Focused Queries reflect the real-time content ofMaizeDB.
The Full Text Search retrieves from flat files that are periodically "pre-generated" and
linked to the main database. Therefore, while the full-text queries retrieve up-to-theminute data from the main database, they may not retrieve all the available records.
Please send comments and help requests. You may use this form or e-mail to
db_request@teosinte.agron.missouri.edu.
NOTE: In order to use the WWW/MaizeDB queries your WWW browser must have forms
capability. There are browsers available for Macintosh, Microsoft Windows, and X
Windows that can handle forms, and you should obtain the appropriate one for your
hardware platform. Lynx, a vt-100 browser can also handle forms.

<<The queries shown in these pages are conducted with the WWW Focused Queries
option, the most versatile of the three search options.>>
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Maize Genetic Database Focused Queries
SELECT a form from the list, enter ATTRIBUTE(S), and then press one of the
RETRIEVE buttons, located at the veey top or bottom of forms.
Click here if you can't find something.
We welcome all comments and help requests. You may use this form or e-mail to
db reguest@teosinte.agron.missouri.edu.

_.. Locus Hints

<<The following pages will illustrate queries
of a subset of these categories, including
Locus, Stock, Species, Reference, and
QTL-related forms.>>

Variation

Linkage Group
Karvotypic Variation
-11111~~

Species includes pathogens, pests

Map Score by Locus
Map Score Tables

Hints

Recombination Data
Phenotype
Probe Hints
Gel Pattern
Clone Library
Restriction Enzvme or Primer
Gene Product
Reaction
Enzvme-Catalyzed Reaction

1I- ~o

MaizeDB Focused Queries (continued)

Metabolic Pathway
QTL Exoeriment Hints
QTL Linkage Analysis

•.C~-

•4---

TraitEvaluationSummarv

44.-.-

Environment
Reference .,...__
Journal
Person
Term
Entity

Table
Column
Anything
GENERAL HINTS
Beginning May 30, 1995, searching is CASE-SENSITIVE. As previously, searching
auto-completes, so that sh will retrieve a larger set of loci than shl. A note of
warning: a text-string truncator is% and not the* that is used for the full-text
WWW search.
Type % as prefix for each attribute entered, for example %bnl
Type % within any field to retrieve all entries where this field has data And yes,
there are fields where no data have been entered. A sample query might be:
What loci on chromosome 2 have phenotypes? To run this query, type 2 as the
Linkage Group and a % as the Phenotype on the LOCUS form.
Try a pattern matching strategy.
Have a look at the definitions of attributes for each form.
Still no results? Please send e-mail to db_reque~t@teosinte.agron.missouri.edu.

-:Ii: -

8l
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Locus Query
( Retrieue
• ID#:

J( Clear JHelp

I
I

-••~•Name : lo2

. Acronym
•Type.

_....

,~

7

Centromere
Chromosomal Segment
Cytological Structure
Endpoint
Exon
• Fulln ame: Iopaque\2

I~~

"'.I

<<To search for the o2 locus, important in
quality protein maize, there are a number
of ways to proceed:
by entering the gene symbol in the Name field;
or
by entering all or part of the full name (the full
name of o2 is "opaque endosperm2)"; note that
% is the wild card symbol.
or
by entering the synonym "opaque2".
.

• Species:
•Synonyms

L . I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

Synonym
Per
-11111
...
9 ;;..:loi..,;;;pa;.;..qu...:&.-e2--------.I I .

• Plant-wide Gene Name:
• Detected By

I
•
•
•
•

Gene Products: I
Linkage Group: I
Map Scores: I
Recombination Data:

• Bin:

I

'-I- - - - - - - -

Method

Probe

I

I
I
I

. Arm:I~
• Coordinates
Value

Error

I

I

• Length
Length

I

Units

II

I

The next 2 pages show the response to this query.>>

Map

I I
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Maize DB Locus o2 opaque endosperm2
•ID#: 12495
•Name: o2
•Type: Gene
• Fullname: opaque endosperm2
•Species: Zea mays ssp. mays
•Synonyms
Synonym
Per
o2
Canonical Name
opaque endosperm.2
Full Name
opaque2
•Detected By
p-pXho0.9
p-02
p-pMMla

<<Molecular probes used to detect the o2 locus.
Click on the underlined text for more details.>>

•Gene Products: 02 protein
·Linkage Group: 1
·Map Scores:
chr 7: o2 TxCM EcoRI
chr 7: o2 CoxTx BglII
•Recombination Data:
chr 7: gll ij 1 o2 1939

<<Click here for a description of the protein.>>

<<The Map Scores and Recombination Data fields
link to data that were used to determine the
chromosome location of this locus.>>

·Arm:S
• Coordinates
Value
Map
16.00
Genetic Map of Chr#7
39.00
BNL May 93 Chr#7
0.00
UMC Interval Map chrom. 7
7.01
bins on 7
• Related Loci
Relation
Regulates
•Alleles:
o2
02-C0159
02+W22

<<Position of o2 on four maps.
Clicking the map name links to the
complete chromosome map.>>

Locus
zp 19/22 19/22-kDa zein protein gene family

02-A69Y
02-CM37
02-T232
02-Tx303
o2-AGROCERES and others

Locus o2 (continued)
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•Phenotypes of Mutants:
opaque endosperm
high lysine endosperm
large kernel
high tryptophan endosperm
null transcript. o2
•Comments
Type
Extended Description

Comment
The o2/o2/o2 endosperms are opaque (chalky) in appearance.
The 22 kDa family of zeins is substantially reduced, resulting
in a marked alteration in the amino acid content of the
collective proteins. Specifically, the lysine and tryptophan
contents are greatly enhanced. The changes in the amino acid
profile result from the lesser quantities of zeins present.

•External DB Keys
DB
GenoBase Similarity Search
GenoBase Similarity Search
GSDB
GSDB
GenBank

Key
X16618
M29411
M29411
X16618
X15544

Comment
02-A69Y
02+W22
02+W22
02-A69Y
Zea mays opaque-2 gene. [930407, Ok]

<<Clicking on any of the "keys" (e.g., X16618) will link to the relevant record in the
fudicated database. GenBank contains nucleic acid sequences and amino acid sequences
of encoded proteins. GenoBase Similarity Search performs sequence similarity searches
of GenBank records. GSDB is another genome sequence database.>>

• References
Contents
antisense
biochemistry
characterization
codon usage
DNA polvmorohism
evolution
first report

Reference
Unger. E: Parsons. RL: Schmidt. RJ: Bowen. B: Roth. BA.
1993. Plant Cell 5:831-841
Mertz. ET et al. 1964. Science 145:279-280
Schmidt. RJ pp.337-350 in Verma. DPS. 1993.CRC Press
Fennoy. SL and Bailey-Serres. J. 1993. Nucleic Acids Res
21:5294-5300
Bernard. L: Ciceri. P: Viotti. A. 1994. Plant Mol Biol
24:949-959
Ottoboni. LMM et al. 1993. Plant Mol Biol 21:765-778
Singleton. WR and Jones. DF. 1935. Cited in Emerson et al.
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Stock Query

<<This form illustrates a search
for inbred lines carrying the o2
allele, having white kernels, and
developed by CIM1\1YT.>>

( Retrieue ) ( Clear) Help
• Stock Center ID:

I

eID#:~I;=:==========~

•Name: I~----;========------,
• Descriptive Name:
•Type:

.,

landrace
Multiple Gene

•Synonyms
Synonym

~I.::::..::.~---.,

Per

L.I__________

• Focus Linkage Group: I~-------• Genotypic Variations
variation

_ , , . , ;..::.10=-2;;;;.;;;;..;;;.;;..;...__ _ _1

1

LG
Phase
- ----------, I
I

r

,----------,I I

!: I============;-I

• Karyotypic Variations:..:
• Molecular Variations: I...________I
• Phenotypes
Phenotype
..

Attributable to

t:.:e~%~----,llt...- - - - - - -

l;:..:w:.::hi=·

•Images
Filename

~=-=~-------,I

• Parentage

Caption

L.I-------------

?
L . - - - - - -I [? [ ]

[]

Stock Query Form (continued)
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I _________,

• Pedigree/Origin: ...
• Developed/Released by

-ill!'>• .-lc-IMM-YT_ _ _ _ __,I
Developer

•
•
•
•

I

State/Province

Country

Species:
....__--;;::::========~--Available From:
,___---~--;::========-~~~Crop Science Stock Class: I
I
--~~~~-------=-==;-~~
l\1arket Class: high amylose

I

...

popcorn
quality protein maize
super sweet
sweet corn

waxy

•Comments

----------, _____

Type

~,

Comments

~'

___,

• External DB Keys
DB
~,

---------1

Key
~'

_________,

• References

.-----------,
Contents

Year

._I_______.I ._I_______..I .--1- -

Reference

~'------.....

( Retrieue ) ( Clear )Help

1r - 8(,

Maize DB Stock Query Results
35 items retrieved.

CML140
CML147
CML154
CHL173
CML180

CML141
CML148
CML155
CHL174
CHL181

CML142
CML149
CML156
CML175
CML182

CML143
CML150
CML157
CML176
CML183

CML144
CML151
CML158
CML177
CMI.184

CMI.145
CMI.152
CM!,,159
CML178
CMI.185

CML146
CML153
CML160
CML179
CHL186

<<35 stocks matched the search criteria
Type = inbred line
Variation =o2
Phenotype white%
Developer =CIM1\1YT.

=

One can click on these stocks to consult the full database record
for them, or refine the search by adding additional criteria..>>
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<<Species names in MaizeDB are Latin
binomials. To search for common names,
use the Synonym field. The example here
is a search for all borer species.>>

Species Query
( Retrieue ) ( Clear ) Help
• ID#:

I

~======================--.

• Name:~I~~~~~~~-• Nuclear Genome
Haploid#

DNA Content

Supernumeraries

Size

+/-

.________.I I...______.....

• Chloroplast Genome
# of Linkage Groups

I

I

Copy number.

------..I -1- - - - - 1

.--I

_I_

• Mitochondrial Genome
# of Linkage Groups

I

Size

•Synonyms
Synonym
Per
...., ~1%~b-or~e~r------------.
·
~'

I _____________.....

• External DB Keys
CB

1-----------------1

Key
~I

_______________.....

•Comments

• References
Contents

Reference

Copy number.
1-----~1

+/-

I -1-----1

.-----------11- ---------~

_I_
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Maize DB Species Query Results
21 items retrieved.

Busseola fusca
Chilo partellus
Diatraea craml2idoides
Diatraea lineolata
Elasmopalpus lignosellus
Bydraecia iJmnanis
Ostrinia furnacalis
Papaiperna nebris
Rhyzopertha dominica
Sesamia cretica
Sesarnia nonagrioides

Chilo agameronon
Chilo suppressalis
Diatraea qrandiosella
Diatraea saccharalis
Eldana sacgharina
Bydraecia micagea
Ostrinia nubilalis
Prostephanus trµncatus
Sesamia galamistis
Sesamia inferens

<<The query returned 21 borer species, which can be consulted
one by one for further details. Some of these have photo
images attached to them (courtesy of CIMMYT).>>
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Refere nee Query
<<A search for references by C.W. Stuber
since 1990.>>

( Retrieue ) ( Clear ) Help
eID#:LI-;::=:==========~
• Name:~l=========,--1
• Title: LI_ _ _ _ _ _ _I
• Authors
Order

'-1111111!'>•

I

I

Au;:::t:!!ho:::,:r;..._:----S:,:::tu::b::e:.:..r%.:.___ _ _1
_
i.::1

• Type: ,bl= = = = = = = ; I
-11111.!1~111" • Yea.~r:Jl~19;;;9;;'=====r-1

•ln:IL_r======~ll
• Volume;;.:.bl= = = = = = = ; •Pages:

LI-;:::::::======'~

I

• Number: LI;::=======--,
• Publisher: = = = = = = = , I
• Instituti on: I
1.
lrl

• To: LI- - ; : = = = = = - - 1
• Comments: LI- - - - - - • Describes

o~lb~j~ec~t=-------

contents

11 IL_______

• Abstract: IL---r====;...._--1
• Author Description: LI- - - - - - • External DB Keys
Comnent

D~B~-----llKe~(-------,1

I

( Retrieue ) ( Clear )Help

. .

LI_ _ _ _ _ __
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Maize DB Reference Query Results
9 i terns retrieved.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abler. BS et al. 1991. Crop Sci 31:267-274
Bretting. PK et al. 1990. Am J Bot 77:211-225
Edwards. Met al. 1992. Theor Appl Genet 83:765-774
Koester. RP: Sisco. PH: Stuber. CW. 1993. Croo Sci 33: 1209-1216
Ragot. Met al. 1995. Crop Sci 35: 13~ 1315
Stuber. CW and Sisco. PH. 1991. Proc Annu Com Sorghum Res Conf 46: 104-113
Stuber. CW et al. 1992. Genetics 132:823-839
Stuber. CW pp.97-115 in Phillips. RL: Vasil. IK. 1994.Kluwer Academic. Dordrecht.
Netherlands
• Stuber. CW. 1994. Plant Breed Rev 12:227-247

~

<<The next page shows the full record for this reference.>>

jJ

-81

_M_a_i_z_e_D_B
.... Reference Stuber,
Plant Breed Rev 12:227-247
•
•
•
•

1994.

ID#: 96114
Name: Stuber, CW. 1994. Plant Breed Rev 12:227-247
Title: Heterosis in plant breeding ·
Authors
Order
1

•
•
•
•
•
•

cw.
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Author
Stuber.

cw

Type: Article
Year: 1994
In: Plant Breed Rev
Volume: 12
Pages: 227-247
Describes
Object
grain yield
grain yield

Contents
heterosis
marker-assisted selection

MNL69

heterosis

Review

• Author Description: Stuber, CW

<<This record could also have been retrieved by searching for
trait names or keywords in the Object or Contents fields.>>

F-s2
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QTL Information
Results of quantitative trait locus (QTL) studies in maize are rapidly
accumulating for many traits. To enhance the utility and accessibility of this
data resource, the MaizeDB team has developed structures and guidelines for
storing QTL results and relevant background information. A detailed description
of these structures can be found in the article by Byrne et al. in the on-line
Journal of Quantitative Trait Loci (avaiable via WWW at
h ttp://probe.nalusda.gov:8000/otherdocs/jqtl/index.html).
Examples of queries that will be facilitated by the availability of structured QTL
data sets are the following:
- Do QTL identified for a given trait in one population or environment correspond
to those detected in other populations or environments?
- For a specified chromosome segment in which a QTL was detected, what other
traits have been associated with the same region, either through QTL studies,
classical mapping of mutant phenotypes, or RFLP mapping of cDNAs?
Responses to this type of query may offer hints of allelism, pleiotropic effects, or
closely linked traits which might affect a marker-assisted selection strategy.
QTL information is entered in the following interconnected forms, some of which
are shown on the next several pages:
·
1. QTL Experiment
.
This form summarizes key variables of a study and acts as a directory to more
detailed information. For MaizeDB purposes, a QTL "experiment" refers to a single
population and a single progeny type used for trait evaluation, but may include
multiple traits, multiple environments, and multiple analysis methods.
Experiment names are constructed of the first author's name + year of publication,
e.g., Veldboom 1994.

2. Mapping Panel (Panel of Stocks)
The population that was the subject of the study is described here. If map score
data is available, it also appears on this form.
3. Trait Evaluation Summary
Included here is summarized information on the evaluation and analysis of the
phenotypic trait per se. "Raw" trait data, when available, appears on this form.
4. Environment
This form contains details on each environment in which phenotypic traits were
scored.

Jr- SJ
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5. QTL Linkage Analysis
Includes method of QTL analysis, and parameters of detected QTLs.

6. Locus
Contains information on QTL location and flanking markers, and connects to the
relevant Map form.
7. Map

Lists markers and QTLs with their calculated chromosome positions. QTL support
intervals can also be represented.

IMPORTANT! A temporary bug exists in the way the QTL forms are connected.
If you encounter the following error message ...

Server Error
This server has encountered an internal error which prevents it from fulfi11ing
your request. The most likely cause is a misconfiguration. Please ask the
admjnjstrator to look for messages in the server's error log.
. . . there is a simple solution. In the "Location" bar at the top of the Netscape or
Mosaic form, there will be a missing letter in the name of the form. By typing the
missing letter, deleting the space, then hitting Return, you can proceed to your
desired destination.

If the Location bar reads:
... /l'raitEvaluation ummary/...
.. ./QTJJ,jnkage nalysis/...
.../Panelof tocks/...

Change it to:
...!I'raitEvaluationSummary/...
.../QTLLinkageAnalysis/...
.../PanelofS tocks/...

Then press Return.

]f -

!3'+
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QTL Experiment Query
( Aetrieue

J( Clear) Help

eID#:I~-;::::===========-,

1°/o

<<You may be unfaniiliar with MaizeDB's format for
naming QTL Experiments. Entering % in the name
field and clicking the Retrieve button will produce a
list of all QTL Experiments in the database.>>

I.~----

• Name:
• Contributed by
Contributor

;:.::.::.:=.:::~.;;_~~~I

Role

Date

Tral.. t

Environment

~1~~~~~---1

~I~~~~~---,

• Evaluations
Evaluation

Linkage Analysis

;:.;..=.:~~~~--,! ~I~~~~~~II~~~~~---' I~~-

• Mapping Panel: 1...-----;:::===:.._----,
• Progeny for genotype e~v-=a~l:...!I======,-___,
• Progeny for trait e:_v.:.al.:...:..!:I=======;--

summa~ry:...:-11======:::;-• QTL detected:!L --======~.....,
• Marker

• Included on Maps:
• Comments

IL--------

• References
contents

Reference

;:.::.::.~~~~~.,,~~~--~--~

( Retrieue ) ( Clear )Help
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Maize DB QTL Experiment Veldboom
1994
• ID#: 100110
• Name: Veldboom 1994
• Contributed by
Contributor
Veldboom. LR

<<One of the most complete QTL datasets in MaizeDB
is from the study by Veldboom et al., 1994 and
Veldboom and Lee, 1994.>>

Role
originator

• Evaluations

•

Evaluation
12lbt~4

1a.:btJ
QUJ;2QJ.3
nu1J.k'

llil

gyld3
300kl

~

earl8
eard8
cobd2
klenl
krow2

Trait
12l.ant height
ear be;i.ght
heat un.1.:t1 tQ pol;J.1n
heat Ynitl to silk
anthe1is-sil.king inteD:al
gra.1.n ::£ielg
300-ke;i;:nil. w1igbt
ears 12e;i;: 12lant
eat;: l.1na:th
e1r d.1,amete;i;:
cob dhmete;:
kernel. l.eng:th
kern1l i;:ow numb1;i;:

Environment
Linkage Analyses
Ames Ii 1289 Qlhti4-IM
Ames IA 1989 ea;i;:ht3-IM4
ame1 IA 1989 QUJ;2Ql,J-IM
&!!II ;i;a 1289 huslk,-IM
&ne1 IA 1989 asi2-IM
Ames IA 1989 gyJ.d3-IM
&n1s xa 1989 . 300kl-IM
Ame§ Ia 1989 eppl-IM
&nes IA 1989 earl8-IM
&ne1 ;i;a 1289 eard8-IM
Am!!i! IA 1989 CQbd,-IM
Ame!i! IA 1989 kl.1nl-IH
&nes IA 19~2 k.:ow2-IM

• Mapping Panel: Mo17 x H99 F3
• Progeny _for genotype eval:
Leaf tissue was bulked from 6-10 plants for each of 150 F3 lines.
• Progeny for trait eval: 150 F3 lines.
• Marker summary:
103 RR-P markers and 1 morphological marker (pl), spanning a map distance of 1419
cM with an average interval length of 15 cM.
• QTL detected:
gasi5 QI!! an:tb11i1-1ilking int1na1 5
ga1i§ QTL antb11i1-1ilJY.ng inte~al §
geai;:bUl OTL II[ b!i!ight u
gearbtl2 Ql'.~ 1a[ b1;i.ght l~
gearhtl3 QTI. IA[ height 13
g1arb:tl4 Q'.n! ea[ b1igbt 14
gearbtl~
Q~ ea[ b1ight 15
gbu:eol.10 Qlli neat Ynitl tQ p2l.l.1n 10
ghg:eolll QTI! h1at un.1.ts t2 1252.Uln 11
ghu122J.12 QTL b1at unit! to 120U1n 12
ghupoll3 Ql'... beat Ynits t2 poUen 13
gbupol,14 QTL heat Ynit! t2 12S2l.l.in 14
gbupoJ,15 Q'.r~ heat units tQ 120Uen 15
gbusl,}S.4 QT.. h1at uni:t1 to s.1,l.& ~
ghusl}S.5 QT~ heat units tQ 1Uk 5
ghusl,k6 QTJ;. heat uni:t1 to s.1,l.}S. 6
ghusl,k7 QTL heat units to !ilk 7
qhuslk8 QTL heat units to silk 8

QTL Expt. Veldboom 1994 (continued)
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gi;ilht75
gi;ilht76
gi;ilht77
gi;ilht78
gi;ilht79
g9:lld8
g300kl

QTL
QTL
QTL
QTL
QTL

12lant height 75
12lant height 76
Qlant height 77
12lant height 78
12lant height 79
QT~ grain iield 8
QT~ 300-kernel we;j,ght
g300k~
QTL 300-kernel weight
g300k3 QTL 300-kernel weight
g300k4 QTL 300-kernel weight
g300k5 QTL 300-kerneJ. weigbt
ge1212l QTL ear~ 12er 12l.ant l
aeoo2 QTL ears per 12lant '
gearll 7 QTL ea[ lengj;;b 17
gearJ.18 QTL ea.: lengj;;h 18
gearl19 QTL ear length 19
gearl20 QI& ea;: lengj;;b 20
gearl21 gea[J.'l
geardl9 QTL ea;: diameter 12
geard20 QTL ear diameter 20
geard21 QTL ear d;j,amete[ n
geard22 QTL ea[ diametei;: 2~
geard23 QTL ear diamete[ ,3
geard24 QTL ear diamete[ 24
gcobd5 QTL cob diameter 5
gcobd6 QTL cob diameter 6
gcobd7 QTL cob diameter 7
gcobd8 QTL cob diameter 8
gcobd9 QTL cob diarnete;: 9
gcobdlO QTL cob diamete[ 10
gklenl QT~ ke[nel lengj;;h l
gklen' QT~ kernel. J.eng:!;;h '
gklen3 QTJ;. kernel J,eng:!;;b 3
gklen4 QTL ke;:neJ, lengj;;b j
gklen5 QTL k~rne;J. J.engtb 5
gkrow5 QTL kernel. row 5
gkrow6 QTL kernel. row 6
gkrow7 QTL kernel row 7
gk;:ow8 QT~ kernel. rgw 8
g300k6 QTL 300-kernel weight

l

'
3
4
5

6

• Included on Maps:
Mol7
Mol7
Mol7
Mol7
Mol7

~

x
x
x
x

899
899
899
899
899

l!'3
l!'3
l!'3
F3
1!'3

chrom.
chrom.
chrom.
ch;:om.
chrom.

l
3
~

7
9

Mgl7 ~ 892
MQF x §99
Mol7 x 899
Mol7 x §99
MQl7 x 892

l3

!'3
!'3
[3
!'3

ChrQl!l•

chrom.
s;;brom.
cbrom.
cbrom.

'

4
6
8
10

•Comments
QTLs for most of the traits were detected on chrom. 6L,
between loci bnl5.47a and npi280. Several traits were
also associated with regions on SL, 3L, and lS.

• References
veldboom, LR; Lee. M; Woodman, WL• 1994. Theor Appl Genet 88:7-16
Veldboom, LRi Lee, M. 1994. Theor Appl aenet 82:451-458
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Maize DB Trait Evaluation Summary
earht3
• ID#: 102157

•
•
•
•

Name: earht3
QTL Experiment: Veldboom 1994
Trait: ear height
Trait Evaluation Method:
Measured to nearest 5 cm from ground to top ear node on 5 competitive plants/plot
• Experimental design:
12 x 13 simple rectangular lattice with 2 replications and 1-row plots 5.5 m long x 0.76
m wide. Density after thinning: 57,(XIJ plants/ha
• Environment: Ames IA 1989
• Parental summary
Parent
Mol7
899

Mean
80.00
34.00

• Progeny
Progeny
F2:3 lines

Mean
73.00

• Heritability: 0.90
• Trait scores format:
ear height data for 150 F2:3 lines
• Trait scores:
.

-•>
.. •

85.75 72.27 82.20 90.86 89.7172.6744.64 72.13 87.ITT 64.04 78.52 90.15 60.00
75.27 66.77 87.47 86.06 60.18 92.27 91.88 81.43 75.66 62.11 100.39 80.21 70.80
80.17 76.72 90.04 68.34 51.30 59.80 94.37 67.5165.76 65.93 63.4169.75 57.34
54.12 76.27 74.48 89.37 41.59 94.48 83.88 72.01 54.25 79.07 80.35 62.79 79.49
88.30 64.58 59.6184.1967.92 67.3149.9772.74 79.18 51.89 63.43 76.49 87.43
82.40 63.93 72.89 65.59 73.51 66.65 39.75 50.60 69.12 101.46 47.83 66.98 68.61
60.86 74.26 79.89 71.56 91.53 61.37 80.54 63.62 73.85 lITT.91 92.96 68.88 65.79
74.02 89.46 73.54 57.67 73.12 62.25 89.15 81.40 73.99 74.23 83.75 71.73 60.60
58.84 90.72 70.81 80.42 60.74 53.44 66.02 lITT.24 58.45 77.49 75.13 76.CE 86.39
95.55 61.49 48.80 69.0153.8469.12 48.93 85.97 56.93 63.34 51.78 70.68 44.41
118.79 69.66 55.23 94.58 72.14 66.5181.1774.15 83 .94 71.20 80.CE 89.36 61.35
71.53 82.77 53.27 73.00 88.22 86.05 54.17

Linkage Analysis: earht3-IM
•Comments
Data was normally distributed. Broad-sense heritability
was calculated according to Hallauer and Miranda
(1988). Variance components: genotypic • 181.5 (P <
0.01); error• 42.1.
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MaizeDB QTL Linkage Analysis earht3-IM
•ID#: 102163
•Name: earht3-IM
• Trait Evaluation Summary: earht3
• QTL Experiment: Veldboom 1994
• Trait: ear height
• QTL Analysis Method:

<<The -IM suffix indicates that this is an
interval mapping analysis>>

Interval mapping using Mapmaker-QTL (v 0.9) with a LOO threshold of 2.0 to declare a QTL
present; this corresponds to a genome-wide error rate of 0.10. Estimates of dominance effects
were doubled, because in F2:3 progeny they are expected to be reduced by half from
heterozygous F2 plants.

•Genetic Model in Analysis: Single QTL model to detect individual QTLs. Multiple QTL
model to determine R"2 for all significant loci.

•Number of QTL detected: 5
• RA2 (all QTL): 61.20
• Significance measure: LOO score
• QTL Analyses
QTL
LG Significance High scoring variation

Add/Dom effects

gearhtl 1
gearhtl2
gearhtl3
gearhtl4
gearht15

R"2

1
2.
2

5.31

gearht 11-Mo 17

A: 10.7; 0: -5.6 .

2.46

gearhtl2-Mo17

A: 5.5; 0: -2.6

7.30

2.10

gearht13-Mo17

A: 3.9; 0: -9.9

7.00

Q

4.84

· gearht14-Mo17

A: 8.6; 0: 10.7

17.30

1

2.11

qearht l 5-H99

A: 5.3; D: 1.4

6.30

27.80

<<Additional information on QTL position and flanking markers can be obtained by
clicking on the QTL name, which links to the Locus form. "High-scoring variation"
indicates which parent contributed the allele associated with the higher trait
value.>>
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"Bin" maps.
<<Because genetic mapping studies are conducted in different populations, with
different sets of markers and different methodologies, it is sometimes difficult to
make direct comparisons of the resulting maps. To facilitate those comparisons
(e.g., between positions of QTLs and mutant phenotype loci mapped with classical
genetic techniques), MaizeDB has adopted the "bin" map concept. On a bin-map,
a chromosome is divided into approximately equal segments, each about 20-30
cM long and marked by a set of "core" markers, to which loci are assigned without
regard to their order within a bin. By assigning QTL, RFLP markers, naked-eye
polymorphisms, cDNA's, and other types of loci to bins, we hope to generate a rich
resource for investigations of maize genome structure and function.
The query shown here is for the bin map of chromosome 3.>>

Map Query
( Retrieue ) ( Clear ) Help
• ID#: I
-•~a
Name'-:-;:j=bi=·n=s=o=n=3====-...,I

•

• Source: I
• Coordinates: genetic
cytological
kilobase
• Includes Maps: I

I

I

';:::::===============.l
Mapping Panel: I
';::===============.
Linkage Group: ._I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I

•
•
•Loci

Locus

--------------~!

Coord

+/,--------------~

!

_ I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

•Comments
Type

~I---------~I

Comment
~'

__________I

• References
Contents

JJ" -
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Maize DB Map bins on 3

<< partial information>>

• ID#: 64505
• Name: bins on 3
• Coordinates: genetic
• Linkage Group:

a

•Loci

Coordinate

asg15
asg39
ksula
umc60
asg34b
asg61a
csu38a
bnl5.14
bnl8.01
bnl5.37a
bnl10.24a
spcl speckled!
lg2 Jiguleless2
na 1 nana plant!
lxm 1 lax midrib 1
bal barren stalkl
yd2 yellow dwarf2
rd3 reduced plant3
real red embrvonic axisl
gplht22 QTL plant height 22
gplht66 QTL plant height 66
gplht72 QTL plant height 72
igl indeterminate gametophvtel
tub*-L10633 beta tubulin candidate
ms3 male sterile3

3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06
3. 0 6
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06

<<Designates bin 6 on chrom. 3>>

<<rhree plant height QTLs were mapped to the same bin as three loci affecting plant
stature (nal, rdl, and yd2) that were defined by their mutant phenotypes. This seems
to support D.S. Robertson's hypothesis that variations at some QTLs are different
alleles at already known major gene loci.>>
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A GLOSSARY OF SOME ACRONYMS AND TECHNIQUES

AB QTL analysis

AFLPs

Am.plicons
Anchor probe
collections
ASAs
BACs
BSA

CAE

CAPS

cDNAs
Chromosome Landing

Contigs

Advanced Backcross QTL, i.e. QTL discovered
through analysis of advanced BC progenies (BC3 or
more)
Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphisms ; this is
based on the selective PCR amplification of specific
restriction fragments resulting from single or double
digests of genomic DNA
the product of any specific or random sequence
amplification through PCR
Reference probe collections based on someone's map
of some species
Allele Specific Amplicons, really STSs or SCARs
Bacterial Artificial Chromosomes, used for cloning
large (lOO's of kb) DNA sequences
Bulk Segregant Analysis; studies the molecular
marker difference between the bulked DNAs of two
segregating progeny groups formed on the basis of a
major gene of interest that needs genetic tagging
Capillary Array Electrophoresis; the old technique
performed in capillary tubes for enormous gains in resolution and,speed in DNA fragment separation
Cleaved Amplified Polymorphic Sequence; basically
and STS that has been treated with restriction
enzyme to increse the probability of finding
polymorphisms between individuals. ·
Complementary DNAs generated from isolated,
expressed mRNAs; essentially the spliced versions
of expressed genes
instead of walking on chromosomes using contigs
(see below), this form of positional gene cloning
depends on saturation of the linkage map
neighboring the gene of interest -- only feasible in
small genomes such as that of Arabidopsis or, at
most, rice (42 times smaller than that of bread
wheat!)
contiguous, overlapping sequences, usually 500 to
1000 kilobase long, used for positional cloning of
genes through "chromosome walking"
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DAF

DGGE

ESTs

Genomic or cDNA
subtraction

IRA

LIF-CAE
NILs
PARED
PCR
QTLsorQTL
RAPDs

RDA
RFLPs

Molecular Marker Applications to Plant Breeding - '96

DNA Amplification Fingerprinting. Basically
RAPDs but using a single random-sequence 16-15mer oligo while lowering the optimum annealling
temperature of the primer during the first two cycles
of amplification to increase the number of primed
reactions in the tube. Requires high resolution gel
systems.
Denaturing Gradient Gel Electrophoresis; a form of
the technique that allows high resolution separation
of DNA fragments; resolves partially denatured
double-stranded DNA in precisely defined conditions
fo temperature and deanturant concentration.x
Expressed Sequences Tags; a marker for a cDNA
locus of known genetic location and known sequence
- an STS for a cDNA
a technique for enriching DNA samples in some
specific DNA type; a pool of DNA (total genomic or
cDNAs) is denatured and then reannealled
(hybridized) in the presence of another pool of DNA
presumably containing some specific, different ·
sequences, presumably related to the origin of that
DNA (eg DNAs of a species vs. that of a related
species could give rise to the isolation of speciesspecific sequences)
Interrepeat Amplification Analysis; conceptually
similar to RAPDs; l,nvolves the PCR amplification of
regions between two adjacent, inversely oriented
SSR sequences
Laser Induced Fluorescent CAE
Near lsogenic Lines
Pre-Amplification Restriction Enzyme Digestion; the
basis of other techniques such as AFLPs
Polymerase Chain Reaction - the discovery of which
resulted in the award of the Nobel prize for Medi~e
to Mullis, two years ago
Quantitative Trait Loci
Random Amplified Polymorphic DNAs; involves the
PCR amplification of sequences flanked by inversely
oriented 8 to 10 bp sequence of a random primer for
DNA synthesis by a DNA polymerase enzyme
Representational Difference Analysis; PCR-based
subtraction hybridization technique...see "genomic
subtraction" ...
Restriction Fragment length Polymorphisms, the
now classic genome analysis tool
111-4
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RI Ls
SAPs
SCARs
SPARs
SSLPs
SSRs

STSs
TASs

WEG
WWW

YACs

Molecular Marker Applications to Plant Breeding - '96

Recombinant Inbred Lines
Simple Amplicon Polymorphisms (resulting from the
restriction digestion of amplified STSs)
Sequence Characterized Amplified Regions;
synonymous with the PCR products of STSs or ESTs
Single Primer Amplification Reaction
Simple Sequence Length Polymorphisms; products
of SSR analysis
Simple Sequence Repeats or microsatellites are
sequences having a simple motif repeated many
times (eg, (CA)n) and flanked by single copy regions
which can be used as a basis for designing PCR
primers that would allow the amplification of the
intervening SSR; SSRs are highly variable in length
between individuals of the same species and occur at
more or less regular intervals throughout genomes
Sequence Tagged Sites; loci for which part of the
sequence is known and therefore amenable to
analysis using PCR amplification
Telomere Associated Sequences
Widely Expressed Genes (terms to replace
"housekeeping genes")
World Wide Web, where among many, many other
items, one can log on to the genome databases of
several species; several of these have been "glued"
together with extensive cross references that allow
jumping from one into another
Yeast artificial Chromosomes; like BACs but for
much larger DNA fragments
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SOME KEY PAPERS IN GENETIC LINKAGE MAPPING

Copies of the following eight papers have beenappended at the end of this
manual:
·
Allard, R. W. 1956. Fonnulas and tables to facilitate the calculation of recombination values in heredity. Hilgardia 24:235-278.
Anderson, J.A., Y. Ogihara, M.E. Sorrells and S.D. Tanksley. 1992. Development of a chromosomal ann map for wheat based
on RFLP markers. Theoretical and Applied GeMtics 83:1035-1043.
Burr, B., F.A. Burr. K.H. Thompson, M.C. Albertson and C.W. Stuber. 1988. Gene mapping with recombinant inbreds in maize.
Genetics 118:519-526.
Hanson, W.D. 1959. Minimum family sizes for the planning of genetic experiments. Agronomy Journal 51:711-715.
Helentjaris, T., T. Weber and S. Whright 1986. Use of monosomics to map clones DNA fragments in maize. Proc. Natl Acad.
Science USA 83:6035-6039.
Lander, E.s. and D. Botstein. 1986. Strategies for studying heterogeneous genetic traits in humans by using a linkage map of
restriction fragment length polymorphisms. Proceedings of tM National Academy of Sciences of th4 U.S.A. 83:7353-7357.
Lander, E.S., P. Green, J. Abrahamson, A. Barlow, M.J. Daly, S.E. Lincoln and L. Newburg. 1987. MAPMAKER: an interactive
computer package for constructing primary genetic linkage maps of experimental and natural populations. Genomics 1: 174181.
Weber, D. and T. Helentjaris. 1989. Mapping RFLP loci in maize using B-A translocations. Genetics 121:583-590.

Additional bibliography of key papers published over the last 10 years:
Abler, B.S.B., M.D. Edwards and C. W. Stuber. 1991. Isoenzymatic identification of quantitative trait loci in crosses of elite
maize inbreds. Crop Sci 31:267-274.
Anderson, J.A., G.A. Churchill, A. J.E., S.D. Tanksley and M.E. Sorrells. 1993. Optimizing parental selection for genetic linkage
maps. Genome 36:181-186.
Asins, M.J. and E.A. Carbonell. 1988. Detection of linkage between restriction fragment len&th polymorphism markers and
quantitative traits. Theoretical and Appliell GelWlil:s 76:623-626.
Beckmann, J.S. 1988. Oligonuclcotide polymorphisms: a new tool for genomic genetics. Bio/Technology 6: l 061-1064.
Beckmann, J .S. and M. Soller. 1988. Detection of linkage between marker loci and loci affecting quantitative traits in crosses
between segregating populations. Theoretical and Applied Genetics 76:228-236.
Bonierbale, M.W., R.L. Plaisted and S. Tanksley. 1988. RFLP maps based on a common set of clones reveal modes of
chromosomal evolution in potato and tomato. Genetics 120:1095-1103.
Botstein, D., R.L. White, M. Skolnick and R. W. Davis. 1980. Construction of a genetic linkage map in man using restriction
fragment length polymorphisms. AIMrican JoumlJl ofHuman Genetics 32:314-331.
Burr, B.and F.A. Burr. 1991. Recombinant inbreds for molecular mapping in maize. Trends in Genetics 1:55-60.
Cowen, N.M. 1988. The use of replicated progenies in marker-based mapping of QJL's. Theoretical and Appliell Genetics
75:857-862.
Devos, K.M. and M.D. Gale. 1992. The use of random amplified polymorphic DNA markers in wheat Theor. AppL Genet.
84:567-572.
Devos, K.M., et al. 1993. Chromosomal rearrangements in the rye genome relative to that of wheat Theor. Appl Genet. 85:673-

680.
Edwards, M.D., C.W. Stuber and J.F. Wendel. 1987. Molecular-marker-facilitated investigations of quantitative-trait loci in
maize. I. Numbers, genomic distribution and types of gene action. Genetics 116: 113-125.
Edwards, M.D., T. Helentjaris, S. Wright and C.W. Stuber. 1992. Molecular-marker-facilitated investigations of quantitative trait
loci in maize. 4. Analysis based on genome saturation with isozyme and restriction fragment length polymorphism markers.
Theor. Appl Genet. 83:765-774.
Gardiner, J.M., E.H. Coe, S. Melia-Hancock, D.A. Hoisington and S. Chao. 1993. Development of a core RFLP map in maize
using an immortalized F2 population. Genetics (in press).
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Gill, K.S., E.L. Lubbers, B.S. Gill, W.J. Raupp and T.S. Cox. 1991. A genetic linkage map ofTriticum tauschii (DD) and its
relationship to the D genome of bread wheat (AABBDD). Genome 34:362-374.
Graner, A., A. Jahoor, J. Schondelmaier, H. Siedler, K. Pillen, G. Fischbeck, G. Wenzel and R.G. Herrmann. 1991. Construction
of an RFLP map of barley. Theoretical and Applied Genetics 83:250-256.
Haldane, J.B.S. 1919. The combination of linkage values, and the calculation of distances between the loci of linked factors. J.
Genet. 8:299-309.
·
Haldane, J.B.S. and C.H. Waddington. 1931. Inbree<iing and linkage. Genetics 16:357-374.
Haley, C.S. and S.A. Knott. 1992. A simple regression method for mapping quantitative trait loci in line crosses using flanking
markers. Heredity 69:315-324.
Heun, M., A.E. Kennedy, J.A. Anderson, N.L.V. Lapitan, M.E. Sorrells and S.D. Tanksley. 1991. Construction of an RFLP map
for barley (Hortkum vulgare L ). Genome 34:437-447
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A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF FINGERPRINTING TECHNIQUES AND APPLICATIONS

There is an extensive literature on this subject and the following selection should
provide you a lead into the most relevant applications of the various techniques of
fingerprinting.
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A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON COMPARATIVE MAPPING

Although we did not have the time to include the theme of comparative mapping in
the course, the selected bibliography presented below should.give you enough leads
into the literature of this important area. The bibliography was obtained from
Current Contents 1994-95 and was revised to include articles pertaining to
comparative mapping in various organisms.
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HYPERMAS

The use of molecular markers to aid in breeding selections is proving to be a
powerful tool. However, the amount of data which is generated and has to be
processed in order to make decision 'is daunting. There are complications from
missing data, considerations of recovering one parental genotype in some regions
and another in others. These types of decisions are difficult without the aid of
computer software to process the data. HyperMAS is a computer program designed
to aid in the selection of specific genotypes using molecular marker data. The
program can handle selections within a population derived from two inbred parents
over sequential generations. The basic concept is to designate a target genotype
which represents the desired outcome of selection. The program then scans the
genotypes within the population and ranks the individuals in the population based
on their similarity to the target genotype. The selected individuals can then be
further backcrossed or self pollinated in the field and the RFLP genotype data from
their progeny entered into the HyperMAS program and selected in the next
generation.
The program is designed to be used with data produced from the following software
programs: HyperMapData, HyperMUTs, and MapMaker. In order to initiate
selection using HyperMAS, a map valid for the population must be entered into the
program, including the recombination distances between markers. This map can be
generated with the MapMaker program using the molecular marker data from the
first segregating generation of the population.
Molecular marker data is entered
in HyperMapData, and exported in the MapMaker format.
Data imported into HyperMAS must be in a Tab-delimited text format. To create
this type of data file, the file exported from HyperMapData in a MapMaker format
with the ".mac " extension is converted using the HyperMUTs progralli. The
resulting text file and the MapMaker export file with extention ".txt" are both
imported into HyperMAS.
HyperMAS has two working screens: the "Genotypes for MAS" screen and the
"Marker Assisted Selection" screen. The names of the screens appear in a large
rectangular box in the upper center of their respective screens. The alternate screen
is shown as a small box in the upper left hand comer of the screen. While in the
"Genotypes for MAS" screen, the small box will appear as "MAS". While in the
"Marker Assisted Selection" screen, the small box will appear as "Genotypes". To
switch between screens simply click on the alternate screen box. Data must be
imported while in the Genotypes screen. Selections are made while in the MAS
screen by first specifying the target genotype, then after the program has calculated
the match of each individual's genotype to the target a list is generated of the
individuals in the population in order of those most like the target down to those
least like the target. Diagrams of all of the individuals can be drawn by the program
by selecting "Draw Genome". These diagrams can be viewed by clicking on ''View
Genomes" and the diagrams can be printed by clicking on "Print Genomes".
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Data Loadini ......
Load data while in the "Genotypes for MAS" screen. Click on the "New" box in
the upper right hand comer. Designate the name of the new population in the blank
line directly below the "Genotypes for MAS" box. Click on "Load Data" and find the
text file in the menu which contains the data you wish to import.
Once data is loaded, the screen can be switched to the MAS screen to begin
making selections. Click on the MAS button in the top left hand comer. A new
selection card must be used for each generation or population. Click on "New" in the
upper right hand comer and enter the name of the population . The program will
ask if you want to copy loci from a previous generation. If you are selecting in a
sequential generation, you will want to copy the loci from the previous generation.
Then click on Load data, and select the name of the data as you imported it in the
genotype section.
Creatini a Tariet Genotype:
Once the data is loaded you can designate or edit the target genotype by
clicking on "Edit Target". Each locus in the map can be assigned as homozygous
parent "A" (recurrent genome), homozygous parent "B" (donor genome), or
heterozygous. If for example you want to introgress a particular region associated
with resistance from a donor parent into an elite line, then assign the loci in that
region as either homozygous (if from selfed plants) or heterozygous (if froµi
backcrossed plants) donor parent "B" and then designate the rest of the loci in
genome as homozygous recurrent parent "A".
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HyperMapData, Version 1.6, is a collection of HyperCard stacks which allow the entry, verification,
preliminary statistical analysis and export of molecular genotypic and field phenotypic data. The entire
package consists of the following six stacks.
•

HMD1 .6 Installer

a stack for the creation and linking of new
HyperMapData version 1.6 stacks and for the
transfer of data between existing stacks

•

BLANK Map0ata1 .6

a blank HyperMapData Version 1.6 stack for
storing genotypic data

•

BLANK TraitData1 .6

a blank HyperMapData Version 1.6 stack for
storing phenotypic trait data

• MapData Snd/E

a stack containing English sound resources for
use by HyperMapData

• MapData Snd/F

a stack containing French sound resources for
use by HyperMapData

• MapData Snd/S

a stack containing Spanish sound resources for
use by HyperMapData

A detailed explanation on the analysis of genetic data is beyond the scope of this manual; however, the
manual will describe the general features and use of HyperMapData for data entry, verification, analysis
and export.

General Hardware/Software Requirements
While the Macintosh system is generally less demanding of specific hardware and software requirements
for the operation of various programs, HyperMapData stacks do require Version 2.1 (or higher) of
HyperCard™ or HyperCard™ Player. It is also recommended that HyperCard be allotted at least 1.5 MB
of RAM. Hardware requirements/suggestions are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Macintosh II series computer
Keyboard with Numeric Keypad (or separate keypad)
Color or B/W Monitor
8+ MB RAM
100+ MB hard drive is recommended
Laser printer (optional)

It is assumed that the user of HyperMapData stacks is knowledgable about the Macintosh operating
system and has had some experience with HyperCard stacks. Conventions used throughout this manual
include the following:

< >
[ )

indicate the name of a button or field to click on; and
indicate the label ·of a field in which data can be entered.
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Creating A New HyperMapData Stack
It is assumed that you have installed the correct version of HyperCard and indicated the appropriate
pathnames for HyperCard to use in searching for stacks. For the use of HyperMapOata, all of the above
stacks must be installed in one of the pathlists for HyperCard, although not necessarily in the same folder.
It is often convenient to store the installer and sound stacks in a folder separate from your MapData and
·
TraitData stacks.

Double-click on the "HMD1.6 Installer"
stack. This stack will allow the user to
create new HyperMapOata stacks.
Generally, it is best to create a new
stack for each population to be
analyzed. To create a new set of
stacks for data, simply click on
<Create a New Data Stack> and enter
a name for the new stack when
requested.
Note that both a
"MapData1 .s• and a "TraitData1 .s•
stack are created. Both of these
stacks must begin with the same name
(ending in either "MapData1 .s· or
"Trait0ata1 .6") in order to be properly
linked. If no trait data are to be
entered, the "TraitData1 .s• stack can
be deleted. Once the new stacks are
created, you may wish to click on
<Install HyperMapData Buttons> to
create a button in another stack which
is linked to the new HyperMapOata
stacks.
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If you would like to transfer data from
an existing stack to a new stack, click
on <Transfer Data Between Stacks>.
You may transfer either MapData or
TraitData. If you are transferring
MapData, you will be requested for the
items to be transferred (population
information, blot formats, locus data,
verification data, or export .formats).
Select the items to transfer from the
menu, or click on <All> to transfer all
items. You will then be requested to
indicate from which stack and to which
stack the data should be transfered. If
the new stack contains additional fields
that did not exist in a previous version,
these fields will either be left blank or a
default value will be entered.

Select all backgrounds to be transferred·-

EHport Fmts
Locus Date
Pop Info
uer1nc11t1on Data

Cancel
-~...,;-.
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Using HyperMapData Stacks
The following sections will guide you through the operation of the HyperMapData stacks. If you have
installed a button in HyperCard™'s HOME stack or another stack linked to your HyperMapData stacks,
click on it to go to the desired HyperMapData stack, otherwise you will need to double-click on the desired
stack or open it from within HyperCard.

The opening screen will be displayed for a
few minutes while the program is loading.
Note that the stack is distributed free-ofcharge. As such, you are free to distribute
the stack to others; however, you may not
protect the stack in any way nor charge for
the copies. In addition, CIMMYT will only be
able to provide corrections and updates to
those users which are registered in our
database. Therefore, if you do provide it to
others, we request that you have them
provide us with their address, etc. for our
records.

R Genetic S11gr11gatlan Entrg
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Clicking on the <?> button located in the top
right corner of all cards will display an
abbreviated set of instructions on the use of
HyperMapData. These instructions will
guide you through creating a new data stack
and outline the process of entering new
formats and genotypic and phenotypic data.
If you would like to print the instructions, click
on <Print>. To return to the data cards, click
on the reverse arrow in the upper right
comer.
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After the stack is loaded, the
Population Information card will be
displayed. At the bottom of the card
are six buttons: <Pop Info>,
<Locus Data>, < B I o t F m t s >,
<Trait Data>, <Export Fmts> and
<Quit>. Clicking on any one of the left
five buttons moves you to the last card
viewed of that type or clicking on
<Quit> allows you to close the stack.

Ectt Pop l•f•

Expert-·

Briefly, the various types of cards and
the options available on each are as follows.
Pop Info

a card for storage of the population name, population type, names of
parents, notes about population and summaries for the loci and traits
stored in the stacks (MapData and TraitData) - options include: export
locus and trait data to various file types; and update and print
summaries of loci entered;

Locus Data

cards for storage of the segregation data for each blot - options include:
create, print and delete cards; enter and edit genotypic data; verify
entered data; divide co-dominant locus into separate dominant loci or
merge two dominant loci jnto one co-dominant locus (if population type
allows); and enter notes on that particular blot;

Blot Fmts

cards for storage of each blot format (individual in each lane of gel) used
in the stack - options include: create, rename and delete formats;
enter and edit format; various diagnostics including checking for
duplicate formats, comparing two formats, and determining usage of
formats;

Trait Data

cards for storage of trait data to be combined with genotypic data (note
that this data is stored in a separate stack) - options include: create
and delete traits; enter and edit trait information; enter and edit trait data;
and

Export Fmts

cards for storage of the order and individuals to use for exporting locus
and trait information - options include: create, rename and delete
formats; enter and edit formats.
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To enter/modify the population information displayed
click on <Edit Pop Info>. The Population Info Entr-Y
dialog box will be displayed to allow you to enter/change
the description of the population, the names of the
parents and the population type. Currently, the program
supports the following types of populations.

PDPULRTI ON I NFD ENTRY
Populetlon

Puent II

Populetlon Type

I

•I

Parent 8

I

Cancel

F2
Al

I

OIC

DH
(AxB] x A
[AxB] x B
[AxB] x C

UP ORTE DPTI DNS
summerlH To Upd1te

Loci To UH

181 Locus
181Trelt

181v'v'
181v'

Once the information is correct click on <-OK>. Clicking
on <Cancel> exits without making any changes.
To create summaries of locus and/or trait data stored in
the stack(s), click on <Update Summary>. The Update
Options dialog box will be displayed allowing you to
select which type of summary to update - locus and/or
trait - and which quality of loci to use. [See Locus Card
section on the types of locus qualities] When all
selections are made, click on <Update> to create new
summaries. Clicking on <Cancel> exits without changing
the current summaries.

1811
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Cancel
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I
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After scanning all of the locus data cards (and trait data
cards, if the update trait summaries option is selected),
the information will be sorted by locus and printed. At the
top will be printed general information on the quality of
loci selected, the date the summary was updated, the
total number of locus data cards in the stack, the actual
number used in the summary (may be less due to locus
quality and/or blank data cards), and the total number of
loci. Information on each locus data card will then be
printed according to the format indicated. If more than
one locus data card was found for the same locus
designator, a summary will be printed (lines preceeded by
a "•") with the sum of the segregation data for all of the
locus data cards. It is important to note that the
summaries are only updated when you click on <Update
Summary> and not when new information is entered into
the stack.
To print the summaries, click on <Print Summaries>.
The Print Options dialog box will be displayed allowing
you to select the type of summary to print and whether to
print to the printer or a file. Click on <Print> to print
selected summaries to selected output, or <Cancel> to
exit dialog without printing.

1811

EHport Format
Demo

Cancel

(AxB) ®
Recombinant Inbred
Doubled Haploid
Backcross to parent A
Backcross to parent B
Backcross to parent C

•I

I

EHPORT

I

To export locus and/or trait data, click on <Export Data>.
The Export Options dialog box will be displayed allowing
you to select the export type, file type, data to export, loci
quality to use and the export format.
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Currently supported export types include:
Locus Data

one file is created containing the following information (tab-delimited) for
each locus data card contained in the stack: locus, locus type, reader,
hyb date, blot, blot format, date entered, date updated, verifier, date
verified, data quality, and segregation information. The file can be
loaded into a spreadsheet such as Excel for sorting and printing as
desired.

MapMaker

three files will be created with the following file extensions:

.TXT

an ASCII text file containing the stackname, date exported, number of
loci and traits exported, the export format, a cross-reference list of loci
aliases and loci, and a cross-reference list of trait aliases and traits. The
file will also contain a list of any errors encountered while exporting, such
as a missing blot format, or equal number of lanes in locus data and blot
format. This file is used by several other HyperCard stacks to obtain the
actual locus and trait names and population individuals to substitute in
place of the abbreviated ones used by MapMaker.

.MAC

an ASCII file containing genotypic data as required for input into
MapMaker V2.0 running on the Macintosh system. Actual locus names
as entered in the MapData stack are trimmed to all characters left of the
"#" and then exported. No trait data are exported .

.RAW

an ASCII file containing genotypic and, if selected, phenotypic data as
required for input into MapMaker V3.0 running on the IBM, Sun or VAX
operating system. This file must be first processed by the processfile
command of MapMaker in order to create the proper files for actual use .
in MapMaker and MapMaker-QTL. Each line of data is terminated by a
Carriage Return (13) and linefeed (1 O) character as required by the IBM,
Sun and VAX. The .RAW extension is also the default extension for the
processfile command.

JoinMap

one file is created for input into JoinMap, Version 1.0. No phenotypic
data is exported.

ANOVA

one file is created which is formatted for input into SAS for ANOVA
analysis and calculation of genotypic class means. A copy of the SAS
program is included in the Appendix.

For each of the export types except "Locus Data•, you can select the file type (Mac+Sun, Mac only, or
Sun only); the type of data to export (RFLP or Trait); the loci quality to use [see Locus Card section for
description of locus qualities]; and the export format to use.
Once the required information is selected, click on <Export> and enter desired filename. Click on
<Cancel> to exit without exporting any information. If no export format has been selected and is required,
an error message will be displayed.
If this is a new stack, the next step after entering the Population Information would be to enter one or
more Blot Formats. Therefore, click on <Blot Fmts> at the bottom of the card - otherwise, click on
desired card type. If any required information about the population has not been entered, an error
message will be displayed with the missing data listed. Enter the missing data before attempting to leave
card.
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To create a new blot format, click on
<New Format>. If the card contains a
format, you will be asked if you want to
duplicate the current format or create a
new one. Sometimes, the difference
between two formats is only one or two
lanes and by duplicating the current
format and then changing the required
lanes, a new format can be created
quickly. You will then be asked to
enter the name of the format • try to
keep it fairly short (<15 characters) and
such that it will be apparent which
format to select when entering locus
data. If you want to change the
current name of the format, click on
<Rename> and enter the new name.
In both cases, once a name has been
entered, the program will check that
the name does not exist. If it is used for another blot format, an error message will be displayed and you
will be asked to enter another name.
Once the name has been entered, click on <Gel Layout> to enter the number of lanes per comb and
number of combs in the format. Up to 30 lanes per comb and 4 combs per format can be selected. The
layout displayed on each locus data card will be modified to match the information entered in the gel
layout. Unless absolutely required, it is best to use only one gel layout per stack since the layot.Jt will be
changed whenever a locus data card is displayed. While not interfering with the overall operation of the
stack, the constant re-drawing of the card background will result in somewhat slower operation.

BLOT FDRMRT ENTRY
Current Blot format

Once the gel layout has been designated, click on
<Enter I Edit> to enter and/or edit the blot format. The
Blot Format Entry dialog box will be displayed which is
used to enter and edit all blot format data. Each line of the
format will consist of the following:
lane number: individual.

The types of individuals are: PA (Parent A), PB (Parent B),
F1 (Hybrid/Heterozygote), MW (Molecular Weight), Extra
(duplicate or extra lane, will not be used when exporting),
Ruto·EnterlndlfS )
Skip (skip lane when entering data), and Pop (individual in
( Menuel·Enter Indus )
population • usually designated by a number). Before the
individuals can be entered, the number of lanes must be
entered. To insert lanes, enter the desired number of
lanes in the [Insert? entries] field, select the lane in the
format to insert the lanes before or after, and click on <Before> or <AfteD.
Once the lanes have been entered, designate the non-population lanes. Select one or more lanes (using
the SHIFT or COMMAND key) in the format, then click on either <PA>, <PB>, <f1>, <MW>, <Extra> or
<Skip> to designate. Once each lane has been designated, enter the individuals of the populations. If
the individuals are designated as consecutive numbers, select the lanes to designate, click on
<Auto-Enter lndvs> and enter starting individual number. Each pop lane in the designated range will be
assigned a consecutive number starting with the number entered. Usually, by selecting one or more
ranges of lanes and using the auto-enter feature, the majority of the individuals can be entered. If you
want to enter each lane individually, select a range of lanes an~ click on <Manual-Enter lndvs>. You will
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be prompted to enter the individual for each pop lane in the range selected. This option is also used to
correct a single lane. To delete lanes, select the lane(s) to be deleted in the format (hold down the SHIFT
key to select several lanes in a row or the COMMAND key to select non-consecutive lanes) and the click
on <Delete>. Once all lanes have been entered and are correct, click on <DONE> to exit.

A number of diagnostic options are provided to analyze the
blot format.
Click on <Diagnostics> to display the
Diagnostic Options dialog box, then click on the desired
Compare Twa Formats
option.
To compare two formats, click on
Check for DupllcatH
<Compare
Two
Formats> and select from the list the format
Calculate # of UsH
to compare this one with. If no differences are found, you will
cancel
I
I
be so informed; otherwise, a list of the differences will be
displayed. Click on <Check For Duplicates> to check if any
of the entered blot formats is a duplicate of the current one. A
dialog box will be displayed indicating the number of duplicate
blots found. Finally, click on <Calculate # of Uses> to determine the number of times this format has
been used in the currently entered locus cards. A dialog box will be displayed with the number of uses.

DIAGNOSTIC OPTIONS

To delete the format, click on <Delete Format>. You will be asked if want to delete the format.
To navigate within the blot formats, either cliok on the left or right arrow to go the previous or next format.
You can also click on <BLOT FORMATS> to display a list of all available formats. If you want a printed
copy of the format for verification or for your records, select "Print Field" under the File Menu and choose
Format. Select the desired format and click on <OK> to view. After you have entered one or more blot
formats, you are ready to enter locus data. Click on <Locus Data>.
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Enter new locus ...

. ________..
Probe

Cancel

I

~ch_r_.....,

~'?-~
OK

To create a new locus data card, click
on <New Card>. A list of previously
· entered loci will be displayed. At
CIMMYT, we have standardized locus
names for MapData stacks to include
the probe name followed by a "@" and
the chromosome on which the locus is
located. If the chromosome is not
known, a "?" is used and if more than
one chromosome location is known for
the probe, each chromosome is listed,
separated by a •r. The program then
adds a "#" and a consecutive number
after the probe designation for each
band (allele pair) entered. In this way,
it is not necessary to know the exact
locus designator when first entering
the blot data - something that is often
difficult with duplicate loci. If ttie
required probe has not been entered,
click on <New Probe> and enter the
desired probe name (along with
chromosomes) .

I

Next, click on the [Type] field and
select the locus type. Three types of
loci can be designated: Dominant PA,
Dominant PB, and Co-Dominant. For
F2 populations, the three types are self-explanatory. For the other types of populations, a Co-Dominant
locus is defined as one in which both alleles at the locus can be determined, as opposed to the case
when the polymorphism is the presence/absence of the allele. In this latter case, Dominant PA indicates
the presence of the band in Parent A (and absence in Parent B); Dominant PB indicates the presence of
the band in Parent B (and absence in Parent A).
Enter new hybrldlzetlon dete •••
011y

Month

1::31
Cancel

YHr

··~

(

OK

J

ORTA ENTRY OPTI DNS
[

Enter New Date

[

Continue Entry

[

Edit Date
Flip Parents

[ C11lcul•t• Genotype.- )

I

Cancel

I

Next click on the fields [Reader], [Hyb Date] and [Blot) and either
select a previously entered reader, hyb date or blot, or click on
<New One> to enter a new one. For consistency, hyb dates are
entered as DO MMM YY (e.g. 2 Jan 94, 20 Apr 94). Also, blot
names cannot contain commas. Finally, click on the [Blot Format]
field and select the required blot format from the list. No option to
enter a new one is provided. If the blot format has not been
entered, you will need to click on <Blot Fmts> at the bottom of the
card to go to the blot format cards and enter a new format.
Once all of the above information has been entered, click on
<Enter/Cale> to enter locus data. If one or more fields have not
been entered, a dialog box will be displayed listing the missing
data. Click on the required field and enter the missing data. If all
data is entered, the Data Entry Options dialog box will be
displayed. Click on <Enter New Data> to start entering data from
lane 1. If data has been previously entered, a dialog box will be
displayed warning that you are about to overwrite existing data.
Click on <Yes> to continue or <No> if you do not wish to overwrite
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the data. You will then be prompted to enter the data for each lane in the format designated as a parent,
F1, MW, extra or pop individual. Lanes designated as Skip will be skipped. To enter the data, the "1" and
"O" keys are used. For co-dominant loci, a "1 • indicates the presence of the upper (higher MW) band and
a "O", the presence of the lower (lower MW) band. A heterozygote (presence of both bands) would be
entered as "1 o• (or "01 "). Once the correct data has been entered, click on the <Enter> or <Return> key.
To enter a missing lane (no bands), simply press <Enter> or <Return>. Due to program limitations, care
must be taken to not enter the data for a lane prior to being prompted for it. In order to provide immediate
feedback of the data entered, one or more tones will be sounded based on the data entered. Two high
pitched tones indicate missing data, one slightly lower pitch indicates the upper band, an even lower pitch
indicates the lower band, and the lower plus the higher pitch tones indicate both bands. If a mistake is
made, simply continue entering lanes until all lanes have been entered and then select the <Edit Data>
option to correct one or more lanes. Data entry will stop when all lanes designated in the blot format have
been entered, or you may exit at any time by clicking on <Cancel> when prompted for a lane.
If you terminated data entry prematurely, you can continue at the next lane by clicking on
<Continue Entry> in the Data Entry Options. You will be prompted for the next blank lane and will
continue entering data as above. To correct any lane already entered, click on <Edit Data>. You will be
prompted for the lane for edit and then for the correct lane data. To exit the edit routine, click on
<Cancel> when prompted for a lane to edit.
If it is determined that the banding patterns entered for the two parents are incorrect (i.e. reversed), click
on <Flip Parents> to reverse the parental patterns (i.e. from upper to lower band). This action will affect
all cards of the same locus. If you wish to recalculate the genotypes for the current locus card, click on
<Calculate Genotypes>. Note that genotypes are automatically calculated after entering or editing
genotypic data.

After all the genotypes have been entered it is often desired
to verify the entered genotypes. Click on <Verification> to
display the Verification Options. Three options are provided:
reading back of entered data, entry by a second reader, or
checking for the entry of the same individual and same locus
on another locus card. Perhaps the simplest method of data
verification is reading the entered data back.

UERIFICRTION OPTIONS
Reed Baell: 01t1
( Enter by Second Reeder )
( Checll: for Oupllutlon1

I

)

I

cancel

AERO OPTIONS
D11t1 To Reed

L11ngu1g1

Sp11d

® Rew D11t1
O Ganotyp11

® Englllll1
0 French

@F11t
QSlllW
Q PIUll~

Q Spenl1h
Stertlng Lane

~

(

Cenclt

) (

Reed

J

To select this option, click on <Read Back Data> and the
Read Options dialog box will be displayed. It is possible to
read either the raw data (as upper, lower, both, or missing
bands) or genotypes (as A, B, C, D, H, or missing). You can
also select one of three different languages to use and the
speed to read. The "Paused" option will stop after each lane
until the <Enter> or <Return> key has been pressed. You
can also enter the starting lane number (default is Lane 1).
Once all the desired options are selected, click on <Read> to
start reading the data. The raw data or genotypes will be
read in the language selected for each lane. At the end of
each comb, a tone will be sounded as a reference point.
Reading will continue until all entered data has been read.

A second method of verification is to enter the data by a second reader and then compare the two sets for
any differences.
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To select this option, click on
<Enter by Second Reader>. A
verification data card will be displayed.
All locus information will be duplicated
from the original locus data card,
except for the Verifier. To enter, click
on the [Verifier] field and either select
"'the name from the list of already
entered names, or enter a new name.
Once the verifier is designated, click on
<Enter/Edit> to display the Verify
Entry Options. The three options,
Enter New Data, Continue Entry, and
Edit Data, operate the same as those
for entry of locus data on the original
card. Once all of the data has been
entered, you can click on <Read
Back> to read the entered data back in
the same manner as described for the
original data card. Once the data is
determined to be correct, click on
UERIFY ENTRY OPTIONS
<Verify> to determine any differences
Enter New Date
between the data entered on the
verification card and that of the original
::==C=on=t=ln=ue=E=nt:::ry:::::::::)
Edit Dete
locus card.
If no difference are
I
dialog
box will be displayed
detected,
a
Cancel
I
I
informing you of such and you will be
returned to the original locus data card.
In addition, the "Quality" field will be
changed to •..J..J• to indicate that the
locus data has been doubled-checked.
Lene(1) where "RI· • "R2":
If differences are found, a dialog box
will be displayed containing the list of
Select correct
entry ...
Lene 7: D • 1
differences found.
Select each
Lene 9: 10 •O
Rl[..__o_e_u•_ _.
difference
listed
and
then
click on the
Lane 11: - • o
<R1
>
to
changed
the
desired
action:
.Lane 12: - • O
..__
Lane 13: - • 10
Oeue 2
R2 I
entry for reader 2 (verifier) to that of
Lane 14: - • 10
reader 1; <R2> to changed the entry
Lane 15: - • o
Mining
Lene 16: - • 10
for reader 1 to that of reader 2
Lene 17: - • O
(verifier); <Missing> to change both
( Don't Correct )
entries to ·-· (missing); or <Don't
Correct> to remove from list of
I DONE I
corrections without correcting. Once
all of the differences have been
handled, click on <DONE> to exit the
dialog and return to the original data
card. If you exit the dialog prior to handling all of the differences, a dialog box stating that the verification
is not complete will be displayed. When you click on <OK> you will remain on the verification card. You
can either click on <Verify> to continue with the differences or <Return> to return to the original locus
data card. In this latter case, the "Quality" field will not be changed to indicate that the locus data has
been verified.

_____

The last method of data verification is the check for duplications. To select, click on
<Check for Duplications> and a list of all loci with the same probe designation will be displayed. Select
the one to use for comparison and click on <This One> or click on <The Same> to use only those locus
data cards with exactly the same locus designation. If no duplications exist, a message will be displayed,
otherwise a list of the duplications will be displayed.
Often it is easier to initially enter locus data as individual_bands (alleles) as present/absent, then
determine the allelic nature of the various pairs. Since co-dominant data is more 'informative for most
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genetic analyses, it is desirable to combine the various "dominant• alleles into their respective "codominant• loci. This can be accomplish by clicking on <Divide/Merge> and selecting the <Merge>
option. A list of possible loci to use will be displayed. Select the appropriate one (must be a dominant
locus of opposite type) and a new locus data card will be created and the two dominant loci combined into
a single co-dominant pattern. If verification cards exist for both dominant loci, a verification card for the
new co-dominant locus will also be created. The new locus will be designated with the same probe
designation followed by the two locus numbers separated by a•+• (e.g. UMC100@?#1+2).
If is also possible to divide a co-dominant locus into two separate dominant loci. Click on
<Divide/Merge> and select the <Divide> option. Two new locus data cards will be created, containing
the two separate banding patterns (alleles) present on the original co-dominant locus card. If a
verification card existed for the co-dominant locus, verification cards for each of the two new locus cards
will be created. The new loci will be designated with the same probe designation followed by a ".1" or •.2"
(e.g. UMC100@?#1.1 and UMC100@?#1.2).
If desired, information about the current locus data card can be entered into the "Notes• field by clicking
on <Show Notes>. A notes field will be displayed for entry of the desired information (e.g. poor signal,
needs checking, etc.). To hide the "NOTES" field, click on <Hide Notes>. If any text has been entered, a
small dot (•) will be displayed in the upper right comer of the "Show Notes• button to indicated that a note
is available.
~ll'Hi

Blet ronnet o... , .....

l-1 : 1
l-2 : 2
L-3 : 3
l1M4 : 4
L-5 : 5

l_,,,
L-7 : 7
l-8:8
L-9:9
l-10:10
l-11 : 11
L-12:12
l-13 : 13
l-14 : 14
l-15 : 15
L-16 : 16
l-17 : 17
l-18 : 18
l-19 : 19
L-20:20
L-21:21
L-22:22
L-23 : 23

To view the blot format designated for this data card, click on <Show Format>.
A new window will be created with the name of the format and format listing
displayed. To close the blot format window, click on the "Close Box• in the
upper left comer. The total number of windows that can be open at any one
time depends upon the system and memory size.
To print this locus data card or all cards, click on <Print Card> and select the
desired option. The card printed will resemble the one on the screen. To delete
the current locus data card, click on <Delete Card>. You will prompted whether
you really want to delete the card or not.

To navigate between the various locus data cards entered in the stack, you can
either click on the left or right arrow to go to the next or previous locus data card
or click on <Go To> to display a list of all available loci. Select the desired locus
and click on <This One> to display. You can also click on <FIND> to display
the HyperCard find dialog box and enter the desired text to find (in any field on
any locus data card). This last option is useful for finding information in the
"NOTES" field. Finally, the locus data cards are stored in the order entered. If you prefer to have them
sorted by the locus, click on <SORT> and the stack will be sorted by the "Locus• field. This sorting does
not affect any of the export options, only changes the order the locus data card will be displayed when the
left and right arrows are clicked.
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Before any locus data can be exported,
one or more export formats must be
:::
P•mt A
entered. From any card, click on
<Export Fmta> at the bottom of the
card to go to the export format cards.
To create a new export format, click on
<New Format>. If the card contains a
format, you will be asked if you want
duplicate the current format or create a
new one. Sometimes, the difference
between two formats is only one or two
lines and by duplicating the current
format and then changing the required
lines, a new format can be created
quickly. You will be asked to enter the
name of the format - try to keep in fairly
short (<15 characters) and such that it
will be apparent which format to select
when exporting locus data. If you
want to change the current name of the
format, click on <Rename> and enter
the new name. In both cases, once a name has been entered, the program will check that the name does
not exist. If it is used for another export format, you will so informed and asked to enter another name.
.··.

Once the name has been entered, click on <Enter I Edit>
to enter and/or edit the export format. The dialog box
displayed is used to enter and edit all export format data.
Ea~h line of the format consists of the following:

EHPDRT FDRMRT ENTRY

Line number> Individual.

Auto-Enter Indus
( Menuel-Enter lndue J

l

DONE

I

The types of individuals are: PA (Parent A), PB (Parent B),
F1 (Hybrid/Heterozygote) or an individual in population usually designated by a number. Before the individuals
can be entered, the number of entries must be entered.
To insert entries; enter the desired number in the
[Insert ? entrlea] field, select the line in the format to
insert the entries before or after, and click on <Before> or
<After>. To delete entries, select the line(s) to be deleted
in the format (hold down the SHIFT key to select several
lines in a row or the COMMAND key to select nonconsecutive lines) and the click on <Delete>.

Once the entries have been entered, designate the nonpopulation entries. Select one or more lines (using the SHIFT or COMMAND key) in the format, then click
on either <PA>, <PB>, <F1 > to designate. Use the <Pop> option to remove a non-population
designation. Once all non-population entries have been designated, enter the individuals of the
populations. If the individuals are designated as consecutive numbers, select the lines to designate, click
on <Auto-Enter ,lndvs> and enter the starting individual number. Each pop lane in the designated range
will be assigned a consecutive number starting with the number entered. Usually, by selecting one or
more ranges of lanes and using the auto-enter feature, the majority of the individuals can be entered. If
you want to enter each lane individually, select a range of lanes and click on <Manual-Enter lndvs>.
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You will be prompted to enter the individual for each pop lane in the range selected. This option is also
used to correct a single lane. Once all lanes have been entered and are correct, click on <DONE> to exit.
Another short-cut for entering the format is to not enter any entries, but simply click on either
<Auto-Enter lndvs> or <Manual-Enter lndvs>. If you select the Auto-Enter option, you will be prompted
for the starting and ending individual's number. Then a format will be written starting and ending as
entered. If the Manual-Enter option is chosen, you will be prompted to enter each individual's number
until you click on <Cancel>. Each successive individual will be stored in the next entry number (starting
with #1).
To delete the format, click on <Delete Format>. You will be asked if want to delete the format.
To navigate within the export formats, either click on the left or right arrow to go the previous or next
format. You can also click on <EXPORT FORMATS> to display a list of all available formats. Select the
desired format and click on <OK> to view.

©-33
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If the genotypic data in the MapData
stack is to be correlated with
phenotypic data, you can enter the trait
data in the TraitData stack of the same
name as the genotypic data stack. To
go to the TraitData stack, click on
<Trait Data> at the bottom of any card.
To create a new trait data card, click on
<New Trait>. If the card contains trait
data, you will be asked if you want to
duplicate the current trait or create a
new one (this does not duplicate the
trait data, only the information in the ·
"Trait", "Trial" and "Rep" fields). A
dialog box will be displayed with the
current trait information. Remember
that each trait data card must have an
unique name (made by combining the
information in the "Trait", "Trial" and
"Rep" fields), so you will need to
change the data in at least one of the
fields, if this was duplicated from a
previous trait data card. If you want to
change the current trait information,
click on <Trait Info> to display the
Trait lnfomratlon Entry dialog box
and enter the desired information in
one of the three fields. In both cases,
once the information has been entered,
the program will check that the trait
data card name does not exist. If it is
used for another card, an error
message will be displayed and you will
be asked to change the information

~

.

. .

TRRIT INFORMATION ENTRY
Trait
Trl11I

Replication

Cancel

(

OK

J

TRAIT ORTA ENTRY
Current Trait D11t11

Once the trait information has been
entered, click on <Enter / ·Edit> to
enter and/or edit the trait data. The
dialog box displayed is used to enter
and edit all trait data. Each line of the
trait data consists of the following:
Entry number> Individual: Trait data.
The types of individuals are: PA
(Parent A), PB (Parent B), F1
(Hybrid/Heterozygote) or Pop
(individual in population - usually
designated by a number). Before the individual's trait data can be entered, the number of entries and
individuals must be entered. To insert entries, enter the desired number in the [Insert? entries] field,
select the line in the format to insert the entries before or after, and click on <Before> or <After>. To
delete entries, select the line(s) to be deleted in the format (hold down the SHIFT key to select several
lines in a row or the COMMAND key to select non-consecutive lines) and the click on <Delete>.

m-3Lf.
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Once the entries have been entered, designate the non-population entries. Select one or more lines
(using the SHIFT or COMMAND key) in the format, then click on either <PA>, <PB>, <F1> to designate.
Use the <Pop> option to remove a non-population designation. Once all non-population entries have
been designated, enter the individuals of the populations. If the individuals are designated as consecutive
numbers, select the lines to designate, click on <Auto-Enter lndvs> and enter the starting individual
number. Each pop lane in the designated range will be assigned a consecutive number starting with the
number entered. Usually, by selecting one or more ranges of lanes and using the auto-enter feature, the
majority of the individuals can be entered. If you want to enter each lane individually, select a range of
lanes and click on <Manual-Enter lndvs>. You will be prompted to enter the individual for each pop lane
in the range selected. This option is also useful to correct a single lane. Once all lanes have been
entered and are correct, click on <DONE> to exit.
Another short-cut for entering the individuals is to not enter any entries, but simply click on either
<Auto-Enter lndvs> or <Manual-Enter lndvs>. If you select the Auto-Enter option, you will be prompted
for the starting and ending individual's number. Then a format will be written starting and ending as
entered. If the Manual-Enter option is chosen, you will be prompted to enter each individual's number
until you click on <Cancel>. Each successive individual will be stored in the next entry number (starting
with #1).
Once the individuals have been entered, select the entries to enter trait data for, click on
- <Manual-Enter Data> and enter each individual's trait data when prompted. This option is useful for
editing one or more individual's trait data.
Two other options are provided for entry of frait data. If you have copied the current trait data to the
clipboard, click on <Paste From Clipboard> to copy the data from the clipboard into the Current Trait
Data field. The data in the clipboard can consist of either the individual and the trait data separated by
either a TAB or COMMA; or the entry, individual and trait data separated by either a TAB or COMMA.
Once copied into the field, the data will be reformatted to match the required format. If the data • as
formatted for the clipboard • is stored in an ASCII textfile, click on the <Load From ASCII File> and select
the desired filename to load the data from. As with loading from the clipboard, the data. will be
reformatted to the correct format once loaded into the field. If any of the data needs to be corrected, you
can select the required entry and click on <Manual-Enter Data> to correct.
To delete the trait data, click on <Delete Trait>. You will be asked if want to delete the data.
To navigate within the trait data cards, either click on the left or right arrow to go the previous or next trait
data card. You can also click on <TRAIT DATA> to display a list of all available trait data cards. Select
the desired card and click on <01<> to view.

CONGRATULATIONS! You have completed the instructions for all card types of the HyperMapData
stacks. You now know how to create new formats and data cards, and to enter data on the different types
of cards. All that is left is to enter your blot (and field) data. You will then be able to verify the data,
evaluate the segregation of the genotypic data, and, most importantly, export the data in various form~ts
for input into the various statistical packages for development of linkage maps and correlation analysis.
Other HyperCard stacks have been developed which allow the processing of the output data from
MapMaker and SAS programs as well as the display of graphical genotypes for marker-assisted breeding
purposes. Copies of these stacks are available from the author.

Finally, good luck in your mapping efforts!
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Appendices - SAS Programs for ANOVA of genotypic and phenotypic data exported from HyperMapData
stacks.
Program I - Calculate and print in tabluar form the •A•, "B" and "H" genotypic class means
/********************************************************/
I*

ABL SAS LIBRARY

/*
/* QTLMEANSF2.SA;S - Calculation of <ll'L means for A, B,
/*
and H genotypes, printed by locus in
I*
tabular format.
I*
/* INPUT FORMAT (each item separated by 1 space):
/*
Locust Genotype Trtl Trt2 Etc.
/*
1 A 4.5 6.8 0.01
/* EXAMPLE:

1 B 5.1 7.1 0.05
1 H 3.1 7.5 0.10
2 B 5.1 7.1 0.05

/*

/*
/*
/*
/* NOTE:
/*

/*
/*

HyperMapData stacks will create the correctly
formatted datafile using the export option
•ANJVA • • The SAS program will convert all
H's to AB's. The user must modify first line
of the program (%LET N=??) to indicate the
total number of traits to be analyzed~

*I
*I
*/
*/
*I
*I
*/
*/
*/

*I
*I
*I
*I
*/
*/
*/

*I
*/

/*
*/
/*
*/
/********************************************************/

%LET N=lO;
%MACRO varlist(Nl,N2);
%00 W=&Nl %TO &N2;
T&W E&W
%END;
%MEND varlist;
%MACRO table;
%00 X=l %TO &N %BY 5;
%LET Y=&X+5;
%IF &Y>&N %THEN %LET Y=&N;
PROC print noobs round;
var L G _FREQ_ %varlist (&X, &Y) ;
%END;
%MEND table;
I* ACTUAL SAS PROGRAM Sl'ARTS HERE *I

DATA raw;
infile datafile;
input L G$ tl-t&N;
if G="H" then G="AB";
PROC sort;
by L G;

PROC means noprint;
by L G;

var tl-t&N;
output out=means rnean=tl-t&N stderr=el-e&N;
PROC sort data=means;
by L G;

%table

ID-3'-.
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Program II - Calculate and print in tabluar form the "A" and "B• genotypic class means
/********************************************************/

I*

*I
*I

/ * QTLMEANSBC . SAS - Calculation of QTL means for A and
/*
B genotypes (BC, RILs,i, printed by

*/
*/

ABL SAS LIBRARY

/*

I*

locus in tabular format.

I*

*/
*I

INPUT FORMAT (each item separated by 1 space):
Locust Genotype Trtl Trt2 Etc.

/*
/*
/*

/* EXAMPLE:
I*

I*
I*
/* NOTE:
/*

/*
/*

1 A 4.5 6.8 0.01
1 B 5.1 7.1 0.05
2 B 5.1 7.1 0.05

HyperMapData stacks will create the correctly
formatted datafile using the export option
·~OVA".
The user must modify first line
of the program (%LET N=??) to indicate the
total number of traits to be analyzed.

*/
*/

*/
*/

*I
*/
*I
*/
*/

*/
*/

/*
*/
/ ********************************************************/

%LET N=l;
%MACRO varlist(Nl,N2);
%00 W=&Nl %TO &N2;
T&W E&W
%END;

%MEND varlist;
%MACRO table;
%00 X=l %TO &N %BY 5;
%LET Y=&X+5;
%IF &Y>&N %THEN %LET Y=&N;
PROC print noobs round;

var L G

_FREQ_

%varlist (&X, &Y);

%END;

%MEND table;
I * AcruAL SAS PROGRAM STARTS HERE *I

DATA raw;
infile datafile;
input L G$ tl-t&N;
PROC sort;
by L G;

PROC means noprint;
by L G;

var tl-t&N;
output out=means mean=tl-t&N stderr=el-e&N;
PROC sort data=means;
by

LG;

%table
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Program Ill - Perform an ANOVA on the "A" and "B" genotypic classes (all "H" individuals are removed)
/********************************************************/
/*
ABL SAS LIBRARY
*/
/*
*I
/* QI'LANOVA.SAS - Analysis of Ql'L mapping data using
*/
I*
simple MDVA on the A and B genotypes *I
/*

/*

*/
INPUT FORMAT

/*

/*
/* EXAMPLE:

I*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

/*
I*
/*
/*

(each i tern separated by l space) : ·
Locust Genotype Trtl Trt2 Etc.

*I
*I
*/

l
l
1
2

A
B
H
B

4.5
5.1
3.1
5.1

6.8
7.1
7.5
7.1

0.01
0.05
0.10
0 . 05

*I
*/

*I
*/
*/

NOTE: HyperMapData stacks will create the correctly
fonnatted datafile using the export option
"llliOVA • . SAS program will remove H
genotypes. User must modify first line of the
program (%LET N=??) to indicate the total
ntunber of traits in the input dataset.

*/
*/

*I
*I
*/
*/

/********************************************************/
%LET N=21;

DATA raw;
infile datafile;
input L G$ tl-t&N;
if G="H" then delete;
PROC glm;

class L G;
model tl-t&N=G;
by L;
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HyperBlot, Version 1.0.1, is a HyperCard based program whkh allows the digitized entry and statistical analysis of
RFLP and related data. The program consists of the following five stacks:
• HYPERBLOTINSTALLER

a stack for the creation and linking of new Hyper Blot stacks
and for the transfer of data between existing stacks

• BLANK BLOTS

a blank stack for digitized blot information

• BLANK PICTURES

a blank stack for computer generated pictures of blot
information

• HYPERBLOT Rscl vl.0.1

a stack containing code for use by HyperBlot

• HYPERBLOT Rsc2 vl.0.1

a stack containing code for the picture drawing routines

A detailed explanation on the analysis of RFLP data is beyond the scope of this manual; however, the manual will
describe the general features and use of HyperBlot for blot entry and analysis.

General Hardware/Software Requirements
While the Macintosh system is generally less demanding of specific hardware and software requirements for the
operation of various programs, HyperBlot does require Version 2.1 of HyperCard. It is also recommended that
HyperCard be allotted at least 1.5 MB of RAM. Hardware requirements/suggestions are as follows:
• Macintosh II series computer
• Color or B/W Monitor (at least 9", if a smalleJ," monitor is used, please request a special version of
Hyper Blot for use on small monitors)
• 4+MBRAM
• 40+ MB hard drive is recommended
• Numonics translucent digitizer, Model 2200 with cross-hair 16 button cursor
• Laser printer optional
While the program does allow for modification of the digitizer-computer interface, only the Numonics digitizer
atached to the modem port has been extensively tested. Some modification of the inputting code would be required
if a different digitizer is used.

Creating R New HyperBlot Stack
It is assumed that the user has installed the correct version of HyperCard and indicated the appropriate

pathnames for HyperCard to use in searching for stacks. For the use of HyperBlot, all five of the above stacks must
be installed in one of the pathlists for HyperCard, although not necessarily in the same folder.
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Good luck and have fun digitizing.
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Double-click on the "HyperBlot Installer" stack. This stack will allow the user to create new HyperBlot stacks for
the storage of blots. To create a new stack for data, simply click on "Create a New Data Stack" and enter a name
for the new stack when requested. Once the new stack is created, you may wish to click on "Install HyperBlot
Buttons" to create a button in another stack which is linked to the new HyperBlot stack. If you do not want to
transfer data from an exisiting stack to a new one, then click on "Quit" to return HOME. If you would like to
transfer data from an existing stack (perhaps an older version of HyperBlot) to a new stack (perhaps the latest
version), click on "Transfer Data Between Stacks". You will be requested to indicate from which and to which
stacks the data should be transfer. You will also be requested for the type of data to transfer. You can transfer
blot formats, MW standards, enzymes, blot cards and pictures, and/or blot cards only. Select the desired type(s) by
clicking on the line. To select more than one, hold down the command key while clicking. Note that you will be able
to select only one of the last two data types. The program will try to transfer all data that exists for all selected
data types. If the new stack contains additional fields or buttons that did not exist in a previous version, these
fields will either be left blank or a default value will be entered (which has been thought best).

Using HyperBlot
The following sections will guide the user through the operation of HyperBlot. If you have installed a button in
HOME or another stack linked to your HyperBlot stack, click on it to go to the desired HyperBlot stack, otherwise
you will need to double-click on the desired stack or open it from within HyperCard.
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The startup screen will be displayed while the program is loading and initializing. Please note that the program is
free of charge and, thus, you are free to make as many copies as needed. You are also free to distribute it to others
without charge; however, it is best ifthe program is distributed from CIMMYT in order that future upgrades can be
made available. In addition, if a problem is discovered with the program and CIMMYT is contacted for help, we
will normally require a version supplied directly from CIMMYT to be tried before investigating the problem.
After a few seconds, the last blot card displayed during the previous session should be visible. If this is a new
stack this card should be blank. There are several different types of data cards used in HyperBlot; however, this
blot dard is the principal one and will contain all data entered and calculated for a single blot. It also provides
access to all other cards and pictures available within HyperBlot.
Later on the individual features of this card will be explained further; however, at this point, it is important to note
that at the bottom of the card are 11 buttons (it is assumed that the user is already familiar with HyperCard and
its various features). These buttons provide access to the other types of data cards used by HyperBlot as well as
performing the various operations for data input and analysis. The three buttons located at the bottom left provide
access to the other data card types of HyperBlot as well as the option to quit the current stack and return HOME.
Since this is a new stack, the first operation would be to enter the various blot formats for the gels to be entered.
Therefore, click on the button "Fmts" at the lower left. Since no blot format is indicated on the card, a message will
be displayed asking if you wish to go to the blot formats section or to remain at the blot card. Click on the option to
go to the Blot Formats.

.
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Since no blot formats have been entered, the name of the displayed format should be "BLANK" and no information
entered into any of the fields. Before entering a blot format, it is suggested that the restriction enzyme names be
checked and that one or more MW standards be entered. To check the list of enzymes, click on the button
"Enzymes" at the bottom of the blot format card. If the list of enzymes displayed in the card field contains all of the
enzymes to be used in the blot formats, then click on the button "MW Stds", else click on the field to add and/or
delete one or more enzymes. Note that the names of the enzymes should be kept as short as possible, since they
will be used on the blot pictures that are drawn and long names could overlap. Also, changing a name in this list
will not affect those used in an existing blot format or on any existing blot card.
·

Entering MW Standards
In order to calculate the MW of each band that is entered, one or more MW standard lanes must be present and
digitized in each blot. Each type of MW standard is given a name and the information regarding the type of
standard curve used for calculating the MW specified in a card in this background. If no MW standards have been
entered, the name of the standard will be "BLANK". You may either click on "Rename" or "New" to create the first
standard. Enter the name you wish to assign to this standard, remembering that short names (< 8 characters) are
the best for drawing pictures. MW standards names can not be duplicated in the same Hyper Blot file. Also, if one
or more standards have been previously entered, you will have option to duplicate it under a different name. You
can also load standards from another HyperBlot stack by clicking on "Load Stds", choosing a HyperBlot stack
containing the standard(s) and selecting the desired standard(s) to load.

GEL MW STANDARDS
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Once a name is specified, click on the field "MWs (bp)". A scrolling dialog box will be displayed allowing you to
enter new MWs or edit/delete existing ones. All MWs should be entered in base pairs. After all bands have been
entered, click on the button "Done" to exit the entry dialog. The MWs of each band in the standard should now be
displayed in the "MWs (bp)" field in descending MW order.

.
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Now click on the top field under the heading "Curve Type" and select the type of curve to use. Up to four curves can
be specified for a single MW standard lane. For most RFLP blots containing bands from 1 kb to 18 kb, two curves
should be used: an upper curve using the standard bands from 9 - 25 kb and a second using the bands from 1 - 13
kb. A reciprocal least-squares curve fit is usually the best, although it is recommended that other types be tested
especially if different gel conditions or MW ranges are used.
'
Once a curve type is specified, click on the fields under "Use Standard Bands" and select the bands of the standard
to use for curve fitting. Finally, click on the rightmost field under "MW Range" and enter the lowest MW to use that
curve for in calculating MWs. Note that the program calculates an exponential curve using all MW standard bands
in addition to the curves specified and uses this curve to determine the potential MW of each band. The curve type
specified for this potential MW is then used to calculate the actual MW value for the band. Continue to enter
additional curves as needed.
Once all curves have been specified, click on the button "Formats" to go to the Blot Format cards. It may take
several seconds to leave the MW standard card since the program will check all entered information and process the
standard before leaving. If any errors are detected, you will be notified and not allowed to leave the card until the
error is corrected.
The remaining two buttons on this card are "Delete" and "Rename", which allow you to delete or to change the
name of the displayed MW standard. Both of these actions will not affect any blot format which uses the current
standard or name.

Entering Blot Formats
Each blot format card allows the specification of the DNA loaded into each lane of a gel. This DNA can either be a
MW standard or one of the samples in the study. If it is a MW standard you will also be required to indicate the
range of lanes in the gel which will use the curves calculated from this MW standard in calculating the band MWs.
If it is a sample DNA, the restriction enzyme used in the digestion is to be indicated.

H
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If no blot formats have been entered, the name of the format will be "BLANK". You may either click on "Rename"
or "New" to create the first format. Enter the name you wish to assign to this format. The format name should be
kept as short as possible in order to fit the space alloted on the blot card; however, it should be descriptive enough
to recognize the proper format when entering new blots. Blot format names cannot be duplicated in the same
Hyper Blot file. Also, if one or more formats have been previously entered, you will have the option to duplicate it
under a different name. You can also load formats from another HyperBlot stack by clicking on "Load Fmts",
choosing a HyperBlot stack containing the format(s) and selecting the desired format(s) to load.
To indicate new lanes in the gel, click on the button "Lanes" and select the desired action. Once all lanes have
been specified, click on "Done" to exit. Next click on "DNA<->MW" and select all lanes in the gel which contain a
MW standard. Once all lanes have been specified, click on "Done". You will then be prompted for the ending lane
for each of the indicated standards. Note that you only have to indicate the ending lane. It is assumed that the
lane following the ending lane of the previous Standard is the first lane of the next Standard. In the case of the
first Standard in the gel, the first lane of the gel is considered to be the beginning lane.
Click of "DNAs" to assign a name to each DNA sample lane. Again, remember that this name will be written
above the lane on the blot picture and, therefore, should be kept as short as possible (<= 8 characters). Also,
changes in any DNA name in the blot format after a blot has been entered, will not be reflected in any MW values,
morphs or blot pictures that are calculated or drawn. You will be prompted for the name to be assigned to each
DNA lane (the program will skip all Standard lanes). If you make a mistake and wish to change any name already
entered, you may do so by double-clicking on the appropriate lane in the blot format field after you exit this entry
procedure.
You may now desginate the enzyme used to digest the DNA in each lane by clicking on "REs". For each enyzme,
you need to select the name of the enzyme from the list, and then designate in which lanes of the gel it was used.
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Once all enzymes have been designated, click on "Done". Note that if you specify that the selected enzyme is to
used for all lanes, the program assumes that you are "Done" and exits this routine.

The only other information that must be specified in the blot format is whether there is a lower internal standard
in each lane and the distance between the origin and this standard. Click on the field below "Internal Standard
Present?" to toggle bewteen "Yes" or "No" for the presence or absence of an internal standard. If there is a
standard by which each lane can be normalized, you must indicate its migration distance by clicking on the field
below "Normalization Value". Since the program will use this value to calculate a linear correction factor by
dividing the migration distance of the lower internal standard by this number, the number specified should be clos&
to the expected migration distance of the lower standard band. The number is entered in thousandths of an inch
(the resolution of the digitizer) and, thus, a distance of 2 inches would be entered as "2000". Since the actual
migration of each internal band will be slightly different in each lane, only an approximation (to the nearest quarter
or half inch) is necessary.
.Once all information is entered and correct either click on "New" to entered a new format or "Blots" to return to the
Blot Cards. Note that it may take several seconds to leave the format card as the program will check all entered
data and process the entered format. As with the MW Standard cards, if any errors are detected you will be
notified and required to correct them before leaving the format.
The remaining two buttons on the card, "Delete" and "Rename" perform the same function as in the MW Standard
card. As with the MW standards, deleting or renaming a blot format will not affect existing blot cards which use
the current format.

Entering and Processing Blots
Once one or more blot formats have been specified, you are ready to digitize a blot. If this is to be the first blot
entered in this stack, all fields on the data card should be blank. Before a blot can be digitized, the data in the top
five fields (Locus, Blot, Hyb Date, Blot Format and Reader) must be entered. To enter data in each field, click on
the title of the field (for example, to enter the locus click on the word "Locus"). A scrolling dialog box will be
displayed with all of the values previously entered listed. If the desired value to be entered is found in the
displayed list, simply select the correct line and click on "Use This One" (or, a short cut would be to double-click on
the desired line). The selected line should then be displayed in the corresponding field. If the desired information
is not found, then click on "Enter New" and enter the new information. The new information will be displayed in
the corresponding field as well as being entered into the list for next time.
The "Blot Format" will only allow you to select one of the entered blot formats. .In order to enter a new format into
the list, you would have to click on "Fmts" to go to the blot format cards and enter a new format. When you specify
the blot format for the blot, the "Int Std?" field will be updated with the information specified on the blot format
card. It is possible to change the value by clicking on the displayed value ("Yes" or "No"), which will change it to the
alternative (you will be prompted whether this is what you want to do).
Once all of the information has been specified you can digitize a blot. The four buttons at the lower right ("Enter,
Draw, MWs and Morphs") either perform the named function (in the case of "MWs") or display a set of options in
the card section immediately above (in the case of "Enter, Draw and Morphs"). If the "Enter" options are not
displayed, click on "Enter" to display the below options.
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As stated earlier, the program has been designed for use with a Numonics digitizer connected to the modem port of
the Macintosh. If you wish to examine the port settings or to change the port, click on the digitizer keypad while
holding donw the "OPTION" key. The port setup card will be displayed allowing you to change the various
parameters. While it is possible to alter most of the port settings, it is not possible to alter the handler for the
data packet sent by the digitizer. Therefore, use of a different make of digitizer is not advised, unless you are
willing to make the necessary changes in the program.

Digitizer SetupA translucent digitizer is recommended in order to provide backlighting of the film. A slanted table can also be
build or purchase and a light box installed below the digitizer tablet to provide an ergonomic working system.
Lanes are to be digitized from the left to the right or the top to the bottom of the tablet. In our experience, it is best
to place the film horizontally on the tablet surface and digitize from left to right. A plastic ruler or triangle is useful
to guide the keypad along the edge of each lane.

Digitizer Entry Mode
To digitize, use the plastic rule to align the keypad cross-hair along one edge of the lane. Then move the keypad
alond the rule, centering the cross-hair in the middle of each band. The five buttons to the right are used to select
the type of entry desired, whether manual or by the digitizer. If no data has been entered previously, then click on
"Enter All Lanes" to begin entry with the first lane of the gel. After a few seconds, a picture of the digitizer keypad
should be displayed and a prompt for entry of the origin of lane 1. To digitize a band, place the cross-hair of the
keypad over the desired point and press one of active keys on the digitizer. To enter a band, press either the "A",
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"B" or "C" button to indicate a full, half or quarter intense band, respectively. These differences in intensities are
det~rmined ?Y the. i~divid~al use~ and are primarl.Y u~eful during the ~orph calculations, since you can specify
which band mtens1ties to mclude m morph determinations. When entenng the origin and bottom standard you
can use any of the three buttons. When you are finished entering all bands for a lane, press the "2" key. If you
have made a mistake in entering a band(s) in the current lane, press the "F" key to restart the entry of the current
lane. When you have finished entering all of the lanes in the current blot, press "O" to exit.

Upon exiting, data should be present in the "XY Values", "MD Values-Unc" and "MD Values-Cor" (if an internal
standard is present) fields and one of the two "MD Values" displayed. Each of these data fields are displayed by
selecting the desired field from the pull-down menu displayed while holding down the mouse button over the field
below the "Date Updated" section on the card. Seven types of data can be displayed:
• XYValues

raw X,Yvalues and intensities for each band entered

• MD Values-Unc

uncorrected migration distances for each band and lower standard (if
present)

• MD Values-Cor

corrected migration distances for each band entered (using a linear
correction factor calculated by dividing the migration distance of the lower
standard by the specified normalization value)

• MWValues

calculated MWs for each band using the specified MW standards lanes
and curves and either the corrected migration distances (if a lower
internal standard is present) of uncorrected distances (if not)

• MWCurves

all MW curves calculated and used for determining the MW of each band

• Morphs

actually two fields of data, the left field contains a summation of the type
of cluster analysis performed and the average MWs for each morph, while
the right field contains the morph designations for each band used in the
analysis

• Cluster Distances

the final intercluster distances resulting form the morph-determination.

Only those fields with data will be highlighted in the menu for selection.
If all of the lanes have been entered and believed to be correct, a blot picture can be drawn to visually determine if

all entered bands are correct.

Blot Picture Drawing
Click on "Draw" to display the available draw options and picture specifications. Five types of pictures can be
drawn:
• MDs(Unc)

uncorrected migration distances (will draw the lower standard, if
present)

• MDs(Cor)

corrected migration distances

• MDs(Srt)

sorted (from slowest to the fastest) migration distances

• MWs

migration of each bands determined by the calculated MW

• MWs(Srt)

sorted (from highest to lowest) MWs.

Each of the picture types can also have the morph designation (if determined) indicated beside the band by
selecting the "Labeled" option. If no morphs have been determined and the ~Labeled" option is selected, the picture
will be drawn with no morphs indicated. Notice that this is the default option when a picture type is selected.
Once a picture type is selected, the type of picture should be specified. To specify the number of lanes per tier in the
picture, click on the" ... Lanes per tier" field and select either "20", "55" or "30" lanes per tier. One to four tiers per
picture can be specified by entering the desired number after clicking on the" ... Tiers per picture" field. Finally,
"lX", "2X" or "4X" lane migration can be selected by clicking on the" ... Lane Migration" field. All lane migrations
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are possible with one tier per picture; 1X and 2X migration are possible with 2 tiers per picture; and only lX
migration is possible with 3 and 4 tiers per picture. The approximate picture size is 7" x 10"; therefore with 1X
migration the maximum lane length would be 2.5", with 2X, 5" and with 4X, the full 10".
'

Once all the desired information and picture types are specified, click on "Draw It" to initiate the drawing routine.
A progress screen will be displayed while the program processes the data for each picture type and then the picture
will be drawn. Each picture type specified will be drawn in succession and the last picture drawn will remain
displayed. To return to the blot card, simply click anywhere on the displayed picture. To display any of the drawn
pictures, select the desired picture from the pull-down menu by holding down the mouse button while over the
"Display Pictures" field. As with the data fields menu, only .t he names of the pictures which have been drawn will
be highlighted and available for selection.
If the picture that was drawn is larger than the window, a scroll box will be displayed at the upper right of the

picture Simply move the display box in the scroll box up and down to move the picture up and down in the window.
If the scroll box is accidentally closed, press "Command E" to re-display.

It is important to remember that all of the pictures are static and represent the blot data at the time the picture
was drawn. If any data is changed or recalculated, it will be necessary to re-draw all pictures to reflect the new
information.

Data Re-Entry and Correction
If upon scanning the drawn picture, any lanes and/or bands need to be re-entered or corrected, return to the blot

card and select the required entry option. To add additional lanes starting at the end of the existing lanes, click on
"Add More Lanes". You will be given the option to start entry at the next lane or you can specify a starting lane
before or after the current last one. To re-enter existing lanes, click on "Re-Enter A Lane". You will be prompted for
the lane to re-enter and then allowed to digitize the lane. To exit the re-entry options, select "Cancel" or enter no
lane number when prompted. To add a lane, click on "Add A Lane". You will be prompted for the lane number to
add a lane before and then allowed to digitize the new lane. To delete a lane, click on "Delete A Lane". You will be
prompted for the lane number to delete. To exit the delete option, select "Cancel" or enter no lane number. If the
only action required is to change a band intensity or to delete one or more bands in a lane, click on "Bands". You
will be prompted for the lane to modify, after which a scrolling dialog will be displayed with all of the current bands
and their intensities listed. Continue to select a band and the desired action until the lane is correct, then select
"Done".
If any of the various entry options are selected, data in the "MW Values", "MW Curves", "Morphs" and "Cluster

Distances" field will be deleted as well as all pictures available. Also, the current date will be entered
automatically in the "Date Entered" field when the "Enter All Bands" option is used and in the "Date Updated"
field when any of the other options are used.

MW Calculations
Once all lanes and bands are correct, MW values for each band can be calculated as long as at least one MW
standard lane is present and specified in the blot format. To calculate MWs, simply click on"~ at the lower
right. The program will determine the first MW standard lane present and calculate the standard curves for that
lane. It will then begin to determine the MW for each band in each lane. Once the last lane specified for use with
the current set of standard curves has been·calculated, a new set of curves will be calculated using the next MW
standard lane. If for any reason an error occurs in calculating a standard curve, the previous standard curves will
be used and so indicated in the "MW Curves" data field. Therefore, as long as one MW standard lane can be
calculated for a blot, all MWs will be determined. If no MW lanes can be found or used to determined the curves,
the MW calculation routine will be aborted.
Once all lanes have been determined, the "MW Values" data field will be displayed. Each line in the field will
contain the DNA name, enzyme and MWs for all bands in each lane of the blot. A single lower case letter (a,b or c)
will be appended to the end of each MW to indicate the band intensity (a =full, b = half and c = quarter intense).
Also, all MW curves calculated will be displayed in the "MW Curves" data field. In addition to the actual curve
used, either the r-square value or the percent deviation will be given.
-

Morph Determinations
The final calculation that can be performed on the entered migration distances is the statistical determination of
band differences. To select the morph calculation options, click on "Morphs" at the lower right to display the morph

determination opt.ions. Most of these will be filled m from the data supplied in the blot format, although you may
select another ?Pbo? at ~his time: The program wil~ perform the specifi~d clustering of the corrected (preferably) or
uncorrected migration distances m order to determine the number of different bands (morphs) present in the blot.
Either. sin~le linkage, complete linkage or average linkage clustering is possible. For most blots, average linkage
custenng is best. The other types may be useful for certain gel conditions and band migrations. The cluster
distance specified is the minimum, maximum or average intercluster distance used to terminate the clustering
routine.
Bands of any of the three intensities can be included in the morph determinations by checking the appropriate
intensity. Once the morph option information is correct, click on "Compute" to start the morph determination. The
program will first scan all entered blots to determine all with the same locus designation. If more than one blot
with the same locus has been entered, a scrolling dialog will be displayed to allow the selection of which blot or
blots to use in the morph determination. By selecting more than one blot, morphs can be determined across several
blots. If only the current blot is to be used, click on "Use These" as the current blot should be selected in the list.
The program will then load the appropriate migration distances for all selected blots and begin the clustering
routine.
The current total number of clusters will be displayed to indicated the progress. Once the limit is reached, each
cluster of bands will be given a single character morph designation (1-9, a-z, A-Z) starting with the slowest
migrating band cluster. Once all bands have been assigned a morph designation, the program will end and the
"Morphs" data field displayed. In the right field will be displayed the DNA name, enzyme and morph desgination
for each lane of the blot. If a band was not used in the morph calculation, a"•" will be displayed instead of a
morph designation. Also, all MW standard lanes will not be used for morph determinations, nor any lane specifed
for "No Morphs" in the blot format.

In the left field will be displayed the summary information for the clusters, inlcuding the type of cluster algorithm
used, the cluster limit and the number of blots used. Following these two lines, are the morphs designated as
"Locus-Enzyme-Morph" and the average MW of the bands included in that morph cluster plus the standard
deviation (if more than one band was included). Note that the average MWs will only be calculated if the MWs for
each band has been determined previously. If not MWs are present, the morph designations will be listed but no
MW information calculated.
Usually after determining morphs, it is best to draw a picture of the labeled MD Values to visually check the
morphs. By comparing the picture with the actual blot, you can quickly determine if the morph designations are
correct. In soome situations, it will be desirable to combine two or more morph designations. In order to combine
two groups, first check the final cluster distance between the two groups and use a cluster limit just above the final
distance. You should also check all other final distances to determine if other clusters will also be collapsed into
one. In a few cases, it is not possible to collapse the desired two clusters without collapsing others. This is usually
due to a deformed blot and mis-entered bands and can be usually corrected by re-entering the affected lanes.
Once you are satisfied that the morphs are correct, click on the "?" next to "MORPHs" to change it to "OK". This is
only for your information that the morphs are correct; however, it can be used in batch processing to select only
those blot cards which are correct. You can also enter the minimum number of bands required in a lane in order for
that lane to be considered heterozygous by clicking on the field next to "MINIMUM # BANDS OF HETEROzyGOTE
=". By indicating more than two bands, the possibilities of internal restriction sites or multiple loci detected by a
single probe are accounted for.
The determined morphs can now be used to calculate morph frequencies or exported and used by other programs to
calculated genetic distances and/or binary matrices.

Creating I Deleting I Printing Blot Cards
Click on "New" to create a new blot card. Click on "Delete" to delete the displayed card. Before deleting, you will be
asked whether you wish to delete only ·the pictures for the current card or the entire blot card. Click on the desired
option. To delete all blot cards in the current stack, click on "Delete" while holding down the OPTION key. Before
actually deleting any information, you will be prompted whether this is really what you want to do.
To print any of the data fields or pictures that are available, click on "Print" and select the desired data and/or
pictures to print.
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Nauigating
As described in the previous sections, the three buttons at the lower left provide access to the blot formats, MW
standards and enzyme cards; the batch processing card; or exiting the stack. Several methods are provided to move
from one blot card to another. The simplest is the left and right arrows (next to "FIND") which move to the
previous or next blot card, respectively. The blot cards are arranged in the stack as entered.

A subset of blot cards can be selected by double-clicking on any of the five fields at the top of the card
(Locus,Blot,Hyb Date,Blot Format or Reader). This will select all card in the stack which has the exact information
in the field clicked on (which will be boldfaced). When the arrows are used, the previous or next blot card with the
same information in the selected field will be displayed. At the present time, only one field can be selected at a
time. To deselect the field, double-click on it or double-click on another field to change the selected field.
The final method of moving to a new blot card is by using "FIND". Enter the desired text to locate when prompted.
The find text will be stored and displayed the next time the find feature is used. The blot card with the text
located in any of the five top fields or in the "Note" field will be displayed. If no card is found containing the text, a
prompt informing you that no card was found will be displayed. The find uses a Boolean search routine, thus, if
more than one text string is entered (separated by a space), each string will be used in an "AND" search. Finally, if
blot cards have been selected by double-clicking on one of the top fields, the find will use only the selected cards.

Batch Processing
All of the calculations performed on the blot card can also be performed as a batch process on all cards or a selected
set. Click on "Batch" to display the "Batch Processing" card. By clicking on any of the four fields located at the left
of the card and choosing the desired action, MWs or morphs can be calculated, any of the five picture types can be
drawn, any of the pictures can be printed, and/or any of the blot or MW formats or data fields exported to a file. In
several cases, such as morph calculations and picture drawing, you will also be required to enter the default values
for the necessary parameters.
In the case of morph calculation you can group the blots to be processed together by clicking "Group". Othervise,
each blot will be processed separately, clustering morphs only within the same blot.

H
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Up to three selection criteria can be indicated with which to select the blot cards. These are selected by clicking
first on the field next to "FIELD" and selecting a field. Click on the next field to the right to select the type of
selection criteria. Finally, enter the selection string in the third field. If additional selection criteria is needed, click
on the first field of the next line and select either "AND" or "OR" for the second criteria.
Once the information is correct on the card, click on "Find Blots" to start the search. You have the option of
generate a new list or add a new group of blots to an existing list. After completing the searching, the number of
blots found will be displayed and the Locus,Blot,Hyb Date,Blot Format and Reader listed in the scrolling field. If
you want to exclude certain blots from the list, click on "Modify" and you will be prompted to select the blots to be
excluded. Then, the operations can be performed by clicking on "Do Tasks" after the blots to be used have been
displayed.
Finally, the two buttons at the lower left, allow you to return to the blot cards ("Blots") or to go to the blot formats
("Formats").

Quitting
Click on "Quit" to exit Hyper Blot. You will prompted whether you want a copy of the HyperBlot stacks (the stack
with the blot information and the stack with the computer generated pictures of blot information) as a backup of
your information or if you just want to quit and return HOME. Also you can stay on the same stack by clicking
"Don't Quit".

